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Those who survived the airwars flying to and I'rom Buslington. Vcrmont, found our stand-alone meeting an unqualified success and well
worth airport madness. Don Ruch may well have presided over the
most successful, mushroom-laden foray ever. The fact that the afternoon found most forayers (over 135 attended) flopped lazily on the
grass lakeside, chatting amiably and renewing old friendships, only
added to the pleasure. Faye Murrin's well organized program ran
smoothly from Monday morning to Thursday noon, with all sessions
and symposia highly informative and miraculously on-time. The barbecue and Judi Ellzey's highly successful auction, auctioneered by the
rabble-rousing George Carroll (assisted by a hoarse Gary Samuels).
was a perfect lead-in for a serene (above-decks) and enthusiastic (below decks) midnight cruise. A possjble MSA first was the proposal of
marriage on the middle deck of the Ethan Allen as it steamed through
the islands of Lake Champlain. (She said yes.)
We bid an affectionate farewell to departing President Linda Kohn,
Secretary Maren Klich, and Councilors Jo Taylor, David Porter. Chris
Schardl, and Gary Samuels - their commendable hard work in the
service of the Society is universally appreciated. In turn, we welcome
incoming President Orson Miller, Vice-President John Taylor, Secretary Lorelei Norvell, and new Councilors Iris Charvat, Rick Kerrigan,
Jean Lodge, and Wendy Untereiner, who hope to continue the excellent work of their predecessors. -Lorelei Norvell
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Input from referees requested!
To help minimize the invalid publication of newly proposed scientific names of fungi, Korf (1995) provided advice
on how to guarantee valid publication and offered a few
simple guidelines for authors, reviewers, and editors. He
regretted that "unfortunately, many of the errors are cornmitted by highly respected mycologists and published in
thoroughly respectable journals." He also emphasized that
"although the ultimate responsibility for publishing correct
names lies with authors, clearly, reviewers and editors are
shirking their duties to advise authors of such errors prior to
publication."
In order to be validly published, names must be introduced
according to requirements of the International Code of
Botanical Nomenclature (ICBN; Greuter et al. 1994,2000).
Since 1990 it has been compulsory to deposit vouchers for
new species and infraspecific taxa - the name-bearing types
- in an herbarium or other collection. It is generally accepted
that such voucher specimens should be deposited in publicly
accessible reference collections like herbaria.
However, voucher collections are necessary not only when
new fungi are described; they should be cited and deposited
during any type of scientific research, whether it be conducted by taxonomist, systematist, physiologist, chemist,
molecular biologist, pathologist, ecologist, clinician - in fact,
by anyone studying an organism scientifically. For all
research it is essential that vouchers be retained, either as
dried material or as permanently preserved living cultures.
When no original research material is preserved, confirmation of the investigated taxon cannot be confirmed.
Should a species concept of an organism change, it is
critical to be able to reidentify that organism at a later time.
There are several examples where what was originally
believed to represent a single species is now recognized as a

species complex, because the species concept has been (or
will be) changed [eg., Pisolithus tinctorius (Burgess et al.
1995) and Paxillus involutus (Fries 1985, Hahn & Agerer
1999)l. In such cases, reexamination of voucher material is
essential for determining precisely which organism was
originally studied so that early work can remain relevant to
future research.
In recent years, molecular biological studies have had a
tremendous impact on systematics, taxonomy, and ecology.
DNA sequences are frequently obtained from fungal cultures,
but all too often, neither complete citation of the source
fungal material (e.g., unique voucher collection or culture
number), nor reference to the institution where the material
has been deposited, is provided. When sequences from
GenBank are cited, either strain numbers are omitted entirely
or only personalhndividual laboratory strain numbers are
given, making it difficult to trace the origin of the fungal
material. It is not yet common practice to publish complete
collection or isolation data, or to deposit vouchers, except in
taxonomic articles, despite the fact that only accession
numbers allocated by permanent public or other institutional
collections can ensure the retrieval of voucher material over
the long term.
Conservation of dried fruitbodies from which cultures are
made is also indispensable in order to allow investigation of
anatomical and morphological features that cannot be
reproduced in culture. The cultures also can be checked
using molecular methods after prolonged preservation, in
order to exclude the possibility of contamination. While it is
rarely possible to culture fungi from dried specimens, the
associated collection details are indispensable not only to
clarify the geographical and ecological source, but also to
facilitate the possibility of recollecting the fungus in the
same site. This requires as detailed and as exact a description
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of the sampling locality as possible,
preferably including geographic
coordinates something now facilitated
by handheld or wristband global
positioning devices.
Voucher specimens are equally
important for a wide range of other
investigations. Dennis's (1960: xxii)
remark that "records that cannot be
verified are mere waste paper" applies
to numerous aspects of our discipline.
Studies of the species composition of
any habitat depend on properly
determined fungi, and so will require
dried vouchers deposited in publicly
accessible collections. This applies, for
example, not only to fruitbodies, but
indeed to all fungal structures (such as
sclerotia or ectomycorrhizae, cfi Agerer
1991) used in scientific work. Ecological, chemical, applied, and physiological studies quite often rely on ecotypes
of species that might later be considered - depending upon the species
concepts applied - as separate species.
In the seventies, Hawksworth (1974),
Yocum & Simons (1977), and
Ammirati (1979) were among the first
to point out the importance of voucher
material, particularly in chemical (but
also in physiological and ecological)
studies. In ecological studies on
ectomycorrhizae, the increasing use
made of RFLP patterns or DNA
sequences for the detection of the
symbionts requires comparison with
those of identified fruitbodies. In many
studies, the identified ectomycorrhizae
have been completely consumed by the
extraction and amplification methods.
Voucher specimens must be retained,
particularly when individual tips of a
larger hyphal system have been used.
Even more important is citation and
preservation of the fruitbody from
which DNA was extracted for comparison with the ectomycorrhizal DNA.
Voucher cultures are urgently needed
when clinicians investigate potentially
toxic fungi with an eye to evaluating
the etiologic data and their impact on
humans (de Hoog & GuCho 1985).

Furthermore, in instances where
cultural or chemical features are crucial
for evaluating newly described fungi
such as yeasts, nonavailability of
cultures can make interpretation
impossible and frustrate other researchers (Banno et al. 1993, Hawksworth
1984). It is essential for future research
that authors provide enough information on clinical direct microscopy or
histopathology results to determine
whether an isolate was medically
significant or a biomedical contaminant. When reporting on diseases
caused by apparently exotic fungi,
authors are strongly urged to include a
brief notation of relevant patient travel
history.
Additional documentation is needed
for strains deposited in the major fungal
culture collections, such as ATCC
(American Type Culture Collection),
CBS (Centraalbureau voor
Schimmelcultures),or MI (CAB1
Bioscience); fortunately, these and
other culture collections generally
provide forms that guide depositors
through the documentation process. In
these major culture collections, cultures
that are safely stored using cryopreservation methods may be revived at
any time. For sporulating fungi, citation
of the allocated accession number is
generally sufficient to ensure reproducibility of scientific results, and thus
confirm the identity of the species
studied. Unfortunately, comparison
with "wild" (noncultured) material is
only possible when the original
collection or isolation information is
provided.
A completely different situation arises
when cultures are sterile and cannot be
identified using normal methods. Here
preservation of voucher material is
particularly important, as is precise
citation of all collection and herbarium
data; vouchers and adequate collections
data enable detection of possible
misidentifications and permit application of new species concepts andlor
collections of new living material.

The Index Herbariorum (Holmgren,
Holmgren & Barnett 1990) and the
World Directory (Sugawara et al. 1993)
supply addresses of recognized herbaria
and microbial culture collections,
respectively. These volumes also
provide the accepted acronyms that are
used to identify the herbaria and
collections in scientific publications.
The collections cited in these volumes
ensure that material in their care is
well-curated and properly preserved;
these institutions will usually loan dried
material free of charge (subject to
certain requirements). While long-term
maintenance of private herbaria cannot
be assured, nearly all the international
herbaria and other recognized institutions that house fungi will warmly
accept properly dried and documented
fungal material. Living cultures are
normally supplied for a charge, to
cover the cost of preparation and
carriage, again subject to particular
regulations governing a particular
institution. The restrictions and
regulations surrounding obtaining
specimens or cultures on loan vary, but
are readily available in catalogs or on
websites.
It is unfortunate that recently,
falsification of data (particularly in
some publications dealing with human
cancer research) has set tongues
wagging in the scientific community. A
fundamental scientific principle
requires that all research must be
reproducible. In our research, reproducibility requires that research of a given
organism can be conducted using the
same dried material or culture that is
used in the original study. Consequently, papers that do not provide an
unambiguous reference to the location
where critical study material can be
obtained by later researchers should not
be accepted for publication. Such
papers are of limited or no scientific
value, because the studies they report
on cannot be repeated. As editors and
referees in all aspects of mycology are
often confronted with such situations, it
is necessary to include advice for the
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deposition of voucher material in
instructions for authors (e.g.,
Hawksworth 2000) and to regard this as
a prerequisite for publication.
All scientists are responsible for their
results. This responsibility lies not only
in relation to the scientific community,
but also in relation to those who
support their research - the taxpayer,
charities, funding agencies, and
ultimately, society at large. The general
public expects integrity from the
scientific community. It is the responsibility of individual scientists, referees,
and editors to rigorously apply the
highest standards and make every effort
to ensure that published research will
be reproducible. Reproducibility in
mycology is irrevocably and inextricably connected to the unequivocal
citation of voucher specimens and
cultures.
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Commission on Common Mushroom Names for North America
by Scott Redhead, Lorelei Norvell, Judy Roger, Elio Schaechter, and Tom Volk
At their annual meetings this year, both the North
American Mycological Association (NAMA) and the
Mycological Society of America (MSA) have agreed to
cooperate on the establishment of and the mandate for a
Commission on Common Mushroom Names for North
America. The Commission will be established by both
presidents, Allein Stanley (NAMA) and Orson Miller, Jr.
(MSA). Outgoing MSA President Linda Kohn was
instrumental in establishing a working ad hoc committee for
MSA (now disbanded) that drafted the mandate and
rationale. Ad hoc committee members were Scott Redhead
(Chairperson), Lorelei Norvell, Judy Roger, Elio
Schaechter, and Tom Volk. At present, the Commission
members have not yet been appointed.

Rationale for the establishment of the Commission

Psathyrella species whose identities can be determined
only when a specific book is consulted for each case;
Pluteus cervinus is known as "Fawn Mushroom," "Deer
Mushroom," "Fawn Pluteus," "The Deer Mushroom," and
"Fawn Shield-cap." These contrast with "Small Deer
Mushroom," "White Deer Mushroom," "Brownish Yellow
Roof," "Yellow Pluteus," and "Flame Shield-cap," all of
which represent five other Pluteus species, and "Deer
Mushroom," representing Ramaria aurea in other
publications.
Astraeus hygrometricus is listed as "Water-measuring
earth-star" in Miller & Fan; but was listed as the
"Barometer Earthstar," "Water-measure Earthstar,"
"Barometer Earth Star," and "Hygroscopic Earthstar" in
subsequent guides.

Publishers appear to be placing increasing stress on socalled common names in field guides. Often, illustrations
are labeled only by such common names, while in other
texts, the species descriptions are headed by large font or
boldface common names that precede less emphasized
scientific names. Jn view of the inconsistencies among
names and lack of available cross-referenced indices
Unfortunately, early authors lacked a necessary reference
(anywhere in the world), common name usage is becoming
tool, a standardized list of common names from which to
more chaotic than scientific taxonomy+nomenclature (which
select. Because many North American species did not have
itself appears to be in a state of flux). ~h~ resulting '
"common" English names, non1 confusion leads almost
Latin names were often created by
inexorably to frustration the authors (or editors).
particularly in the neophyte
with a lessening of
More unfortunately, current
enjoyment
among naturalists
authors are not using names
and a decreasing interest in
suggested by earlier authors, nor
mycology.
have they been consistent in their
Scientific names follow
own usage. The 1975 An Index of
$
the Common Fungi of North
formalized protocols that
America: Synonymy and Common
$
lead to a standardization of
names. These protocols
Names by Miller and Farr listed the
E.\l,lorcttory Co,rrmittee tnernhers Redhrctcl, Norrvll, trnd Volk ill
krrr~ontafter MSA Cortncil upproved estctblishing a Joint Common provide for cross indices
common names used in North
Names Commission. Committee members Roger and Schaechter were
as Index of Fungi,
American
guides up that
unable to attend the MSA Annual Meeting.
Petrak's
Lists, Saccardo's
time, but it has often been ignored
As interest in wild mushrooms has increased significantly
in North America over the past 25 years, there has been a
proliferation of field guides by reputable publishers.
Standard among the field guides has been the application of
common English names to the main species described and
illustrated within.

5

in favor of creating more new common names and much
confusion.
Three examples illustrating the instability of "common7'
mushroom names include:
Psathyrella candolleana is known as "Common
Psathyrella," "Fringed Crumblecap," "Common Park
Psathyrella," "Suburban Psathyrella," and "White Brittlehead." These contrast with "Stump Brittle-head," "Cone
Brittle-head," "Dark Cone Psathyrella," and "Aspen
Crumblecap," names that represent three (not four) other

Sylloge Fungorum, and Systema Mycologicum) as well as
monographic treatments listing synonyms. On the vernacular
front, however, there is no source to provide a crossreference of the vernacular names coined during the last 25
years, nor is there any standard reference that a magazine
author or editor can consult when that individual wishes to
use an English name.
To fill this information vacuum, a Commission on
Common Mushroom Names for North America has been
approved. Models for this vernacular name commission are:
(i) Committee on Classification and Nomenclature of the
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American Ornithologist's Union (which
helped develop the American Birding
Association's "ABA Checklist") and
the Entolomological Society of
America's Committee on Common

Names (which approved the ESA
checklist of insect common names). BY
establishing an officially recommended
list rather than a simple compilation of

previously used names, it is hoped that
the list will avoid the fate of earlier lists
(such as Miller & Farr and Harper's
hlwhroom Reference G u i d e & Check
List).

Mandate: Commission on Common Mushroom Names for North America
a) To create, maintain, and update a
publicly available list (database and
hardcopy) of standardized, unique,
recommended common (i.e., English
vernacular) names. Such a list would be
established for selected wellrecognized or noteworthy endemic and
naturalized North American
macrofungi (e.g., agarics, boletes,
chanterelles, coral fungi, puffballs,
polypores, truffles, morels, cup fungi,
stinkhorns, etc.). The purpose of the list
would be to facilitate education and
enjoyment by amateur mycologists and
enhance precision in the popular
literature.
Explanatory note: The intent of the list
would be to stabilize names for
conspicuous North American mushrooms,
such as those now found in guides. Such a
list is not intended to be comprehensive;
almost all those polled thus far have
indicated rather forcefully that not all
fungi - or even all mushrooms - need
common names. Additionally, it is not the
intent to rename plant diseases or
pathogens, or to name molds or fungal
diseases of animals or fungal decay, etc.,
for which there are other interested parties
and other sources of names.

b) To design a database that would when feasible - (i) permit tracking
alternative synonymous common
names, (ii) accommodate flexibility for
scientific taxonomic alternatives, (iii)
provide for common names in other
languages (particularly French and
Spanish), and (iv) facilitate conversion
to a WWW interface (linked to MSAI
NAMA websites) and/or hardcopy
periodic printouts [or otherwise stable,
citable sources, e.g., CD, pamphlet,
book).
Explanatory note: Although the intent is
to create a stabilized unique list, it is

recognized that as the transition period
and time before general acceptance will
be lengthy, cross-indexing will be more
necessary and useful. It is additionally
recognized that because alternative
scientific theories (and resulting
classifications) exist that are as yet
unsettled, provisions need to be made for
alternative/opposing scientific opinions.
Also, it is recognized that the task of
establishing the initial recommended list
will be a daunting project. While the
intent is primarily directed toward the
continental USA and Canada, and
therefore English-based, it is also
recognized that especially in Canada and
MexicoICentral America, fungal common
names in both French and Spanish are
used. For this reason, provisions should
be made to accommodate fields for nonEnglish names that might be used as the
base for future subcommittees.

c) To coordinate the creation or
approval of common names for
scientifically recognized taxa, after
consulting with scientific experts on
specific taxonomic groups or ecological
groupings.
Explanatory note: It is recognized that
since commission members may lack
compehensive expertise or have
insufficient knowledge of some groups of
fungi, and that other user groups may
have already established a different set of
names (either scientific or vernacular),
input from these experts or groups should
be sought in specific cases. As the
purpose of the commission is primarily
nomenclatural and not taxonomic in
nature (although clearly taxonomic
literature and taxonomists must be
consulted), the commission ought not to
impose taxonomic classifications on
taxonomists in an active field of research.

d) To liaise and coordinate efforts
with user groups (mycological clubs,
naturalists, educational and regulatory

government agencies, publishers,
authors, educational institutes, etc.),
and to build in feedback mechanisms
for the generation of initial listings (and
subsequent secondary lists) by devising
mechanisms for seeking, receiving, and
considering input on potential names.
Explanatory note: The intent is not to
dictate name usage in a heavy-handed
fashion, coin new names arbitarily, nor
cause dissension. Rather, the intent is to
foster cooperation and consensus and to
provide for correction or reconsideration
of preliminary names before establishing
a recommended name in cases where
there are conflicts. Ultimately, the
commission, which must decide upon
specific cases, must be seen to be fair,
above-board, and reasonable. It is
envisaged that parts of the validation
process will include (i) generation of
interim lists for distribution to clubs and
other interest groups for comment, (ii)
distribution of penultimate lists for further
challenge or correction, and (iii) only
upon final approval by MSA and NAMA,
release of a recommended list.

e) To report annually to both the MSA
Council and the NAMA Board of
Trustees (providing interim reports if
necessary), and to submit to both
organizations the final
recommendations for approval, and
posting, publication, or release as
MSA-NAMA officially recommended
names.
Explanatory note: The intention is to
obtain as broad an input as possible
(given logistic and time constraints), to
help build consensus, to have broad
geographic and scientific appeal, and to
instill confidence as well as authority. It is
anticipated that the generation of the intial
listing will take a minimum of two years.

O To draft a set of recommendations
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(standards) on how common names
should be coined (e.g., consistency
between "gray" vs "grey", hyphen or
no hyphen for compounds) similar to
those standardized for common plant
and bird names.

Establishment and maintainence of
the Commission will proceed as
follows:
a) Members are to be appointed by
either the MSA Council following
recommendations by the MSA
President, or by the NAMA Board of
Trustees following recommendations
by the NAMA President, in the ratios
outlined below. (Note: Although it is
logical to assume that the MSA Council
might consult its Liaison with Amateur
Mycological Clubs & Societies
Committee, or that the NAMA Board
of Trustees might consult with its Intersociety Liaison Committee in making
such appointments, these decisions are
to be left to the respective executives.)

b) The Commission will consist of
seven members: (i) two appointed
independently by MSA, (ii) two
appointed independently by NAMA,
and (iii) three appointed jointly by both
organizations. The quorum required for
decisions (should all seven not be
available) is to be five. The chairperson
will be determined annually by the
Commission members, subject to
approval by both Presidents of MSA
and NAMA. The chairship may be
renewed or changed as is deemed best
by the commission members.
c) Appointments will be for three
years, with the exception that the first
Commission members will serve for
terms of three years (one each for MSA
and NAMA), four years (one each for
MSA and NAMA), and five years (the
three jointly appointed members).
Membership may be renewed following
completion of terms. Additionally,
members may be replaced by either

appointing society for cause or be
replaced permanently by acting
members in exceptional cases. The
exceptional nature of the start-up
Commission is dictated by (i)
recognition that the most difficult task
of the Commission will be
establishment of the first primary list
(which in itself dictates the necessity
for longer terms) and (ii) initiation of
staggered terms for future commission
appointments.
d) It is recommended that
appointments be made taking into
consideration geographic (i.e. regional)
as well as scientific coverage. The
Commission may recommend
establishment of ad hoc subcommittees
to address special cases or problems,
with the understanding that those who
serve in such capacity are to be
acknowledged in any subsequent
publications along with the permanent
members.
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Letter from the Past President
This is my last "Letter from the President" message and my first as an MSA Past President. The Annual
MSA Meeting is now behind us (and plans are well
underway for next year's meeting in Salt Lake City
with APS - again with a full roster of exciting symposia). Several people worked hard on the meeting, and I
want to thank them here in print. Faye Murrin is
grace-under-pressure personified, having produced the
most intelligent organization of a packed program
imaginable. We have been good friends for ages and
we've survived the 2000 MSA Annual Meeting. I also
thank Don Ruch and Robert Resnik, our MSA and
local foray coordinators, respectively. I took the chance
to thank Robert personally at the Champlain Valley
Folk Festival in Burlington on August 6; Robert does a
highly esteemed show on Vermont Public Radio, is a
folk musician himself, and was one of the Festival
organizers. Tom Volk was our unofficial, official
meeting photographer. The Conference Services staff
at the University of Vermont, notably Meg Boera - and
also Lora Phillips - were everywhere in evidence and
ready to help. Lastly, Maren Klich expertly prepared
materials for the Council and Business Meetings.

result has been deep understanding of yeast mating
with resonance for mating processes in all fungi. We
appreciated his participation in discussions during
several symposia, and his willingness to participate so
fully in our meeting. Those of us who stayed on for
symposia on Thursday morning were well-rewarded the moral is, stay to the end of the meeting!
The Annual MSA Meeting in Burlington capped an
eventful and interesting year. I was able to meet with
my successor, Orson Miller, for some substantial
discussions. I am confident that the Society will be
moving forward, and I look forward to the coming year
as your Past President. Thanks to all of you who
contributed to the activities of the MSA this year;
continue to do so, and consider initiating new activities!
Respectfully submitted by
Linda M Kohn, Past President
Mycological Society of America

Some meeting follow-up: there were well over 300
attendees, 75 student presentations, with a strong
showing of students and postdocs (including all student
award-winners) and the MSA auction and T-shirtjewelry-cookbook sales raised a record $6,63 1.60.
(Remembering the 16 student mentor travel award
winners on the podium at the Breakfast and Business
Meeting - give generously to our Mentor Travel
Funds!) The program was ample, varied, and of high
quality. I particularly enjoyed the Karling Lecture. Ira
Herskowitz shared an elegant process of discovery
based on critical thinking and classical genetics. The

2000 MSA AWARDS
MSA DISTINCTIONS
Preface to the MSA Distinctions tributes on the following pages - I have borrowed heavily from the wondegul letters
supporting these nominations. Ron, Jan, Carlos, Amy, and David: you are supported by loyal students and colleagues who
recognize and appreciate your talents! Those of you who contributed letters: I hope that you do not mind my rather free use
of your perceptive and moving words. -Linda Kohn
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2000 Distinguished Mycologist Ronald H Petersen
In the words of one of his supporting letters, "Ron has
much more to contribute to mycology, but for now we should
present him with the Distinguished Mycologist Award and
see what awaits us."
Dr Petersen has been
a Distinguished
3
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Professor of Botany
at the University of
Tennessee in
Knoxville since 1983.

During an academic career that is nearing 40 years, Ron
has established a long and distinguished record of mycological research, including more than 250 articles on systematics,
nomenclature, phylogeny, mating studies, the history of
botany, and natural history. These include three monographs
or regional monographs on clavarioid fungi; he has authored
seven books, notably Evolution in the Higher Basidiomycetes (1971) and The New Harp of Columbia (a shapednote tunebook) (1978). Ron is a true Renaissance man.
Ron has garnered grant support from diverse sources,
including pharmaceutical companies; his PEET grant from
NSF has been renewed for another five years to continue his
training of doctoral students for careers in mycology.
Ron has trained a fine group of PhDs and Post Doctoral
Associates. He has directed sixteen PhD and seven MSc
degree students. He has the ability to draw students into
mycology. As a result, the Mycological Society of America's
mycological "family tree" is beginning to show a conspicuous bulge around Ron's "academic children." These students
are one of his greatest legacies.
Ron has served the Highlands Biological Station for many
years (Executive Committee, Vice President, and President
of the Foundation), and has served on the editorial boards of
Persoonia, Mycotaxon, and the Nordic Journal of Botany.
He has played an active role in mycological forays and
mushroom shows, presented lectures and workshops to
amateur and professional societies, and identified fungi for
poison control centers in the southeastern United States.
Ron has served the MSA in many positions, notably in the
top executive jobs - Editor-in-Chief in 1985-1990 and
President in 1993-94. Who can forget Ron's Presidential
Address in Vancouver, when the projector failed and could
not be replaced for 30 minutes? Pointing to a blank screen,
indicating where one might have seen something, and what
one might have seen, and yet still clearly, forcefully, and
believably, he drew the audience along, both entertained and
with great admiration. It was a shining moment (dulled only
by the arrival of the projector light).

How to say Thanks...
I admit I felt a tad deprived when bestowed the Distinguished Mycologist Award at Burlington but not asked to say
a few words. After all, I had spent some scattered moments
forming and massaging the thoughts I wanted to communicate.
First of all, it is a real privilege to love one's profession
(known to others as "job"), and to perform it in an academic
institution. Relatively immune to the vicissitudes of the
economy (read: "the university is always broke"), relatively
secure to explore and express (read: "tenure"), and rewarded
for living out what others only dream (i.e.,the constantly
unfolding whodunit, worldwide travel, etc.), it seems
somehow unfair to be honored for a career I wouldn't have
missed for the world.
Second, this and other awards are not democratic processes. An organizer, some kind seconding letter writers, and
the Awards Committee comprise a small minority of the
membership. All those folks at the business meeting, to say
nothing of all the non-attending members, acquiesced, and
while I hope they unanimously concurred, it would have
been only a small surprise had someone risen during all
those pretty words, shouting "Hey - wait a minute!" In short,
my image of myself and my career, for reasons buried in my
childhood, does not rise to the honor bestowed.
Bottom line. Many thanks to those who wrote on my
behalf, to the scores of graduate students who have enriched
my life, to my wonderful life and research partner for her
role as "the better half' of our research, and to the Society
members (some of whom I have enjoyed for twice as long as
the entire lives of Travel Award recipients) for their cheerful
acquiescence and kind words surrounding this award. An
enormous milestone in my life.
Ronald H Petersen
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2000 Distinguished Mycologist Jan Justus Kohlmeyer

Dr Kohlmeyer is currently
at the Institute of Marine
Sciences of the University
of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill in Morehead
City, North Carolina.

Jan Kohlmeyer's name is synonymous with marine
mycology, a field that he discovered in his early research
years and has developed over his career, stimulating a field
of mycological research -really a diversity of research in
marine and estuarine habitats. Following completion of his
doctoral dissertation at the Free University in Berlin, Dr
Kohlmeyer accepted a postdoctoral fellowship at the Institute
for Testing of Materials in Berlin. In the course of this
project, he discovered marine fungi on wood blocks that had
been placed in aquaria with shipworms. From then on he has
continued to reveal the diversity of fungi that exist in marine
habitats, now having described 149 new species, 50 new
genera, 4 new families and 3 new orders. He is curator of
the Herbarium and Culture Collection of the Institute of
Marine Sciences, which houses 6,000 substrate-bearing
marine fungi and over 15,000 permanent microscope slides the largest collection of marine fungi in the world. He is
always generous about sharing these resources, sending these
difficult-to-maintain species throughout the world.
Dr Kohlmeyer's research output now includes 158 publications and four books. The definitive book in the area,
Marine Mycology: The Higher Fungi (1979) by Jan and
Erika Kohlmeyer, is apparently now out of print. Many
other publications are easily available, of course -for
example, a 1991 publication by Jan and Brigitte VolkmannKohlmeyer, Illustrated key to the filamentous higher
marine fungi (Bot. Mar. 34: 1-61). This is a wonderful, easyto-use tool for marine microbial ecologists.
Jan Kohlmeyer's microphotographs of marine fungi are
truly spectacular. His technique for making high-quality,
permanent slides using a double cover glass is a mainstay for
most mycologists. Jan Kohlmeyer, along with Erika
Kohlmeyer and later, Dr Brigitte Volkmann-Kohlmeyer, has
also produced highly detailed drawings - true works of art,
yet precise scientific illustrations.
A colleague writes, "Jan has a contagious enthusiasm (to
this day) that easily infects students.. .. Without his work on

systematics and accompanying ecology, my own research
would have been more difficult and less effective. Jan's
beautiful, meticulous descriptions of marine fungi, and his
well-constructed keys, have greatly facilitated my work
throughout my career. The availability of Jan's publications
was absolutely indispensable to me, as it was and will be to
all microbial ecologists working with eukaryotic mycelial
decomposers in marine environments."
He is still working hard to produce new and valuable
information on the biodiversity of fungi of coastal systems.
His latest project has been to describe the active mycoflora
of black needlerush (Juncus roernerianus), a major primary
producer of southeastern US salt marshes. He and Brigitte
Volkmann-Kolmeyer have found an amazingly diverse
community of ascomycetes and mitosporic fungi in a system
that was virtually undescribed. He is publishing a series of
papers describing them -over 100 fungal species, most of
which are host specific and new to science. He will soon
embark on a similar campaign to fill in the gaps in our
knowledge of the systematics of the smooth-cordgrass
(Spartina alterniflora, along with black needlerush, the other
of the two principal marsh grasses of the southeastern US).
Dr Kohlmeyer's success in discovering and understanding
the systematics and ecology of marine fungi has been, in
part, due to his persistence in collecting throughout the
world. Picture him standing, half-immersed in sea water,
fighting off biting insects and swimming snakes while
searching mangrove roots for microscopic ascomycetes.
For fostering a whole branch of mycological research, we
honor Dr Jan Kohlmeyer as a Distinguished Mycologist.

To the members of the
Mycological Society of America
It is with deep gratitude that I have received the most
prestigious award the Mycological Society of America can
bestow. I thank the friends and colleagues who nominated
me and wrote supporting letters as well as the members of
the Distinctions Committee for selecting me as a recipient of
the Distinguished Mycologist Award.
In 1956, when I found my first marine fungus in saltwater
aquaria in the basement of a Berlin laboratory, I could not
foresee that these fascinating and beautiful organisms would
become the main objects of study throughout my career. I
was, actually, strongly discouraged by my boss from even
looking at them, because he wanted me to work on terrestrial
taxa. Had I not insisted on investigating and collecting
marine species in my free time, my future would have
unfolded in a very different way. My first papers on marine
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fungi resulted in invitations to the USA, first to the Friday
Harbor Laboratories of the University of Washington (19591
60) where Daniel Stuntz was a gracious host during frequent
visits to the main campus, and later to the Duke Marine Lab
(1963164) where Terry Johnson (a former Editor of
Mycologia) had invited me. Further life-changing decisions
were made when I gave up a position as curator for fungi at
the Berlin-Dahlem Botanical Museum, rejected an offer for a
job at the Marine Institute in Bremerhaven, and moved
permanently to the United States by accepting a position at
the Institute of Marine Sciences of the University of North
Carolina, where I am still doing research. Outsiders often
marvel at the glorious travel destinations of a marine
mycologist: Bermuda, the Caribbean, Hawaii, Fiji, the Great
Barrier Reef, or Thailand, to name just a few. But envy soon
fades when you mention the usual working conditions, such
as climbing through a labyrinth of barnacle-covered
proproots in swampy mangals, being attacked by biting flies,
mosquitoes, and sting rays, standing for hours in the hot sun
while lifting heavy coral slabs, trying to sleep while the
mutton birds under your cabin are wailing the night away, or
answering "Mother Nature's call" in the ocean because the
marine sanctuary does not permit bathrooms (nor toilet
paper!). But finding the most exciting and beautiful marine
fungi in those places has been worth all the nuisances...
and still is, considering the many itchy spots the needle-

sharp Juncus leaves have left on my hands and arms in
recent years. And last, but not least, I wish to acknowledge
two people without whose understanding, cooperation, and
renouncement I could not have fulfilled my life's dream my spouses and teammates, Erika and Brigitte.
Jan J Kohlmeyer
Being named a Distinguished Mycologist, one of the highest awards
bestowed by the MSA, is intended to mark a distinguished career: It is
awarded annually to one who is considered outstanding in his or her
myycological caree,:
Previous Distinguished Mycologists:
1999 Richard T Hanlin, Ian K Ross
I998 George L Barron
I997 Orson K Miller. Jr
1996 I Brent Heath, John Rippon
1995 Karl Esseq Bryce Kendrick
1994 Salomon Bartnicki-Garcia, Robert L Gilbertson
1993 Richard K Benjamin, Charles E Bracker
1992 Margaret Burr Bigelow. Melvin S Fuller
1991 Richard P KO$ Robert W Lichtwardt
1990 Emory G Simmons, Harry D Thiers
1988 DBO Savile
1987 Horace L Bamett, John S Karling
1986 Mildred K Nobles, Rolf Singer
1985 Stanley J Huges, Josiah L Lowe
1984 Ross W Davidson. Charles Drechsler
1983 Roy F Cain, Everett S Luttrell
1982 Liberto Ajello, Chester W Emmons, Clifford W Hesseltine,
Alexander H Smith
1981 Constantine J Alexopoulos, John N Couch, George Cummins,
Lindsay Olive, Kenneth B Raper

-

-

-
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2000 William H Weston Teaching Award Carlos Betancourt
Two University colleagues write:

I
Dr Betancourt, of the
University of Puerto Rice
and the Recito
Universitario de
Mayaguez,has been a
Professor since 1987.

Dr Betancourt graduated with a BS in Biology from the
Universidad Nacional, Bogota, Colombia, in 1965. He
began teaching at the Universidad de Puerto Rico in 1966
while working toward an MS (awarded in 1968), and he has
been teaching there with a few breaks ever since. He was
awarded a PhD in Mycology from Iowa State University in
1981.
Letters from colleagues and students received in support of
Dr Betancourt's nomination for the Westin Award were
exceptionally warm and enthusiastic.

"We know how much time and effort he has put to the
development of mycology here in Puerto Rico. We called
him the father of most mycologists here in the island. Dr
Betancourt has been a major professor for 40 graduate
students... All of his former graduate students are now
professors, pharmaceutical supervisors, or very highly
qualified professionals working in several institutions. He
has trained many undergraduate students as well those who
are working in federal agencies."
Another colleague writes:
"From the very start of his master's studies in 1966, we
realized what a good teacher, researcher and exceptional
scientist he is.. .. Dr Betancourt was back on the Mayguez
Campus in 1981, involving himself in teaching and research.
A small research laboratory was established, mainly due to
his unceasing effort.. .. It is truly remarkable that from such
modest beginnings a long list of students were able to do
their master's thesis research for so many years.. .. Never
before have a few square feet rendered such prolific work as
Dr Betancourt's laboratory."
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A typical letter from a former student (now in the mainland
US working on a PhD) says it best:
"A few years ago, I found myself seated in a classroom
the first day of classes waiting to hear the first lecture of a
course called 'Medical Mycology' ... . I did not know what
to expect because it was the first time I would be in contact
with fungi. The professor strode, suddenly, to the front of
the classroom and started to talk about an amazing group of
organisms that play a vital role in the ecosystem. The name
of the professor was Dr Carlos Betancourt, and he was
incredible, walking among the students and sharing his
enthusiasm with everyone.. .. He complemented his lecture
with visuals that you would not forget. He was the most
active professor I had ever seen, calling students by their
names and challenging them to participate in class and to
think.. .. What is still vivid is his presence and the tone of
his voice trying to point out how important fungi are in
every aspect of our daily life. After I finished my Bachelor's
degree, I talked to Dr Betancourt about my chances of
becoming one of his graduate students, and he said yes even
when he already had seven graduate students. By the
beginning of the new school year, he had eleven graduate
students, everyone working in different areas of mycology.
During those years I learned new aspects of fungal biology,
ecology, and genetics, and also came to know the amazing
human being behind Dr Betancourt. He was not only a
professor, he was a mentor, a friend, and a father to me. He
was always available to help people, even graduate students
from other areas, and never gave 'no' for an answer. His
working hours started at 6:30 am, and you could find him at
7:00 pm helping someone or just cheering someone up.
Several times I was the one receiving the invigorating
words. After I finished my Master's degree, Dr Betancourt

encouraged me to pursue a PhD. I rather preferred to work
for a while, and he helped me to find a job in the pharmaceutical industry.. .. After a year various positions were
posted at the UPR-Mayaguez, and Dr Betancourt recommended some of his former students. I was one of them. He
then became my mentor again and was the motor that
helped me decide to pursue a PhD."
Another student writes:
"He has been the greatest professor I've ever had. His
influence on me was so strong that up to that moment my
plans in life were directed towards medical school, however
they were drastically changed thanks to Dr Bentancourt. He
made me realize that microbiology was really the field that I
love. In conclusion, I can say that Dr Betancourt is a great
scientist, a wonderful human being, and a professor who
really cares about his students. Thanks to him, I was able to
discover what I really wanted for my career. I hope to
follow in his footsteps as a professor of the University of
Puerto Rico.. .."
Dr Betancourt writes, "I have been teaching for over 30
years, and this is the best thing that I could ever do."
For his exceptional teaching and mentorship, it is no
wonder his classes are always full and he is remembered so
fondly by former students. He is also a most congenial
colleague. Congratulations to Dr Betancourt on receiving the
William H Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching.

The William H WestonAward for Excellence in Teaching is bestowed
annually to an outstanding teacher of mycology. It should be noted that if
none of the nominees meets the standards of excellence acceptable to the
committee, an award is not made.

Previous Weston Recipients
1999 WalterJ Sundberg
1998 Dennis Desjardin, L a r ~ Grand
l
I996 -James Kimbrough, Michael Tansey
1995 George Carroll
1994 John W Taylor
1993 Thomas Leonard
1992 -Jack D Rogers
1991 -Martha Christensen
1990 CJK Wang
1989 Orson K Millec Jr
1988 Charles W Mims
1987 Ian K Ross
1986 Richard THanlin, Don E Hemmes
1984 -Everett S Beneke
1983 -Constantine JAlexopoulos
1982 -Robert W Lichtwardt, Harry D Thiers
1981 -Edward E Butler
1980 -Lois H Tffany

-
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2000 MSA Fellow

- Amy Y Rossman
Dr Rossman is a
Research Leader at the
Systematic Botany and
Mycology Laboratory
and Director of the US
National Fungus
Collections at the USDAAgricultural Research
Service in Beltsville,
Maryland.

In the nearly 25 years since Amy obtained her PhD (at
Oregon State University), she has become an International
Scientist of the highest caliber. Her achievements include:
-Transformation of the United States National Fungus
Collections into a modem "e-herbarium" and research
institution.
-Transformation of the Systematic Botany and Mycology
Laboratory under her leadership. This is due to Amy's
personal enthusiasm and her ability to get funding from the
administration. For example, as a Research Leader and one
of a small handful of female RLs in the Agricultural Research Service, Amy has pushed for new positions in the
systematics of smut fungi. She pushed for and achieved a
new ARS position, with a new molecular lab and a technician.
- Improved accessibility to real, useful bibliographic
information for all. As Research Leader at SBML, Amy
envisioned, championed, and obtained financial support for
preparation of bibliographic works that are now standard.
These include Literature Guide for the Identification of
Plant Pathogenic Fungi, an APS Press bestseller, and the
monumental work, Fungi on Plants and Plant Products in
the United States. This latter book is now in its second
printing at APS Press and is used worldwide as the authoritative reference both for plant-associated fungi and for
taxonomically correct names of fungi and plants. Under
Amy's influence, information about plants and plant diseases
can be obtained free from BPI'S specimen and literature
databases at http://nt.ars-grin.gov/
- Interpretation of the ecological and economic importance
of fungi to high-level USDA policy makers, scientists who
are not mycologists, and members of Congress. This is
summed up by Prof Dan Janzen who recalled, "...it did not
take me more than a couple of hours of meeting Amy
Rossman way back about 1990 to decide that when we
moved to do the full fungal inventory of the Area de
Conservacion Guanacaste, the ATBI of the ACG, THAT
would be the person who I wanted to gather and plan and
coordinate the effort." As another supporter of Amy's
nomination wrote, "Amy is a tireless advocate for the
importance of fungi in agriculture, the environment, and in
the study of ecosystems."

-An outstanding record in systematics research. A
supporting letter states "I know of no administrator who can
point to a more distinguished set of research results produced while administering a major group of scientists. Her
energy seems to have been inexhaustible." Amy's lifelong
scientific passion has been the systematics of the
Hypocreaceae. She has produced substantial taxonomic
monographs of Calonectria, the phragmosporous Nectria
species, the bitunicate Hypocreales, and Tubeufia. The 1983
work on phragmosporous Nectria species was innovative showing a deep understanding of the organisms gleaned
from collecting them in the tropics and culturing them, then
observing their anamorphs in culture, and, finally, building
species concepts on correlated, rather than single, characters.
Her revised concept of Calonectria has been successfully
tested time and time again with molecular characters - a
phylogenetic genus concept achieved before DNA sequencing was dreamed of! Her most significant taxonomic
publication to date is Genera of Bionectriaceae,
Hypocreaceae, and Nechiaceae (Hypocreales, Ascomycetes) (Rossman et al. 1999). Co-authors were proud to
be associated with this work and acknowledge Amy for her
leadership in the project. Today, Amy is deeply involved in
the ongoing discussion about how anamorphs should be
viewed and classified. She is also a serious student of
molecular phylogenetics.
The MSA has been like a home and family to Amy, where
she developed as a student of the fungi into a mentor and
international leader in mycology. She has assumed and
worked effectively in many official and elected capacities in
the Society, including Treasurer (1983-1986) and President
in 1995. As well, she has served directly as an MSA
representative to international organizations, and indirectly
as a mycologist on American Phytopathological Society and
Association of Systematics Collections committees and
boards.
Congratulations to Amy Rossman on being selected the
first Mycological Society of America Fellow. She is an
excellent research scientist, a booster for Mycology, an
outstanding communicator, an effective and visionary leader,
a dynamic role model and mentor to the younger generation,
and a devoted and active member of the MSA. It is difficult
to think of another mycologist who has contributed so
broadly to Mycology in the FIRST 25 years of a career.
The MSA Fellow Award is given to a "mid-career" mycologist on the basis nf
quality, originality, and quantity
of published research and on the
basis of service to MSA or to the
field of mycology in general.
Amy Rossman, who always keeps
her wits and tools about he< is
the veryfirst MSA Fellow!
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2000 Alexopoulos Winner

- David Scott Hibbett

David is knowledgeable and concerned about the phylogenetic analysis of morphological and molecular evidence. His
dissertation research culminated in a careful analysis of
separate and combined datasets. He has continued to lead
the way in the thoughtful analysis of all sorts of character
evidence and the evolution of morphological and molecular
attributes (see the paper on fruit body form in basidiD r Hibbett is
omycetes in PNAS in 1997). David's work on Shiitake in
currently
relation to conservation of genetic diversity, published in
Assistant
Conservation Biology, is an outstanding example of how
Professor of
phylogenies can highlight and help solve conservation
Biology at Clark
problems. Currently, David is doing very exciting analysis of
University in
the evolution of wood decay strategies.
Worchester,
Massachusetts.

Since completing his PhD in 1991 at Duke University with
Rytas Vilgalys, David has had an incredibly productive
career in mycology and evolutionary biology. There is little
doubt that he is already one of the leading figures in the
field, one whose star is rising. As one of his supporting
letters puts it, "I am not exaggerating if I say that David
possesses a renaissance-like understanding of many of
today's key issues in evolutionary biology."
David's dissertation was on the evolutionary relationships
of Lentinus to the Polyporaceae. David then completed a
one-year postdoctoral fellowship in Japan at the Tottori
Mycological Institute. His project allowed him to develop
new skills for studying fungal development and understanding the evolution of form in fungi. The opportunity to study
in Japan also provided him a valuable opportunity to develop
some very interesting projects on the biogeography of fungi.
Part of David's interest in Japanese studies stems from his
own Japanese roots. The Lentinoid fungi include at least two
species (Shiitake and the oyster mushroom), which are both
widely cultivated in Japan. The work coming out of his first
post-doc experience is top rate (and exquisitely illustrated
with scanning electron micrographs), perhaps even superceding his thesis work.
Since 1993, David has generated and analyzed an enormous quantity of sequence data on a wide array of basidiomycetes. This reflects his exceptional dedication to
research and his organizational skills. Michael Donoghue
describes him as "one of the most well-rounded systematists
I have ever known. His background in basic mycology is
very strong, and his knowledge of the morphology and
ontogeny of basidiomycetes is deep.. .. He also turns out to
be a great field person, which I know, because we collected
together in 1997."

In the last seven years, David has been in steady demand as
an invited speaker for just about every symposium imaginable. He is an eloquent and highly organized speaker. He
has already been an outstanding mentor to students, notably
Liz Pine, who carried out her senior thesis on chanterelles
and their relatives at Harvard under his supervision, and
Betty Gilbert, another Harvard undergraduate working on an
analysis of evolution of ectomycorrhizae. He has shared his
expertise through his service as an extremely effective
reviewer and Associate Editor for Mycologia.
David is already a world leader, and the best is yet to come.
Congratulations, David Hibbett, on being this year's recipient of the Alexopoulos Prize.

The Alexopoulos Prize is awarded annually to an outstanding "young"
mycologist based on evaluation of his or her research.
Previous Alexopoulos Winners:

-

1999 Pedro W Crous
1998 Dennis Desjardin
1997 Georgiana May
1996 -James White Jr
1995 Rytas Vilgalys
1994 Thomas D Bruns
I993 Keith A Seifert
1992 Gregory M M~teller
1991 Dean A Glawe
1990 Richard Howard
1989 Linda M Kohn
1988 Scott A Redhead
1987 James B Anderson
1986 John W Taylor
1984 Robert Fogel
1983 Meredith Blackwell
1981 -Martha Powell
1980 Donald Wicklow
I979 Charles Mims
1978 Kerry O'Donnell

-

-
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2000 Alexander H & Helen V Smith Research Award ElseVellinga
Else C Vellinga, a graduate student working under the
direction of Dr TD Bruns in the Plant and Microbial Biology
Department at the University of California at Berkeley, was
the applicant for support from the Smith Research Fund. Her
plans are to use the funds awarded to examine critical
specimens of Lepiota and the Pluteaceae in the herbarium of
the University of Michigan. She will then compare the
morphological data obtained from this visit and from other
sources with data from sequencing studies in order to better
understand the phylogeny of these fungi. (Information provided
by the Research Awards Committee.)
The Alexander H & Helen V Smith Research Award is granted to someone
who wishes to visit the University of Michigan F~mgalHerbarium to study
specimens of macrofungi,jleshy Basidiomycetes and Ascomycetes collected
by Alexander H Smith and his associates.
Previous Smith Research Fundees:

-

1998 Mctor Bandala. M. Catherine Aime
1997 Lisa Grubisha. Brian Perry, Eric Peterson
1996 Jacqui Johnson
1995 Toby Feibelman

-

-

-

2000 Martin-Baker Endowment Award Wendy Untereiner
The Committee selected Dr Wendy A Untereiner, Assistant Professor of Botany at Brandon University in Brandon,
Manitoba, to receive funds from the Martin-Baker Endowment fund. Dr Untereiner intends to use the award to support
her studies on the Herpotrichiellaceae and the Onygenales,
using both molecular and comparative morphological data.
While some data is available of medically important species,
Dr Untereiner plans to extend the morphological and
molecular data to other species in order to gain an improved
understanding of the origin of parasitism and the evolution of
these taxa. (Information provided by the Research Awards Committee.)
The Martin-Baker Endowment Award is granted to a recently awarded
PhD mycologist based on proposed research and past research record.
Previous Martin-Baker Fundees:
1999
1998
I997
1996
1994

- David M Geiser

- Chee-Jen Chen
- Joseph Spatafora
- Cathy Cripps, David Hibbett

- Sabine Huhndorf

2000 MSA AWARDS

- ST~BNT

MSA Gradrmte Fellows Corverz and Buschbom, Backus Award Winner Ceresino,
Chuck Barrows NAMA Fellow Trudell

2000 MSA Graduate Fellow
Jutta Buschbom

2000 MSA Graduate Fellow
Leah Cowen

Jutta Buschbom is a doctoral student at the University of
Chicago, whose adviser is Franqois Lutzoni, at the Field Museum of Natural History. Her research involves A molecular
phylogenetic study of the lichen-forming genus Porpidia
(Porpidiaceae,Ascomycota): evolutionary history of contrasting reproductive modes.

Leah Cowen is a doctoral student at the University of Toronto
at Mississauga, whose advisor is Linda Kohn. Her research
involves the Evolution of drug resistance in the pathogenic
yeast Candida albicans.

Two MSA Graduate Fellowships of $2,000 each are awarded annually to promising graduate students in mycology based on scholastic merit, research
ability, and promise shown as mycologists. Previous MSA Graduate Fellows:
1999 Karl Henry, Brian Shaw
I987 Kathleen Cason, Dennis Desjardin
1975 Martha Sherwood
1998 Scott KrokenJamie Platt
1986 John Horton, Richard Kerrigan
1974 Robert Fogel
1997 Ignazio Carbone, AmyTuininga
1985 Georgiana May, Rodney Roberts
1973 William 'limberlake
1996 Elizabeth Frieders, Kathie Hodge
1984 Thomas Bruns, Thomas Chase
1972 -Jeffrey Pommerville
1995 Steven Doggett, Yatika Kohli
1983 -John Hamme6 Karl McKnight
I971 Thomas Matthews
1994 David Geiser; Wendy Untereiner
1982 Faye Murrin, BruceTucker
1970 -Jimmy Clark
1993 Francois Lutzoni, Lorelei Norvell
1981 CharlesJacobs, Kenneth Whirney
1969 Lauritz Olson
1992 Kirk Czymmek, David Riuo
1980 Thomas Harrington, Steven Warner
1968 Robert Devlin
1991 John Hopple, Karen Snetselaar
1979 Michael Allen, Robert Antibus
1967 David McLaughlin
1990 Shelly Brunt, Susan Kaminskiyj
1978 James Anderson Larry Gauriloff
1966 WilliamMerz
1989 Steven Lee, Josephine Taylor
1977 Kurt Dahlberg, Linda Kohn
I963 Larry Littlefield
1988 Paula DePriest, Lisa Muehlsrein
I976 Scott Redhead, John Taylor

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2000 NAMA - Chuck Barrows Fellow
Steven Trudell

2000 MSA Myron P Backus Award
Paulo Ceresini

Steven Trudell is a doctoral student at the University of Washington in Seattle. His graduate advisor is Robert Edmonds of
he College of Forestry. His research involves 6"N infungal
sporocarps: an examination of possible sources of variation in
Pacific Northwest conifer forests.

Paulo Ceresini, whose advisor is Marc Cubeta, is a doctoral
student in the Department of Plant Pathology at North Carolina State University. His research involves the Genetic diversity and structure of populations of Rhizoctonia solani Kiihn
AG-3 (teleomorph = Thanatephorouscucumeris (Frank)Donk)
from potato.

The NAMA (North American Mycological Association) Memorial Fellowship of $2,000 is awarded annually to a promising graduate student in mycology on the basis of scholastic merit, research ability, and promise shown as a
mycologist.

The Backus Award of $1,000 is awarded annually to a promising graduate
student in mycology on the basis of scholastic merit, research ability, andpmmise shown as a mycologist.

Previous NAMA Memorial Fellows:

Previous Backus Awardees:

-

-

1999 Cameron Currie
1998 -John Paul Schmitt
1997 -Daniel Czederpiltz
1996 -James Johnson
1995 -Greg Saenz

1999 Sean Abbot
1998 -Guillermo Pimentel
1997 -Dennis McDaniel
I996 -John McKenny
1995 -David G e m n d t
1994 -Paul T Gieser
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2000 MSA A W m S

- STUDENT

2000 MSA Graduate Research Prizes
Oral Presentations

-

Poster Presentations -

Catherine Aime (Department of Botany, Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg). Co-author Orson K Miller. An examination of
phenotypic variance in Crepidotus.

Jennifer Anderson (Department of Plant Biology, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). Co-author Carol Shearer.
Phylogeny of Haloarpheia,

Leah E Cowen (Department of Botany, University of Toronto,
Mississauga). Co-authors Linda M Kohn, James B Anderson.
Fitness divergence associated with the evolution of drug resistance in experimental populations of Candida albicans.

Merlin M White (Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology, University of Kansas, Lawrence). Co-authors Robert W Lichtwardt, Murray H Colbo. Rediscovery of a fungal
pathogen of blackjlies in Canada.

-

MS/\ Sti~tlo~rr
Re.setrrch Prizc~r~innc~rs
Cowe~i.IVl~it?,Anderson, rind Ai~iie
MSA Graduate Research Prizes of $100 each are awarded annually to ( i ) the two best research papers in mycology presented orally by graduate students
at the annual MSA meeting and (ii) the two best strrdent posters in mycology presented by graduate students at the annual MSA meeting.

--

--Posters
1999 G Fischer; M Harbin,
N Zhang, Z Zhong
I998 J Dobmnic, M Henn
1997 -JF Babcock. U Ma
1996 -MW Harding, JE Johnson
1995 -DS Lowry, AR Tuininga
1994 -L4 Castlebury, S Hujjine,
KA Kuehn, KA Zeller
1993 EM Frieders. M Malik
1992 1 Carbone. K Jacobson
1991 -PR Leacock, RW Specker
1990 -KJ Czymmek, SB Lee
1989 -S Walsh, L Novak
1988 -P DePriest
1987 -SW Parker
1986 -CC Bertke
1985 -BE Tucker

-

-

Previous Graduate Research Prize winners
1998
1997
1996
1995
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985

- S Kroken, D McDaniel

-- Oral Papers -1984
1983
I982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
I971

- EM Pine, RN Weinstein
- RE Marra, SC McCleneghan
- MS Doggett, M Freitag
- C Bachewich, EC Swann

- K Snetselaar; M Vargas
- R Lopez-Franco, JW Spatafora
- D Hibbett, J Hopple
- KF Lobuglio, M L Smith
- CM Bruhn, LP Lehnen
- EWA Boehm, KMT Cason
- JN Gemma, TC Sewall

- SL Miller; ME Silliker

- WE Hintz, RW Martin
- G Bills, S Horton
- E Badham, T Bruns, E Huizar
- GM Mueller
- L Davis, S Meyer

- D Betterley
- WP Mulleavy
- T Hill, D McCabe
- R Humber
- E Farr
- M Powell
- R McNitt
- TM Hammill

2000 MSA Mentor Travel Awards

Awards are listed alphabetically by name of the mento,: The degree in progress, advisor; aflliation, and title of presenmtion(s)follow the winner's name.

Alexopoulos Award
Jennifer Fischer - MS [Karen
Snetselaar, advisor]. Department of
Biology, Saint Joseph's University. A
methylation event is involved in signal
transduction during mating in Ustilago
maydis.
Barksdale/ Raper Award
Leah Cowen - PhD [Linda Kohn,
advisor]. Botany Department, University of Toronto at Mississauga. Fitness
divergence associated with the evolu-

tion of drug resistance in experimental
populations of Candida albicans.

sity of Toronto at Mississauga. The
origin of Magnaporthe grisea populations parasitizing rice.

Bigelow Awards Rebecca Belling - PhD [Orson K
Miller Jr, advisor] Department of
Biology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University. Interactions of
copper and zinc with three species of
ectomycorrhizal fungi.

Jason Dobranic - PhD [John Zak,
advisor]. Ecology Program, Department of Biological Sciences, Texas
Tech University. Linkingfungal
functional and taxonomic diversity with
litter decomposition.

Brett Couch - PhD [Linda Kohn,
advisor]. Botany Department, Univer-

Matthew Henn - PhD [Ignacio
Chapela, advisor]. Department of

~

-

2000 MSA AWARDS - STUDENT
Mentor Travel Awards, conclrrrlecl

Environmental Science, Policy and
Management, University of California,
Berkeley. Stable isotope discrimination
at fungal interjbces: determinants of
isotopic discrimination.

Butler Award
Paulo Ceresini - PhD [Marc Cubeta,
advisor]. Department of Plant Pathology, North Carolina State University.
(i) PCR-restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) reveals both
recombination arzd gene flow in
Rhizoctonia solani AG-3 from potato in
North Carolina. (ii) Somatic incompatibility and AFLP analyses indicate
differences in the populatiorz structure
of Rhizoctonia solani AG-3 associated
with potato and tobacco ir7 NC.
Denison Awards
ValCrie Reeb - PhD [Franqois
Lutzoni, advisor]. Department of
Botany, The Field Museum of Natural
History. Pl~ylogeneticst~tclyof
Acarospora and Acarosporaceae
(lichen-forming Ascomycetes) and their
position within the Ascomycetes.

Emma Steenkamp - PhD [Brenda
Wingfield, advisor]. Department of
Genetics, Forestry and Agricultural
Biotechnology Institute, University of
Pretoria. Polyplzyletic origin qf
Fusarium subgl~itinatzsassociated with
mango malfornzation in South Africa.

2000 IW.SA ~We~ltor
Trcivel Award Wiizrzer.~

Fitzpatrick Awards
Gail Celio - PhD [Charles Mims,
advisor]. Department of Plant Pathology, University of Georgia. Ultrastructure of the host-pathogen interjiace of
poinsettia powdery mildew using high
pressure freezing and freeze substitution.

Julia Kerrigan - PhD [Jack Rogers,
advisor]. Department of Plant Pathology, Washington State University.
Ascobotryozyma americanae, a unique
yeast associated with nematodes.
Korf Award
Holly Chamberlain - MS [Gary
Samuels, advisor]. Department of Plant
Pathology, Penn State. Gross morphology is notphylogenetically informative
in the Hypocreaceae.

\

Luttrell Award
Andrew Miller - PhD [Sabine
Huhndorf, advisor]. Department of
Biological Sciences, University of
Berkeley. Extreme specificity is
widespread arnong tnonotrope mycorrhizal parasites.
Uecker Award
Ning Zhang - PhD [Meredith
Blackwell, advisor]. Department of
Biological Sciences, Louisiana State
University. Molecular phylogeny of
dogwood anthracnose fungus and the
Diaporthales.
Wells Award
Anna Levin - PhD [Tom Bruns,
advisor]. Department of Environmental
Science, Policy and Management,
University of California, Berkeley.
Ectonzycorrhizal colonization dynamics
on mixed-conifer seedlings following
disturbarzce.

2000 MSA AWARDS

- HONORARYMEMB~HIP

2000 MSA Honorary Member

- David J Read -

Professor David J Read, University
of Sheffield, UK, has been elected as
an Honorary Member to the Mycological Society of America.
David Read's specific research
interests are the role of plant-fungus
symbioses of roots - mycorshizas - with
particular reference to their importance
at the plant community and ecosystem
levels. His contributions to mycology
have been impressive and gained him
wide international recognition. He has
supervised over 30 PhD projects to
completion and is the author of over
170 scientific articles. His reputation
for pioneering research in mycorrhizal
symbiosis was recognised in 1990 by
his election to a Fellowship of the
Royal Society and his appointment as
Professor of Plant Sciences at the
University of Sheffield. Together with
Professor SE Smith, in 1997, David
Read authored the second edition of the
highly successful textbook, Mycorrhizal Symbiosis.
David's contributions to our cursent
understanding of the biology of
mycorshizal fungi have been sustained,
significant, and wide-ranging. His

laboratory is one of few in the world to
have made important advances in
understanding a range of mycorrhizal
symbiotic associations, including
ectomycorrhizal, vesicular-arbuscular,
and ericoid mycorrhizal symbioses.
Read's work on the biology of mycorrhiza in the Ericaceae has spanned over
25 years, through a series of studies
that have greatly increased our understanding of the physiological ecology
of the symbiosis. His research group
has played a leading role in research
concerning the role of ericoid and
ectomycorrhizal fungi in the
mobilisation of soil organic matter,
extending and developing ideas first
put forward by scientists such as Frank
and Melin. Read's influence on these
research fields has been extensive, as
witnessed by the large number of his
former research students and associates
who have established their own
research careers. Few scientists can
claim to have had such a fundamental
impact on research into the biology of
mycorrhizal fungi. ( J Ginns)

Letter from David Read to
Orson Miller
The University of Sheffield
Department of Animal and Plant
Sciences
Dear Orson:
I was both surprised and delighted to
receive your letter informing me that I
had been elected an Honorary Member
of the Mycological Society of America.
This is, indeed, a great honor, and
although I am not sure that I am fully
deserving of it, I cherish the notion that
I can be considered a part of such an
august company of scientists. Clearly a
lot of my American friends have been
very generous, and I sincerely appreciate their efforts on my behalf. It is
especially gratifying to receive the
accolade from a President who has,
himself, done so much to identify the
place of mycorrhizal fungi in the
scheme of things. A personal thank-you
to you!
I feel very proud and, once again,
extend my heartfelt thanks to the
Mycological Society for its generosity.
With all good wishes,
Sincerely, David

MSA BUSINESS

- COUNCIL MINUTES

MSA 2000 Annual Council Meeting

1999-2000 MSA Corr~tc~il.
Fro111Irfl to right: Geo~;qeCnrroll, 7i'nr fltrroni, Jeurr Lotl,yc, (2000-2001 Cotrncil), Maren
Klich, Jo Taylo~;Linda Kohn, Jeff Stone, Mary Palm, David Porter, Orson Millo; Gory Somuels, Judi Ellzey,
Karen Snetselaar, Jim Wor-rall. Not pictured: Joey Spatafora, R,yfas Vilgalys.

Minutes of the July 29, 2000 MSA Council
Meeting, Room 427A Waterman, UniversiQ
of Vermont, Burlington, VT
The annual meeting of the MSA Council
was called to order at 9:05am by President
Kohn. Members present included: Timothy
Baroni, George Carroll, Maren Klich,
Linda Kohn, Orson Miller, Mary Palm,
David Porter, Gary Samuels, Karen
Snetselaar, Jeffrey Stone, Josephine
Taylor, Rytas Vilgalys, and James
Worrall. Others present for at least part of
the meeting were: Joanne Ellzey, James
Ginns, Linda Hardwick (Association
Manager from Allen Management and
Marketing), D Jean Lodge, Lorelei
Norvell, Scott Redhead, John Taylor, and
Thomas Volk.
Council unanimously approved the
amended minutes of the 1999 Council
meeting [Inoculum 50(6)] and the minutes
of the 2000 mid-year Executive Council
meeting [Inoculum 5 1(3)].

the current two renewals; (iii) ART IV6 Change the name of the "Senior Research
Awards Committee" to the "Research
Awards Committee:" (iv) ART IV F4 Change the size of the International Affairs
Committee from "four" to "fourlfive"
members.
Secretary Klich presented her
(see
Inoculum 5 l(5): 27).
Treasurer Stone presented his preliminary
The Societv's financial status ig
gOOd,although most of the endowment
funds are underfunded. As of June 30,
2000, the MSA had 1,259 members and
assets totaling $470.53 1 in cash and
securities. One year ago our membership
was 1,244, and total assets were $450,473,
so the Society has continued to grow
financially and in numbers of members over
the past year. Between August 1, 1999, and
June 30,2000, the Society had a total
income of $279,567, and expenses totaling
$256,933, leaving a budget surplus of

m.

President Kohn presented her report (see
lnoculum 5 l(5): 25-26 ).
Vice-President Baroni announced the
ballot results. Those elected were: VicePresident - John W Taylor; Secretary Lorelei L Norvell; Councilor Cell Biology1
Physiology - Iris Charvat; Councilor
Ecologv/Pathologv - D Jean Lodge;
Councilor Svstematics/Evolution - Wendy
Untereiner; Councilor Genetics/Molecular
Biology - Richard W Kerrigan. The
following changes to the Constitution1
(i) ART IVG -m
Bylaws all &:
new Societv Representative, Liaison with
the American Mushroom Institute; (ii) ART
IVA - Change the term of Mvcoloaia
Associate Editors from "two" to "three"
years, allowing only one renewal instead of

"I- >
n
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$22,634. Approximately $15,000 of this
surplus is restricted endowment income.
Income and expenditures for July are not
expected to materially change the positive
balance for the MSA fiscal year. A year-end
report will be published in a later issue of
Inoculum.
President-Elect and Chair of the Finance
Committee, Orson Miller, presented his
report on the MSA portfolio (Inoculum
5 l(5): 30). He is seeking an additional
member with experience and, most

importantly, with interest in investments to
fill an additional place on the Committee.
(Note: due to recent legislation, federal
employees cannot serve on this Committee.)
Endowment Chair Judi Ellzey presented
her report (Inoculum 5 1(5): 30). She
acknowledged major contributors June
Wang, Clark Rogerson, Ed Butler, and
Margaret Barr Bigelow. Since most of the
endowed funds are not producing enough
income to cover the student travel awards
they were set up to support, Council
discussed ways of encouraging more
members to donate to the Endowment.
Suggestions included acknowledging
donors in Inoculum and adding a line to the
annual renewal form for contributions to the
endowment fund.
Council approved a motion to acquire a
credit card for the Society. This will
facilitate payment of meeting-related bills
and expenses requiring currency exchange.
The Committee on Honoran, Members
presented the nomination of David J Read,
Professor of Animal and Plant Sciences,
University of Sheff'ield UK to Council.
After a review of the nomination papers
documenting Dr. Read's long and distinguished career, especially in mycorrhizal
research, Council voted to propose that the
membership at the Annual Business
Meeting elect David Read an Honorary
Member of the MSA. The Committee
requested the assistance of members of the
Society in nominating candidates or simply
submitting names of possible future
nominees to the Committee. This award is
for a distinguished mycological researcher
who does not reside in the US or Canada.
Nominees need not be members of the
Society.

MSA BUSINESS - COUNCIL MmTU?T?S continued
The MSA Distinctions Committee
(Dennis Desjardin, Chair) reported that the
Distinguished Mvcologist Award will go to
J a n J Kohlmeyer and Ronald H Petersen.
The MSA Fellows Award winner this year is
Amy Y Rossman. David S Hibbett is the
Alexopoulos Prize winner. Carlos
Betancourt is this year's winner of the

Allen has two new email addresses for
inquiries. For inquiries about membership
(including address changes), contact
<msa@allenpress.com>. For missing o r late
journal issues, contact
<claimsdept@allenpress.com>.Council
expressed a desire to add the vear a member
first joined MSA to the Allen M&M
pdatabase. Linda agreed to do this. Tim
Excellence. The Committee requested that
Baroni is to get the old list to her, and
Maren Klich will supply the list from the
Council provide some further guidelines on
last three years. Although regular member
qualifications for the Fellows Award and
numbers are slightly up at 1,262, the number
Distinguished Mycologist Award. Council
of Institutional Subscribers (libraries etc)
passed motions stating that (i) the MSA
has decreased from 1,067 in 1996 to 802 this
Fellow be granted to a member who has
year. Mary Palm will contact the 19
obtained a PhD at least 15 vears prior to
January 1 of the vear of the award and (ii)
Institutional Subscribers whose subscriptions lapsed this year to try to determine
the Distinguished Mycologist Award be
why the subscriptions lapsed and encourage
granted to members who are retired andlor
65 vears of ape. Acknowledging the "grey
them to re-subscribe.
area" between these two awards, Council
Mvcolonia Editor-in-Chief David Griffin
directed the Distinctions Committee to
submitted
his final report (Inoculum 51(5):
counsel nominators as to which award is
28). Council thanked Dave for the great job
more appropriate for their nominee.
he has done. They also acknowledge and
The Research Awards Committee (Nancy
thank Jessica Thomas for the wonderful job
Weber and Kenneth Wells, Co-Chairs)
she has done as editorial assistant to Dave.
Joan Bennett will take over as Editor-inselected Else C Vellinga to receive support
Chief. Council approved a new editorial
from the Alexander H and Helen V Smith
Research Fund. Dr Wendy A Untereiner
position, that of Cover Editor. The duties of
was selected to receive support from the
the Cover Editor would be to gather
Martin-Baker Endowment Fund.
prospective cover illustrations, choose an
appropriate one for each issue, and work
The Student Awards Committee (Margawith the Press to have it in place in a timely
ret Silliker, Chair) awarded MSA Graduate
fashion for each issue. The term will be
Fellowships to Jutta Buschbom and Leah
three years, renewable once by mutual
Cowen. The Chuck Barrows NAMA Award
consent. Council appointed Richard
was given to Steven Trudell, and the
Howard to be the first Cover Editor.
Backus Award was given to Paulo
Council also approved the appointment of
Ceresini.
Gerald Bills to the Editorial Board for the
The Mentor Awards Committee (Josephine term 2000-2004.

tional subscribers. Incoming President
Orson Miller will appoint a committee to
look at the options and develop projections
on revenue and costs. The committee will
supply a written report to the Executive
Council in February, 2001.

Taylor, Chair) reported that there were 23
applicants this year, and funding was available to give 16 awards. Awardees were:
Rebecca Belling, Martin Bidartondo, Gail
Celio, Paulo Ceresini, Holly Chamberlain,
B r e t t Couch, L e a h Cowen, Jennifer
Fischer, Jason Dobranic, Mathew Henn,
Julia Kerrigan, Anna Levin, Andrew
Miller, Valerie Reeb, Emma Steenkamp,
and Ning Zhang.

MSA Directory - James Ginns and
Orson Miller report that items changed on
the online directory database are recorded
within 48 hours at Allen M&M. A new
printed directory is scheduled for publication every three years. The next issue is
scheduled for 2002.

Linda Hardwick (Association Manager
at Allen Management and Marketing [Allen
M&M]) reported on how membership
issues are processed at Allen M&M and
provided statistics on changes in our
membership over the past few years.
Generally, new memberships and renewals
are processed within two weeks of receipt.

Mvcolonia Managing Editor, James
Ginns, presented his report (Inoculum 5 l(5):
27-28). He requested Council funding for
inventory reduction for Mycologia 5 1,
Inoculum 46-50, and MSA Membership
Directories for 1995 and 1999-2000.
Although recycling back issues costs money,
it is a long-term cost-saving measure
because it reduces storage fees. Council
approved funding for recvcling most copies
of the old issues.
Council agreed that Mycologia should be
published electronically and that a decision
on how to do it will be made within the next
year. There are several options available;
major considerations involve (i) a one-timeonly start-up cost for text coding and (ii)
revenue sharing vs possible loss of institu-
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The WebpageAnternet Management
Committee submitted reports to Council
(see Inoculurn 51(5): 29). Major achievements of this Committee include development of a new bulletin board (moderated
by Dick K o d , registration of a new domain
name (msafungi.org), so that the MSA
webpage may now be accessed through
(http://msafungi.org), acquiring the
services of a commercial Web hosting
service (investigated by David and Ellen
Farr). Council ameed to continue to pay
the cost of the web hosting service.
Webmaster Tom Volk requested that
members send him items for inclusion on
the webpage. This has been an extremely
active Committee, and Council thanks
them for their efforts.
Chair Richard Humber, Mvcological
Memoirs Committee,
reported that they are
processing one manu&at this time.
Council approved a draft
agreement between APS
Press and MSA covering
publication of future
Mycological Memoirs.
Inoculum Editor, Lorelei Norvell,
presented her report (Inoculum 5 l(5): 2829). Council agreed that the Inoculum
Editor should have an account to cover
expenses.

A detailed report on the activities of the
MSA Exploratow Committee on the
Establishment of a Joint Commission
(between MSA and the North American
Mycological Society) on Common Names
of Funei was presented by Committee
Chair Scott Redhead (see Inoculurn 51(5):
5-7). The overall objective of the proposed
Commission would be to provide leadership on common names for the more

M S A BUSINESS - COUNCIL MINUTES concluded
-

common macrofungi. Council approved the
establishment of a joint "Commission on
Common Mushroom Names for North
America" and the list of mandates for the
commission presented in the exploratory
Committee's report.
Historian Donald Pfister (Inoculum
51(5): 38) reported that the Brief History of
Mycology in North America by Donald
Rogers is out of print. After some discussion, Council agreed that an update of this
publication would be in order, ideally
incorporating the Genealogy of Mycologists
currentlv beine assembled bv Meredith
Blackwell.

Teresa Iturriaga submitted a report of
the International Affairs Committee, which
requested consideration of special funding
for international members to attend MSA
meetings and other activities. Council
sup~ortedthe idea in ~rincipaland
requested that the International Committee
submit a more specific proposal.
Council charged the President-Elect (Tim
Baroni) to handle revisions and updates to
the Manual of Operations.

-

2000 Meeting Council thanked Faye
Murrin and her Committee (Jim Ander-

u

The Careers in Mycology booklet is also
out of print. Council charged the Teaching
Committee to look into new ways of
communicating career information and
asked them to report to the Executive
Committee before their February meeting.
There was a lively discussion on what
directions this could take, and the consensus
was that a brochure would provide only the
base, with a web-based resource viewed as
being the most effective approach. One
appealing concept was a series of narratives
focused on different laboratory groups that
would convey the different directions
mycological research can take and the sorts
of careers that training in mycology might
lead to.
MSA Nominations Committee Chair Amy
Rossman reported that finding someone to
take on the activity-laden position of MSA
Secretary was challenging. The Committee
suggested that the responsibilities of the
Secretary be evaluated and that some
activities be re-allocated to other MSA
officers or staff. In response, Council
&the
following two motions. (i) The
Vice-President shall be responsible for the
Spring Ballot Mailing, including preparing
the ballot, biographies of candidates, and
enclosures. The Secretary will be responsible for ensuring that the Vice-President
receive any proposed constitution/bylaws
changes. The Vice-President will send
copy-ready materials to the Editorial
Assistant to the Editor-in-Chief of
Mycologia for reproduction and mailing. (ii)
The New will be sent out
each month by Allen M&M under the
President's signature. A preliminary list is to
be sent to and approved by the Secretary
before the mailing is made.

son, Keith Egger, and Susan Kaminskyj)
for putting together an excellent program
this year. They also thanked Don Ruch,
MSA Foray Coordinator, and Robert
Resnik, Local Representative, for planning
the foray.
Council acknowledged the improved
online abstract submission procedure
implemented this year and approved Jim
Anderson's request for $200 for improvements to abstract processing.

-

Future MSA meetings MSA 2001 will
be held in Salt Lake City, UT with APS and
SON, August 25-29, Jim Anderson,
Program Chair. MSA 2002 will be held in
Corvallis, OR, June 22-26, Keith Egger,
Program Chair. MSA 2003 will be held in
Asilomar, Pacific Grove, CA (or an
alternative site) with the British Mycological Society. MSA 2004 has not yet been
determined, but a southeastern US site
would be preferable. (Orson Miller and

Rytas Vilgalys will work on this and report
to the February Executive Committee
meeting.) MSA 2005 or MSA 2006 Council voted to approve a meeting in Hilo,
Hawaii, to be held jointly with the Mycological Society of Japan, pending agreement
with that society.

-

Other Meetings IUMS 2002 - Paris,
France, JUIJJ29-August 3; IMC 2002 Oslo, Norway, August 12-18. Council
discussed a number of possible ways to helD
fund MSA members' participation in these
meetings, including NSF funding, financial
support of individual workshops, etc. The
Biodiversitv Committee (Jean Lodge,
Chair) requested funding for an IMC
Symposium on Conservation of Fungi.
Council requested a budget projection for
this before making a decision.
Council approved the first choice of the
Karling Annual Lecture Committee and
charged the Committee to contact this
individual with the invitation. Council also
&an amendment of the Karling
Lecture reimbursement policy. The Karling
Lecturer is to receive reimbursement for
expenses as well as an honorarium. The
Lecturer is also to be invited to publish a
paper based on the presentation in
Mycologia at the Society's expense, with
publication no longer a requirement for
receipt of the honorarium.
Council approved a request by Carol
Shearer, IUMS representative, for MSA
participation in the International
Biodiversitv Observation Year 2001-2002.
The Biodiversitv Committee (D Jean
Lodge, Chair) will work out the details of
this and requested that Carol Shearer be on
the project committee.
Council approved the idea of an
Archival Histoq of American Mvcology,
proposed by Gary Samuels. Council
expressed interest in this project, especially
as a component of our updating the
Society's History of Mycology in North
America booklet. Gary will continue to
develop this idea.
President Kohn adjourned the meeting at
4:45pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Maren A Klich
Secretary

MSA BUSINESS
President's Corner
I
I

We have concluded a very successful meeting in Vermont,
made so by the great efforts of our Past President, Linda
Kohn, and the hard working Program and Endowment
Committees. An outstanding Karling Lecture was delivered
by Dr Ira Herskowitz. Two very deserving mycologists, Drs
Ron Petersen and Jan Kohlmeyer, were the Distinguished
Mycologists for 2000, and we named the very accomplished
Dr Amy Rossman as our first Fellow of the Mycological
Society. The recipient of the Weston Award for excellence in
teaching was Dr Carlos Betancourt. Dr David Hibbett
received the Alexopoulos Prize, and Dr Wendy Untereiner
received the Martin-Baker award. The Society also voted to
elect Dr David Read as an Honorary Member.

In addition, it was a pleasure to see the 16 recipients of
student travel awards lined up and to know that we had a
hand in making it possible for them to attend the meeting.
The student oral presentations were very impressive, as were
the numerous posters. All this makes for a bright future for
mycology. The two oral presentation winners, Leah Cowen
and Cathie Aime, and two poster winners, Merlin White
and Jennifer Anderson, succeeded in the face of stiff
competition. The two MSA Fellowship recipients were Leah
Cowan and Jutta Buschbom. Steve Trudell was the
NAMA (North American Mycological Association) award
winner, Paulo Ceresini was the Backus award winner, and
Else Vellinga received the Smith research award. I must
also compliment the chairpersons, who kept the sections on
schedule. Gee, those coffee breaks are really essential!
It is also a time of transition, with the term of Editor-InChief by Dave Griffin ending after five years. His guidance

and work in producing the high
journal that we have,
- quality
.
should be acknowledged by everyone: Dave, a solid vote of
thanks from all of us MSA members! The issues are on time,
and the flow of manuscripts are handled with skill and
promptness. He has certainly turned the journal over, in great
shape, to the capable hands of Dr Joan Bennett. I must also
compliment Dr Maren Klich for the great job that she has
done as Secretary. The coming of the e-mail age has made
the flow of the written word continual and plentiful, but it
was all handled so very well by Maren. Thanks, Maren, from
all of us!
A very successful auction and a delightful night cruise on
the lake left everyone with great memories of Vermont. I
sense a very positive attitude on the part of a membership
dedicated to the promotion of mycology and to the younger
generation, which has so many golden opportunities in this
era of major advances in all fields including mycology. The
coming year will again require effort from all of us to meet
the obligations of the Society and of our profession. I know I
really appreciate the work of committee members, councilors, and the officers of the Society. I look forward to working
with all of you and to a very successful year. Meanwhile I
can daydream about the beauty of the Lake Champlain
region and the lovely campus - a great setting for the year
2000 MSA meeting!

Orson K Miller, President
Mycological Society of America
2000-2001
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MSA 2000 Annual Business Meeting
Minutes of the 2000 Annual Business
Meeting of the Mycological Society of
America, August 1,2000, University of
Vermont, Burlington.
The meeting was called to order at 8: 10
am by President Linda Kohn. She made
some general announcements and introduced those at the head table and thanked
those involved in organizing this meeting.
President Kohn presented certificates of
appreciation to Orson Miller - recognizing
his service as Managing Editor of
Mycologia during the transition period
when the Society assumed full
responsibilities as publisher, to
Dave Griffin - outgoing
Editor-in-Chief of Mycologia),
to Maren Klich - outgoing
Secretary, and to Lorelei
Norvell - who will finish her
term as Editor of Inoculum
with the current volume. PastPresident George Carroll presented
outgoing President Linda Kohn with a
certificate of appreciation.
The minutes of the 1999 MSA Business
Meeting were approved
Vice-President Tim Baroni presented the
ballot results. Three hundred and twenty
votes were cast. All four proposed ByLaws
changes passed. (See Council Meeting
minutes for details.) Those elected were:
John W Taylor, Vice-President; Lorelei L
Norvell, Secretary; Iris Chawat, Councilor
for Cell BiologylPhysiology; Wendy
Untereiner, Councilor for Systematics1
Evolution; D Jean Lodge, Councilor for
EcologylPathology; Richard Kerrigan'
Councilor for GeneticsA4olecular Biology.
Secretary Klich presented her report.
Membership voted approval for David J
Read, Professor of Animal and Plant
Science, University of Sheffield, UK, as a
new Honorary Member of the MSA.
Membership voted to grant Emeritus
Membership status to the following
members: George Barron, Michael
Corlett, Guy Durrieu, Robert Embree,
Sara Fultz, David Griffin, Yasuyuki
Hiratsuka, Gilbert Hughes, Jan
Kohlmeyer, Charles Kramer, H Peter
Molitoris, Robin Morrall, Don Prusso,
Harbansh P Upadhyay, and CJK Wang.
Treasurer Stone presented his report.

(See summary in the Council Meeting
minutes.) The Society is financially sound
and expanding in member ship. A year-end
report will be published in a later issue of
Inoculum.
Membership a roved
new members.
Endowment Committee Chair Judi
Ellzey presented her report. Of the 13
endowed funds, 11 are worth under $5,000.
This means that almost all funds are
producing less than the $500 income needed
each year to fund the mentor travel awards.

She encouraged all members to donate to
endowment funds and urged those present
to bid high and bid often at the MSA
Auction.
President Kohn thanked four of major
Endowment donors - Margaret BarrBigelow, Ed Butler, Clark Rogerson, and
June WaniZ. She also noted that Esther
McLaughlin will be launching a telephone
campaign to encourage contributions to the
endowment and asked members to give
generously when contacted.
M~cologiaEditor-in-Chief, David
Griffin, was unable to attend the meeting,
so President Kohn presented highlights of
his report. This year a record number of

'
manuscripts was submitted to Mycologia,
and the rejectiodwithdrawal rate was lower
than average.
Secretary Klich presented highlights
from the 2000 Council Meeting.
President Kohn presented the MSA
distinctions awards: Distinguished
Mycologist (2 awards) - Ronald H
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Petersen and Jan J Kohlmeyer; MSA
Fellow -Amy Y Rossman; Weston Award Carlos Betancourt; Alexopolous Prize David S Hibbett.
Student Awards Committee chair
Margaret Silliker presented the student
fellowship awards: Graduate Student
Fellowship (2 awards ) - Jutta Buschbom
and Leah Cowen; Chuck Barrows NAMA
Award - Steven Trudell; Backus Award Paul0 Ceresini.
Mentor Travel Awards Committee chair
Jo Taylor presented the Mentor Travel
Awards: Alexopoulos - Jennifer Fischer;
Barksdale/Raper - Leah Cowen; Bigelow
(4 recipients) -Rebecca Belling, Brett
Couch, Jason Dobranic, Matthew Henn;
Butler - Paulo Ceresini; Denison (2
recipients) - Valerie Reeb, Emma
Steenkamp; Fitzpatrick (2 recipients) Gail Celio, Julia Kerrigan; KO$- Holly
Chamberlain; Luttrell- Andrew Miller;
Thiers - Martin Bidartondo; Uecker Ning Zhang; Wells -Anna Levin.

New Business: Leif Ryvarden announced that plans for the International
cola ical Con ress in Oslo Norway,
August 12 - 18,2002,
are well underway.
wishing
propose symposia or
other events should
contact him as soon as
possible. He
encourages all MSA
members to start
making plans to attend what promises to be
a wonderful Congress.
President Kohn turned over
the presidential gavel to 20002001 President Orson Miller.
The meeting was adjourned at
9:25am by President Miller.
Respectfully submitted,
Maren Klich
MSA Secretary
[Addendum. As the student poster and oral
presentation awards were not judged until after the business meeting, the student research
prizewinners were announced at the MSA
Social. Poster Presentation awards were given
to Jennifer Anderson and Merlin White.
Oral Presentation awards were given to Leah
Cowen and Catherine Aime.]

MSA BUSINESS - MUM
Annual Reports
PRESIDENT
Membership Management - We (Kohn
and Miller) have signed a new contract
with Allen Marketing and Management
(AM&M, a subsidiary of Allen Press, Inc.)
for the period starting April 1,2000,
through to May 3 1,2001. Under this
contract, the MSA receives Business Office
and Subscription Fulfillment Services plus
extras such as Membership Directory ($500
basic fee) and Marketing as we see fit to
contract for them. Our working relationship
has been excellent this past year. AM&M
has been very responsive and able to furnish
information on request. I have been in
close communication with Theresa Pickel,
Division Director, as well as Shelly
Hendricks, Marketing Manager. Linda
Hardwick, Associate Manager for Allen
Press, will attend our Annual Council
Meeting on 29 July, 2000. Although we
maintained about the same total number of
Institutional Subscribers this year, we have
lost domestic subscribers. With Shelly
Hendricks, we have developed an advertising flyer targeted at librarians and the big
library meetings that Allen Press participates in. I am proposing that we do an
alternate version of this brochure for
reciprocal distribution with Mycological
Research. The costs for each of these
initiatives are modest, i.e., under $450.
Shelly costed out a telemarketing campaign
to contact libraries that had not renewed,
but at this point, Shelly and I do not feel
that this will be cost-effective.
Mycologia - In this first year of our
taking over as Publisher, we have contracted a professional indexer, established
fees, and set up new procedures (e.g., for
color illustrations and corrections of galley
proofs). Jim Ginns has taken over as
Managing Editor from Orson Miller. I
commend the outgoing Editor-in-Chief,
David Griffin, for the excellent job that he
has done. Mycologia now comes out
promptly (May-June is mailed in MayJune), and the issues are full - with welledited papers of high scientific quality that
represent the variety of our members'
mycological interests. Best wishes to
incoming EIC, Joan Bennett.
Electronic Publication of Mycologia - I
am strongly supporting joining the BioOne

REPORTS ( o f ~ m )

- Officers

consortium as a means to publish
Mycologia electronically. Because we
already publish with Allen Press, we would
not have to pay for the initial coding, which
is quite expensive (ca. $20,000). If we can
offer our members the option of a reduced
membership fee for taking Mycologia
electronically, and if we can determine that
revenue sharing within BioOne will offset a
potential loss of domestic subscribers
(bearing in mind that we will increase
distribution of Mycologia to more institutions), this is a golden opportunity. See
<www/BioOne.org>. Electronic publication
is inevitable.
Inoculum - We can be proud of our
newsletter, Inoculum. It is lively and
attractive; the intelligent editing by Lorelei
Norvell is evident throughout. Our MSA
Email questionaire indicated ovenvhelmingly that members enjoy reading Inoculum.
Thanks to Tom Volk, the newsletter is now
available online. The shift of book
announcements, book reviews, and foray
photos to Inoculum is fully implemented;
what was once a contentious issue with
Mycologia now seems to be a non-issue.
Sincere thanks to Lorelei, who is completing her term as Editor to the end of 2000,
even as she becomes MSA Secretary. I am
pleased that Don Ruch will be taking over

as Inocul~~m
Editor.
Meetings - I have done more meeting
planning than I might have expected. Our
2000 Annual Meeting has more than 300
registrants convening for what is probably a
record number of 75 student presentations
and eight symposia. I have been working
with UVM for two years, the last year with

Meg Boera, our conference coordinator (I
am a UVM alumna). Over this year, Faye
Murrin, Jim Anderson, and Keith Egger
have been hammering out details of the
program. Faye has done a terrific job as
Chair of the Program Committee and it has
been a pleasure working with her. Abstract
submission was the smoothest ever, due to
the online submission system that Jim
Anderson organized. For next year, we are
looking at using the same system with some
improvements - which will require a bit of
programming. The system could be used on
into the future. To attract the greatest
participation at the UVM meeting, Jim and I
sent Email invitations in February to
everyone on the Fungal Genetics Newsletter
mailing list. I have also been working with
Faye Labbatt at APS on the schedule for
the 2001 meeting in Salt Lake City. I have
consulted with Jeff Stone and Joey
Spatafora on the schedule for 2002 in
Corvallis. As a result of highly productive
discussions with the Council of the British
Mycological Society, a joint BMS-MSA
meeting (incorporating the 2003 MSA
Annual)
was proposed and
approved by the MSA Executive Committee
in February. In March, 2000, I applied to
California State Parks - Delaware North
Parks Services. for three alternate dates at
the Asilomar Conference Grounds in Pacific
Grove CA: In descending order of preference, dates for the 2003 meeting are August
4-8, June 30-July 4, and July 28-August 1.
A decision on our request by California
State Parks will not be made before 18- 12
months prior to the meeting, so it is vital
that the MSA make ALTERNATE ARRANGEMENTS just in case. We should
also be looking ahead to leveraging NSF
and other support for the next International
Mvcological Congress in Oslo (2002).
Public Responsibility - Opportunities to
participate in public policy present
themselves to the MSA President very
unpredictably and, inevitably, require a
timely response. Since we are a professional ogranization, we have expertise in
some important policy areas. I have done
my best to respond. As discussed in
Inoculum 51(1), after vigorous discussion,
Council approved our endorsement of a set
of amendments to the WTO Agreement on
the Application of Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Standards (SPS Aereement)

MSA BUSINESS - ANNUAZ. REPORTS (off~cm, continued)
forwarded to us by Faith Campbell of the
American Lands Alliance. Although our
nominee for the US Dept of the Interior
Invasive Species Advisory Committee
was not selected, we had three
members involved on Working Groups (Jim
Worrall, Mary Palm, and Jeff Stone)
assisting this committee. A draft of the
ISAC report is coming out this fall, and
should be evaluated by qualified mycologists. (Contact Faith Campbell at
Phvtodoer@aol.com.)
I have been much more active with the
American Institute of Biological Sciences
since attending the three-day
Presidents' Summit in November. At the
AIRS Millennium Meeting in March, I comoderated with Brian Boom (President,
Association of Systematics Collections) the
Synthesis Session on "Biodiversity
Exploration: Systematics and Classification." In the summary of our session, we
emphasized support for collection and
database infrastructure as biocomplexity
initiatives expand. In April, I, along with
MSA members Anathea Brooks and David
Geiser, partipated in the annual Congressional Visits Day organized by SETWG the Science, Engineering, and Technology
Working Group. We should maintain our
more active role with AIBS. Also, we
should become involved with the International Biodiversity Observation Year
an initiative of DIVERSITAS, the
international program on biodiversity
science, to be launched on December 29,
2000. Note that Carol Shearer is a contact
on this. Also, there are culture collection
and transport-of-fungi-for-scientific-study
issues that are not being brought to the
attention of our membership. There is a
role here for the Culture Collections
Committee in keeping us informed.
Human Resources - My biggest
responsibility, human resources, has been
an ongoing task. In plain language, this is
filling vacancies on committees, suggesting
activities and then maintaining an interest in
the completion of those activities, calling
members and convincing them to take
major jobs, and communicating with those
considering standing for office in the
Society. I am delighted that we had two
capable candidates for the important office
of Secretary. Sincere thanks to Maren for
three years of solid effort, and welcome
Lorelei Norvell, who will certainly put her
own stamp on the job. I am also delighted
that Don Ruch has agreed to take over as

(m)

(m)

(m),

Editor of Inoculum with the next volume.
Don served the Society as Foray Coordinator and, as Chair of the Education Committee.has scanned our slide collection for
online access. We look forward to Don's
vision for Inoculum. The productivity of
the Electronic Communications Committee
has been heartening. David and Ellen
Farr have revamped our Bulletin Board and
we are now on a commercial server. Dick
Korf has graciously agreed to continue for
a year as Bulletin Board Manager. Tom
Volk continues to do a wonderful job as
webmaster of our homepage. The new
Biodiversitv Committee chaired by Jean
Lodge has also been highly productive note the resources that they have posted on
the MSA webpage. International Affairs,
under Theresa Iturriaga, now also has a
presence on our webpage. While some
committees could become more active,
whole new initiatives appeared. The
iniative for a commission on common
names in cooperation with NAMA,
spearheaded by Scott Redhead and initially
proposed by Moselio Schaechter, as Chair
of the Liaison with Amateur Mycological
Clubs & Societies, looks likely to go
forward.
Our brochures, History of Mycology in
North America and Careers in Mycology,
both need updating. Our Manual of
Oaerations desperately requires revision.
Planning - Strategic planning is still a
work in progress. For the second year we
have had an Ad Hoc Lone Ranee Planning
Committee. A subset of members met in St.
Louis for a very productive session. We
came up with a wish list of activities. Some
of these, such as an undergraduate research
award, improved online services, and an
Email survey of members, have been
implemented this year. I have not been
satisfied with the quality of Email discussion with members since; everyone is busy
and few members respond. Strategic
planning is needed, but how best to
proceed? Heads-up for the incoming
President -we should determine whether
we wish to proceed with the undergraduate
research award and if we do, put it on
firmer financial footing. Corporate
sponsorship of this and other sorts of
scholarships or grants-in-aid will require
initiative - let's get going!
Respectfully submitted by,
Linda M Kohn
1999-2000 MSA President
July 29 2000

VICE-PRESIDENT

Election of officers and changes in
bylaws for the year 2000 - I received 320
ballots on or before the 15Ihof June 2000.
The following individuals have been elected
to serve the society.
Vice-President - John W Taylor
Secretary - Lorelei L Norvell
Councilors Cell Biology/Physiology Iris Charvat
Systematics/Evolution Wendy
Untereiner
Ecology/Pathology D Jean Lodge
Genetics/Molecular Biology Richard
W Kerrigan
Four bylaw changes to the Society
Constitution were overwhelmingly
approved. These new changes are:
Art IV G -Add a new Society Representative - Liaison with the American Mushroom Institute. (This is the mushroom
growers organization.) This liaison would
help form a closer alliance with this portion
of our membership].
Art IV A - Change the term of the
Mycologia Associate Editors from two
years to three years, with only one renewal
allowed instead of the current two renewals.
(This retains the maximum number of
consecutive years as Associate Editor at six
and relieves the Editor-in-Chief from the
difficult task of replacing Associate Editors
every two years. With approval of Council,
the Editor-in-Chief may replace Associate
Editors in the event they do not carry out
their duties or abuse their duties.)
Art IV E6 - Change the name of the
Senior Research Awards Committee to the
Research Awards Committee. (This new
committee administers the Smith and
Martin-Baker awards. It has been brought
to our attention that the intention of the
Smith Award was to support research at all
levels, not just senior scientists. The new
name is in keeping with this intention.)

-

-

-

-

-
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Art IV F4 - Change the size of the
International Affairs Committee from four
to foudfive members. (This would accommodate a foreign postdoc (representing
students/postdocs), a Latin American, an
African, an Asian, and a European representative. This change would also give the
chair some leeway on committee size.)
J Baroni, Vice-President

SECRETARY
From August 1999 to July 2000 the
Secretary
compiled minutes of the 1999 ~
~
and Business meetings and submitted them
for publication in Inoc~tlum.
Sent copies of the minutes and annual
reports from officers, committee chairs, and
representatives to the historian, Don
Pfister.
Sent a list of the 1999-2000 MSA
Council membership to AIBS, AAAS, and
IUMS.
* Sent welcome materials to 72 new
members
Responded to requests for information
on joining MSA, mycological questions,
and membership concerns throughout the
year.
polled council via email on a number of
items during the year, and submitted the
results of these actions to Lorelei Norvell
for publication in Inociilum.
Sadly, I received notice of deaths of

three members, Lekh Batra (May 20,
1999), Alan Jaworski (January 16,2000),
and Mike Larsen (June 9,2000) and two
long-time former members, Richard
Homola (September 2, 1999), and George
Knaphus (May 20,2000).
Received requests for emeritus status
from 17 members and contacted all of these
members to ensure that they met the
requirements for emeritus status. (They
must have been full members for at least
years and retired from their professional
employment.) Fifteen names were
submitted to council for approval as
emeritus
members,
~
~
~including:
~ Michael
i
l
Corlett, Jan KOhlme~er,
David Grifin,
Sara Fultz, Robin Morrall, Harbansh
Upadhyay, Yasuyuki Hiratsuka, Charles
Kramer, George Barren, Robert Embree,
Don Prusso, G~~ Durrieu, H. Peter
Molitoris, Gilbert Hughes, and CJK
Wang. These will be submitted for
membership approval at the annual meeting.
Sent requests for agenda items/progress
reDorts for the mid-year executive committee to the Council, Committee Chairs, and
Representatives.
Attended the mid-vear Executive
Council Meeting in Mississauga, Ontario
(Canada), on February 19,2000, and
submitted the minutes from this meeting to'
Lorelei Norvell for publication in InocrrIu".
Mailed MSA ballots and endowment
contribution/auction requests to all
members.

-

REPORTS(officers, concluded)
Sent requests for annual re~ortsand
council meetin agenda items all Council
members,
Chairs, and Representatives, and compiled these for the 2000
Council Meeting,

to

As this is my final report, I would like to
add a personal
It has
been an
honor to serve as your secretary. This
society is blessed with a membership
willing to donate their time and talents in
publish an
journal and
newsletter and to make the annual meetings
such exciting events. My period of service
included some major changes for the
society, especially the move to publish
M~cologiaon our own and a major revision
Our
and
These
changes would not have taken place without
the perseverance and dedication of our
Presidents. We owe them a special debt of
gratitude. As my term ends, I thank you for
giving me the 'pportunity serve.
Respectfully submitted,

Maren A Klich Secretary

s
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Annual Reports Publications
Mycologia

- Managing Editor

Editor-in-Chief Griffin has reported that
volume 92 for the year 2000 is full and that
authors had submitted a record number of
manuscripts. This says that Mycologia is on
schedule and that more authors want their
work to appear in Mycologia. This is great!
However, the demand to publish more
pages must be balanced with MSA's ability
to finance lager issues. At this time our
financial state is such that the current
volume (92) will contain about 100 pages
more than in the 2000 budget.

Page Charges - Part of the additional
costs will be covered by increased income
from page charges. The projection, based

upon data from issues 1-5, is for income in
2000 from page charges to be about
$25,000 (compared with about $16,000 in
1999 and $8,000 in 1998). This means that
50 percent of the pages published are
contributing page charges. Payment of
page charges is optional and is a good
feature because Mycologia can publish
quality studies by authors who cannot meet
page charges. A substantially revised form
is now being sent to authors.

Distribution - 2,054 copies of the July1
August issue were mailed out. Membership
numbers and Institutional Subscribers as of
July l I, 2000, are 1262 and 802, respectively.
Inventory -A management proposal is
being submitted to Council. Its principal

aims are to ensure a sufficient supply of
back issues to meet demands, especially for
late subscription renewals, and to minimize
printing and storage costs.

Volume 92 Index - Glassman Indexing
Services of Ankeny, Iowa, is under contract
to prepare the Author & Subject, Fungus
Taxa, and Host indexes.
Advertising Mycologia - Permission was
granted to HW Wilson Co, publishers of
The Biological &Agricultural Index, to
include Mycologia's abstracts in their new
service Biological & Agricultural Abstracts.
Assignment of Copyright - Recent
revision of the United States copyright laws
has meant that MSA must distribute two
forms to every author, receive completed

MSA BUSINESS - MAC
forms from authors, countersign the forms,
return one to each author, and retain one in
our archives. In Vol. 91 there were 340
authors to be dealt with.

Galley revisions - Mycologia has begun
billing authors for excessive changes (any
over 5) to galleys. Charges vary depending
on the nature of the change, and follows
Allen Press' pricing schedule.
J. Ginns, Managing Editor

REPORTS ( P u b l i c t z t i m , continued)

Gregory Mueller, Kerry O'Donnell,
Jeffrey Stone, Albert Tonilli, Rytas
Vilgalys, Darrell Weber, Daniel Wubah,
and John Zak. I thank you all for your
work and cooperation in this enterprise. You
all have been the core that makes this
enterprise successful.
Accompanying this report is a recommendation to Council to approve a new editorial
position, that of Cover Editor with the
recommended appointment of Richard
Howard to this post.
Advisorv Board - Charles Mims is
completing his term on the Advisory
Committee, but still continues on the
Editorial Board as an Associate Editor. His
service is much appreciated. Gerald Bills
was nominated by the Editorial Board as the
new member to serve from 2000-2005. We
are happy to have his service on the Board.

Mycologia

- Editor-in-Chief

Annual Report, Mycologia Vol. 92 (This
report covers the period July 1, 1998-June
30, 1999.)
Editors - Chris Schardl completed his
first term as Associate Editor and kindly
agreed to serve a second term with
Council's consent. Martin Dickman,
Richard Howard, Richard Humber,
Martha Powell, and Gary Samuels all
completed their terms and required
replacement. The last four completed two
terms of service. New Associate Editors,
appointed with approval of Council, were
Larry Dunkle, David Geiser, Stephen
Peterson, Scott Redhead, Robert
Roberson, and Jan Stenlid. (Professor
Stenlid is our first Associate Editor off the
North American continent.) The Associate
Editors all have contributed wonderfully,
giving many hours toward publishing
Mycologia. Please, thank them for their
service.

I have been privileged to serve with many
wonderfi~land hard-working mycologists as
Editors and Associate Editors on the
Mycologia Editorial Board for the past five
years. These include (in addition to those
named above) James Anderson, Timothy
Baroni, M'eredith Blackwell, Lori Carris,
James Correll, Larry Dunkle, David
Farr, James Ginns, Roy Halling, David
Hibbett, Linda Kohn, John Leslie, Steven
Miller, Orson Miller, Charles Mims,

Manuscripts
Carried over from June 30, 1999
Received
Total
Accepted and/or published
Provisionally accepted
Rejected
Withdrawn
Carried over
Total

Editor-in-Chief - I have nearly completed my term of office. The last issue is
filled and sent to press. The files, computer,
and other office equipment have been
shipped to the new Editor-in-Chief, Joan
Bennett of Tulane University. This has been
a satisfying, though time-consuming, job,
and I am grateful for the opportunity to
serve the Society in this role.

I greatly appreciate the excellent
assistance of Jessica Thomas, my Editorial
Assistant. Her work has been essential to
the production of Mycologia.
I would also like to thank the several
Presidents of the Society with whom I have
served - Donald Pfister, James Ginns,
Mary Palm, George Carroll, and Linda
Kohn - for their support and frequent
assistance in problem solving. Special
thanks go to Gary Samuels for his frequent
and patient guidance on the technical
mysteries of systematics.
Respectfully submitted,
David H Griffin, Editor-in-Chief
Mycologia

Inoculum

- Editor

This has been a banner year, with a record
high number of new manuscripts submitted.
We also have a record high number of
accepted or published manuscripts. The
number of rejected or withdrawn manuscripts is slightly lower than average.
Volume 92 - Nos. 1-3 published, 4-6 in
press, consisting of 142 papers, Indices,
Instructions to Authors, and Notice in an
1 DD. This is an increase of
estimated 1.22
,
20 manuscripts and 94 pp. over Vol. 9 I. The
average page length per paper was 9 pp.
The flow of manuscripts through the
reviewing process continues to be excellent.
We are about five weeks ahead of the
production schedule. This is the first time
the final issue was filled in time for my
report. Issues continue to be produced on
time. The Associate Editors have been
working harder than ever.

..

New Developments - Beginning with
Vol. 93,2001, Mycologia will have a new
face in the form of color illustrated covers.
This year the position of Index Editor was
abolished and indexing turned over to a
professional indexer.
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The following report supplements the
February mid-year report.
I. 1,400 copies of Inoculum are published
by Allen Press six times a year and mailed
with Mycologia. During 2000, each issue
contained letters from MSA President Kohn
and Inoculum editor Norvell, six regular
sections compiled by Norvell (MSA
Business, Mycological News, Mycologist's
Bookshelf, Mycology Online + Directory,
Mycological Classifieds, Mycological
Calendar), two lists (sustaining members,
masthead), and four forms (membership,
gift membership, endowment & contributions, change of address). Issues 5 l(2) 5 l(4) also included

MSA BUSINESS - ~
--Znoculum 5 l(2. MarcWAprin - 28
pages. 5 drawings. 10 photos: Two features
by Kerrigan (AMI), Anonymous (Bot.
"code"); three book reviews by Halling
(British Fungus Flora.. . 8), Trudell
(Strategy I Handbook), Lehmann (The
Yeasts...); "Letter to Book Review Editor"
by APS Press, Douglas (re Kendrick
review); shorter items by Bennett (Sustaining Members), Crous (Australia), Ellzey
(Endowment), Griffin (Mycologia),
Iturriaga & Subero (Venezuela), Keller
(Canopy), Klich (Council), Kohn (BMS),
Norvell (Inoculum), Palm (Garroway),
Peterson (illustration), Porter (Jaworski),
Ruch (Foray, Teaching), Watling (RBG
herbarium)
--lnoculum 51(3, MadJune) - 84 oages,
5 drawings. 10 photos: Three features by
Redhead (Phylocode), "Geste"
(Mycomics), Wall & Adams (IBOY);
Rogers's review of Genera of
Bionectriaceae.. . ;AndersonIMurrin
compilation of >230 abstracts (pp. 13-70);
Klich Council minutes/actions; shorter
items by Ellzey (Auction), Kohn (MSA
undergrad award), Mims (Teaching),
Norvell (Common Names, ATBI), OK
Miller (MASMC2000), Rossman (MSA
books), Ruch (Foray, Teaching committee),
Stephenson (Antarctic), Vilgalys
(MASMC2000)
--lnoculum 5 l(4. Julv/Aunust) - 28
pages. 3 drawings. 21 photos: Three
features by Mu Zang (Kunming Herbarium), Nieves-Rivera (Myxomycetes),
Henstridge via Palm (Plant Protection
Act); 3 book reviews by Leacock (The
genus Lactarius.. .), Carpenter (Hypocrea
schweinitzii complex...), O'Dell
(Heinemann Memorial); "Letter to the
Editor" by Campbell (re proposed PPA);
shorter items by Bennett (Big Easy),
Cantrell (BMS, Puerto Rico), Cochran
(NAMA, toxicology), Ginns (Larsen,
NWL), Howard (Mycologia cover),
Iturriaga (MSA-IC), Klich (Council),
Kohn & Seifert (GamslCBS), Murrin
(Program), Norvell (ATBI), Redhead
(NAMA), Ruch (Foray), Schlosser
(Curnmins), Thorn (NSF-BSI), Watling
(BMS)
3. Deadlines fall on the 15Ihof "even"
months, with the newsletter mailed by Allen
Press around the 15"' of "odd" months.
Pleas for copy are Emailed to -100 MSA
members -2-3 weeks before deadline, with

i n REPORTS
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editorial cajolery generally incessant and
ongoing. The membership has responded
well (see above), and Inoculum now
receives submissions from members and
non-members from all over the world. Over
90% of submissions are via Email, greatly
easing the Editorial Burden.
4. Participation of volunteer proof-editor
Laurel Carroll in the publication process
has added greatly to the overall quality of
Inoculum. Granted, more time may be spent
in Emailing preliminary copy back and
forth, but the enjoyment gained from
exchanging opinions with a publicationsavvy individual and the improved
appearance of the newsletter is well worth
the time and effort.

5. The Editor regularly sends complimentary copies of Inoculum to contributors (see
I), awardees, and NAMA (North American
Mycological Association). Since January
2000, an MSWord shell of each issue has
been sent to MSA webmaster Tom Volk.
This means that the Editor spends an
additional 2-3 hours exporting final copy
from Adobe@ Pagemaker to Microsoft@
Word. All residual Pagemaker formatting
must first be removed before the editor
Emails copy (in nine separate documents) to
the webmaster. It would make life much
easier if someone could figure out how to
transfer Pagemaker-formatted Inoculum
copy directly from zip disk to website.
6. All Committee Chairs and other
Notables would be doing the Membership a
large Favor if they would send a really good
photo of themselves to the Editor before the
annual report newsletter deadline (August
15).

7. Although my term will expire in
October upon completion of Inoculum
5 1(6), I shall be available for advice, tea,
and sympathy should our much-awaited
new Editor, Donald Ruch, require
assistance. Don will receive zip disks with
protocols, MSWord shells, Pagemaker
master copies, and graphics files. He will
also inherit the editorial morgue of old
MSA newsletters (to be relayed to each
succeeding Editor), generously donated by
Roger
- Goos.
8. Allen Press and Beverly Prescott (new
MSA-AP liaison) have been consistentlv
professional, helpful, and courteous.
Lorelei L Norvell, Editor
Submitted June 20,2000

-

Committee Ad hoc Webpage and
Internet Management
The ad hoc committee on Webpage and
Internet Management (Linda Kohn, David
Farr, Ellen Farr, Dick Korf, Tom Volk)
made some substantial progress this year.
Dave and Ellen Farr built an impressive and
much-applauded web interface for the MSA
bulletin board, replacing the cumbersome
Email list of yore. It largely automates message handling, includes a convenient interface
for users, and can be
easily sorted and displayed by category. A
person submitting a
new posting also has
the option of having the
information Emailed to
the Editor of Inoculum.
Dick Korf has agreed
to continue to moderate
the BB for the next year: this task involves
approving all submissions before they are
posted.
We selected and implemented a new
domain name (MSAfungi.org) for the
MSA webpages.
This will ensure that MSA
. has a consistent
Internet address no
matter where the
webpages are
actually hosted. The
web-hosting service
will cost MSA $462
per year, which also
covers the initial
MSA domain name registl'ation; added
2000-2001 costs include a one-time $50 setup fee for the database
connection. Hereafter
MSA will pay an
annual $462webhosting fee and a $2530 domain name fee.
A commercial
internet server now
hosts the Bulletin
Board. The new MSA Internet address is:
(htt?:l/MSAfungi.Or~).
The new MSA
BulletinBoard address is (httD://
MSAfungi.org/bulletinboard/).
Kathie Hodge

MSA BUSINESS - MUM

REPORTS (Standing Committees)

Annual Reports -Standing Committees
Education
1. The Committee hosted an informal
poster session on Fungi in the Laboratory
at this year's Annual Meeting at the
University of Vermont. The session was
held on Tuesday, August 1, from 8 to 10
PM. For details about the session, see
Inoculum 5 l(3): 1 1.
2. The webpage
hosting the MSA
Slide Collection is
now functional
(see announcement below). The
site, hosted by
Ball State
University and
maintained by
Don Ruch, can be
linked (reached) from the MSA Home Page.
The entire slide collection should have been
completed by August. The URL is
www.bsu.edulclasses/ruch/msa/
description.html).
Sincerely,
Donald G Ruch, Chair
Committee on Teaching

(w

Luttrell Travel Fund
$3,300.00
Thiers Travel Fund
$2,895.00
Trappe Travel Fund
$1,200.00
Uecker Travel Fund
$3,040 00
Wells Travel Fund
$2,500.00
New Travel Award Fund $70,000.00
(to supplement current travel mentor
funds).
With the interest from travel mentor
funds, 16 travel mentor awards were given
to students in 2000.
Balances for the research funds are as
follows:
A. H. and H. V. Smith Fund$24,997.89
Martin-Baker Research Fund
$32,626.62
Myron Backus Award Fund $16,700.00
Alexopoulos Prize Fund $16,274.83
Uncommitted Endowment before
Investment is $29,242.95.
I recommend that the Executive Council
encourage all officers, councilors, committee chairs, and members to donate to the
endowment funds and become members of
the Endowment Honor Roll that is published each year in Inoculum. At the
suggestion of Linda Kohn, the newest

Endowment
The Endowment Committee has raised
$1 1,200 between August I, 1999, and July
31,2000, including $7,200 from donations
and $4000 from the MSA Auction '99, Tshirts, mushroom pins, and cookbooks.
Members of the Endowment Committee are
Jeff Stone (Past-Chair), Judi Ellzey,
(Chair), Fred Spiegel, Karen Snetselaar,
and Esther McLaughlin.
The number of contributors to the Travel
Mentor Awards, Research Awards, and the
Uncommitted Endowment was seventeen.
Current balances in the endowment funds
are distributed as follows:
Alexopoulos Travel Fund $4.4 10.00
Barksdale-Raper Travel Fund
$3,895.1 1
Bigelow Travel Fund
$10,826.00
Butler Travel Fund
$4,564.00
Denison Travel Fund
$6,150.00
Fitzpatrick Travel Fund
$4,625.00
$1,100.00
Fuller Travel Fund
Korf Travel Fund $4,159.05

member of our committee, Esther
McLaughlin, has begun planning for a
telephone campaign where students of
mentors for the Travel Mentor Awards
would each call four people and request a
donation of $250 each.
[Addendum: The MSA Auction 2000, Tshirt, mushroom pins, and cookbooks raised
$6,63 1.60 for the 2000-200 1 budget.]
Respectfully submitted,
Judi Ellzey

Finance
SUBJECT: Investment Portfolio for the
Society (as of May 3 1,2000)

On April 12,2000, the Finance Committee (Dr Kerrigan, Dr Rossman, our broker
Phyllis Albrighton, and Chair Miller)
communicated via conference call. The
following action has been taken to implement decisions made during our session.

19,960.00. (There
3

s

.>

sold 1954.387 shares of Income Fund of
America I n c . ( m ) at $15.35 per share,
yielding $30,000. MSA then purchased
909.366 shares of Fundamental Investors
Inc. (AMECX) at $32.99 per share for a
cost of $30,000. (This transfer of funds
within the American Fund family is done
without a commission charge.) The Society
now has about $40,000 remaining in the
Income Fund of America. These actions
were taken to diversify our Mutual Fund
holdings among conservative funds with
higher performance than INCO.
MSA currently has $287,581.40 in bonds
in two five-year ladders. On 513 112000 a
$20,000 bond came due, and a new $20,000
five-year US Treasury Note was purchased.
During the past year, two additional US
Treasury Notes - $45,000 each - were
purchased: one due on 08/15/2004, and the
other due on 08/15/2005. This was done to
increase our bond holdings. (Summary table
sent to Council not included here.)
The past year as has been good for us and
is a continuation of the long term bull
market. As of the 3 I st of May, our estimated portfolio value is $496,389.19. This
includes $287,58 1.40 in two bond ladders
established for endowment funds and
operating funds. In addition, we have
$93,483.30 in our mutual fund and
$157,146.36 in the cash fund (held in a
money market fund) necessary for operating
and publishing the journal and other
immediate expenses. This, along with
income from our bonds and interest from
our money market fund, has resulted in an
estimated yearly income from investments
of $18,000 to $19,000.
Dr Orson K Miller Jr
Finance Committee Chair

MSA BUSINESS - MU&
International Affairs
1. In August 1999, during the MSA
Annual Meeting held during the International Botanical Congress in Saint Louis,
Missouri, an agreement was signed between
the MSA (represented by Past-President
George Carroll) and the ALM (represented
by Past-Secretary and MSA-IC Chair
Teresa Iturriaga) that will promote further
collaboration between members of both
societies, including projects, training, jobs,
literature exchange, and attendence at
congresses, courses and workshops.
2. In August-September 1999, the MSAI C significantly contributed to the 111
Congress of the Asociaci6n
Latinoamericana de Micologia (ALM)
Congress (Caracas, Venezuela) in two ways:
A) Two pre-congress ascomycete and
basidiomycete taxonomy workshops were
held during the five days between
Universidad Sim6n Bolivar and Rancho
Grande Biological Station at Henry Pittier
National Park. Two prominent MSA
members Donald Pfister and Timothy
Baroni helped organize the courses and
obtain NSF funding that covered not only
instructor expenses, but also registration for
50 students (25 per course). Most students
were graduate students or Latin American
professors of mycologically related courses,
although a few US graduate students also
attended.
Teresa Iturriaga (MSA-IC chair) also
helped organize and handle local arrangements for the courses. MSA member
instructors included (i - ascomycete
workshop) Blackwell, Cantrell, Hanlin,
Iturriaga, Lizon, Pfister, Rogers, San
Martin and (ii - basidiomycete workshop)
Baroni, Franco, Hallenberg, Larsson,
Rajchenberg, Roberts. (The two in-depth
reports published in Inoculum have
prompted most encouraging comments from
both students and instructors!)
B) Several MSA members also contributed lectures or posters during the ALM
Congress. This meeting, initiated collaboration between MSA and ALM members for
many future projects, thereby pursuing one
the MSA-IC main goals.
3. The MSA-IC has solicited information
from the MSA community so as to pursue
other important goals. A questionnaire,
accompanied by general information on the
committee, was printed in Inoculum 5 1(4)
(thanks to Lorelei Norvell) and posted on

R~PORTS(Standing CmnmMtees, continued)

the MSA webpage (thanks to Tom Volk).
Answers to these queries will help us meet
some of our objectives.
Sumrnary of committee activities In general, the MSA-IC has been
successful in addressing most of last year's
goals. Progress was made toward reaching
the following objectives set forth last year:
Create a section for the MSA-IC inside
the MSA Bulletin Board, where all
information relevant to this committee can
be posted. (This has been accomplished.)
Prepare a complete list of expert systematic tropical mycologists and create a
matchmaker section on the MSA\IC section
of the MSA Bulletin Board and Inoculum.
(In progress - see number 3 above.)
Make it possible for willing mycologists
to scan material in their area of interest
(keys, relevant papers) to be posted on the
MSA webpage for use by mycologists from
developing countries. (In progress - see
number 3 above.)

Goals for 20002001 Continue with
2) and 3) above,
now in progress.
Organize and
post information
obtained from the
questionnaire
published in
Inoculum and
posted on the
MSA webpage.

(See 3 above.)
Help establish links between foreign
studentslmycologists (especially those from
developing countries) and MSA members.
Establish a hotlinelinformation desk for
scientistslstudents who need research
advice, but do not know whom to contact.
Centralize information on the location of
library holdings of relevant mycological
sources in each country. This information
could be posted on webpages of MSA as
well as of local organizations (as ALM).
Give individual publications to or
photocopy articles for scientists with
limited library access who cannot otherwise
obtain a particular publication.
Organize courses, workshops, and
training sessions for students and researchers from developing countries.
Create a "matchmaker" page in the
MSA\IC section of the MSA Bulletin Board
for collaborative projects, taxonomic
expertise, specimenslcultures, and books1

journals.
Approach other local and international
organizations (as we have done with the
Latin American Mycological Association)
to establish links among organizations.
Establish a fund for International
Activities in order to provide more
scholarships that would enable MSA
member students and professionals to attend
MSA Congresses, courses, and workshops.
Travel scholarships for MSA members, who
also happen to be ALM members, should be
considered for the coming ALM Congress
in 2002 in Mexico.
Items to be discussed at the Vermont
MSA Council Meeting include establishment of (i) an International Activities fund
to help more MSA member students and
professionals attend MSA meetings,
courses, and workshops, and (ii) travel
scholarships to help joint MSA-ALM
members attend the upcoming ALM
Congress to be held in ~ e x i cini 2002.
Teresa Iturriaga, Chair

Nomenclature
The committee for fungal nomenclature
presently consists of Dick Korf, Paul Kirk,
and the undersigned as chairman. Lorelei
Norvell "rotated off' the committee in
1999.
Brief texts from our committee have
appeared in Inoculum (49(5): 11 presented a
general overview of nomenclature, and
49(6): 13 covered recently proposed new
names). This series, which will soon be
continued, is intended to spread information
on name changes necessary for some
important fungi. Lorelei Norvell and Scott
Redhead have written "light-hearted"
nomenclatural columns for Mushroom, The
Journal of Wild Mushrooming. An important function of this committee would be to
serve as a help-desk in nomenclatural
matters to the mycological community.
Apart from some personal connections, few
people still make use of this committee.
In his function as Secretary of the
Committee for Fungi (IAPT), the undersigned attended the nomenclature section of
the International Botanical Congress in St.
Louis. The decisions taken on individual
proposals are reported by Barrie and
Greuter in Taxon 48: 771-784. The taped
discussions are being transcribed and will
be published in Englera, and the new Code
is expected out in summer 2000.

MSA BUSINESS - ANNCHL REPORTS (Standing Committees, concluded)
Some important results are summarized as
follows:
The discussion of a unified BioCode
was postponed.
Protected status for lists of Names in
Current Use (NCU) was rejected.
Replacement of the obligate Latin
diagnosis by an English diagnosis failed
once again.
Proposals making registration of new
names compulsory were withdrawn, but two
recommendations to facilitate the work at
indexing centers passed.
-- Authors or publishers introducing
nomenclatural novelties should choose
periodicals that regularly publish taxonomic
papers or send a copy of their work to the
appropriate indexing centre.
Authors or editors are urged to list
nomenclatural novelties in the abstract/
index of their work.
The ruling on epitypes introduced in
the Tokyo Code was made consistent with
other rules in the hierarchy of types.

----

--

--

--

-- Proposals of particular relevance to
mycology:
-- Living types: Proposal 2 11a passed
with modification: "Add a Note after Art.
8.2: In fungi and algae inactivated cultures
(e.g., lyophilized or deep-frozen) are
acceptable as types." (The voted example 8
Ex.1 is retained.) A Note is added in Art. 37
[Prop. 21 1b modified] reading: "Metabolically inactive material of fungi and algae is
acceptable as type for the purpose of this
Article (see also Rec. 8B.1).
Rec. 50 E.2 [Prop. 2131 concerning
author citation of sanctioned fungal names
is re-worded.
A recommendation [Prop. 2141 is
added in Art. 59.5, aimed at avoiding two
names for pleomorphic fungi when this is
not strictly necessary.
The debates going on in the Committee
for Fungi (mailings sent out with 3-month
intervals) are now publicly accessible
through the CBS webpage

---

(WWW.CBS.KNAW.NL) and anybody
interested in the fate of the proposals under
discussion may contact the undersigned by
Email (garns@cbs.knaw.nl) with suggestions or questions.
Walter Cams, Chair
Nomenclature Committee
Baarn, 25 January 2000

Annual Reports -Rotating Committees
Awards - MSA Distinctions
The MSA Distinctions Committee was
given the task of evaluating nominees and
selecting recipients of the following
distinction awards: Distinguished Mycologist Award; MSA Fellows Award;
Alexopoulos Prize; and the William H
Weston Award for Teaching Excellence. The
Committee consisted of four members who
were previous recipients of one or more of
these awards: Dennis E Desjardin (Chair),
Brent Heath, Jack D Rogers, and Ian K
Ross. We thank John W Taylor, who
served as an ad hoc member (replacing
Desjardin in evaluating the Distinguished
Mycologist Award because of a conflict of
interest).
We thank the MSA for allowing us the
privilege of honoring excellence in
mycology. Although our task was not easy
in choosing only a few recipients from the
many worthy nominees, it was a rewarding
experience. I thank the other Committee
members for their hard work, insight, and
diligence in reviewing the nominations.
We had four nominees this year for the
Distinguished Mycologist Award, and we

awarded two: Jan J Kohlmeyer (University of North Carolina) and Ronald H
Petersen (University of Tennessee). We had
two nominees for the new MSA Fellows
Award, and Amy Y Rossman (Beltsville
Agricultural Research Center) was selected
as the recipient. Of the two nominees for
the Alexopoulos Prize, David S Hibbett
(Clark University) was this year's winner.
Although we received only one nomination,
by unanimous vote we selected Carlos
Betancourt (University of Puerto Rico) as
the recipient of the William H Weston
Award for Teaching Excellence.
We congratulate all of the recipients and
encourage those who did not achieve
recognition this year to apply again next
year.
Respectfully submitted,
Dennis E Desjardin, Chair

Awards - Research
The Research Committee received one
applicant for research support from the
Alexander H and Helen V Smith Research
Fund and two for research support from the
Martin-Baker Endowment Fund.

Else C Vellinga, a graduate student
working under the direction of Dr TD Bruns
in the Plant and Microbial Biology
Department at the University of California
at Berkeley, was awarded support from the
Smith Research Fund.. . The Committee
selected Dr Wendy A Untereiner, Assistant
Professor of Botany at Brandon University
in Brandon, Manitoba, to receive funds
from the Martin-Baker Endowment fund.. .
[See 2000 Research Awards (page ) f o r
additional information originally included
irz this report.]
Respectfully Submitted,
Robert Fogel
Charles W Mims
Kerry O'Donnell
Ian K Ross
Nancy S Weber (Co-chair)
Kenneth Wells (Co-chair)
4 July 2000

MSA BUSINESS - ANNUHZREPORTS (Rotating Committees,continued)
Awards -Honorary Members
Report and recommendation from the
Committee on Honorary Members
With this report we submit the nomination
of David Read. We hope the Council will
review this documentation and move to
designate Read an Honorary member.
Several nominations are in progress. The
previous committee discussed some of
these, and these suggestions will be
reactivated. One dossier is partially
complete and will need additional documentation before further review by the
committee. We encourage all MSA
members to actively consider nominating
distinguished members.
George Carroll
James Ginns
Donald PJister, Chair

Awards - Mentor Travel
On behalf of the MSA Mentor Travel
Awards Committee for the 2000 Burlington,
VT, meeting I offer the following report.
1) The 2000 Committee consisted of
Josephine Taylor (Stephen F Austin State
University, Nacogdoches, TX) as Chair,
Jimmy Clark (University of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY), Jose Herrera (Truman
State University, Kirksville, MO), and
Rosalind Lowen (New York Botanical
Garden).
2) With the establishment of the Mentor
Travel Awards Committee as a rotating
committee (4 members, 4-year term),
President Kohn worked with the group to
establish a plan for rotation over the next
few years. Jimmy Clark will serve as Chair
and rotate off the Committee in 2001. Jose
Herrera will serve as Chair and rotate off
the Committee in 2002. Rosalind Lowen
will serve as Chair and rotate off the
Committee in 2003.
3) Requests for applications were
published in Inoculum 50(6) (Dec. 1999)
and subsequent issues with other award1
prize materials. The committee set an

application deadline of April 3,2000.
Awards were set at $500 per student, plus a
ticket to the MSA BreakfastElusiness
Meeting.

Awards - (Student)

4) A total of 23 applications were
received by the Committee Chair; two
applications were subsequently withdrawn.

5 ) The Committee ranked the applicants
using the criteria established by the 1996
Mentor Travel Awards Committee.
6) Endowment Committee Chair Judi
Ellzey provided the Committee with
information concerning the distribution of
awards - four from the Bigelow fund, two
each from the Denison and Fitzpatrick
funds, and one award each from the
Alexopoulos, Barksdale-Raper, Butler,
Korf, Luttrell, Thiers, Uecker, and Wells
travel funds, for a total of 16 awards.

7) Mentor award assignments were made
honoring the major professor's request if
included in the letter of support, by pairing
research interests of the award winner with
the mentor where possible, and by random
assignment of any remaining awards. A list
of the 16 winners of 2000 Mentor Travel
Awards is appended [see Awards Announcements].

8) Award winners were notified initially
by Email, then letters were sent to all
applicants and to their major professors who
wrote supporting letters. Two students
provided addresses for notification of the
award so that they could secure matching
funds. The Committee Chair wrote letters
verifying the award for each of these
students. Award winners were encouraged
to write letters of appreciation (appending a
copy of their application) to mentors or
their survivors (if known) as has been done
in previous years.
9) Award winners will be given biographical sketches of their travel award
mentors as they are recognized at the
Business Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Josephine Taylor, Chair
2000 Mentor Travel Awards Committee
10July 2000

The 1999-2000 MSA Awards Committee
was composed of Chair Margaret Silliker,
Lauraine Hawkins, Joseph W Spatafora,
and Wendy A Untereiner. Lauraine
Hawkins will take over as Chair next year;
Margaret Silliker will rotate off at the end
of this year.
The newly formulated Awards Committee
was given the responsibility of awarding the
two MSA Graduate Fellowships, the
NAMA Fellowship, the Backus Award,
and the four MSA Graduate Research
Prizes (two for oral research presentations
and two for poster research presentations).
Announcement of the awards competitions
were published in Inoculurn and posted on
the MSA home page.
The Committee was extremely impressed
by the high quality of the nine fellowship
applications it received. The following were
chosen for recognition:
MSA Graduate Fellowships - Jutta
Buschbom (University of ChicagoIField
Museum of Natural History) and Leah
Cowen (University of Toronto at
Mississauga); NAMA Award - Steven
Trudell (University of Washington,
Seattle); Backus Award - Paulo Ceresini
(North Carolina State University) [See
MSA 2000 Student Awards (page ) for
additional information originally included
in this report.]

All applicants were notified of the
competition outcome prior to the meeting.
The MSA President and Treasurer were
informed of the award recipients.
Preparations are underway for judging the
oral and poster presentations at the MSA
meeting in Vermont. Ad hoc committee
members will be appointed to assist with
the judging.

MSA BUSINESS - ANNL~ACREPORTS(Rotating m m i t t e s , continued)
My sincere thanks to the Awards
Committee for their thoughtful and timely
evaluations of the Graduate Fellowship
proposals. I would also like to thank
President Linda Kohn and Secretary
Maren Klich for
their help and
advice and Faye
Murrin for careful
planning of the
student presentations at the MSA

Chair

Biodiversity
MSA Biodiversity Committee Members
are Drs Joe Ammirati, Sabine Huhndorf,
Thom O'Dell, and John Paul Schmit. Our
International Advisory Panel Members are
Professors Roy Watling, Regis
Courtecuisse, Paul Cannon, Eef Arnolds,
and Laura Guzmhn-Davilos.
Meetings: Joe Ammirati and John Paul
Schmit are coordinating and co-chairing a
symposium on biodiversity for the
upcoming MSA 2000 meeting in Vermont. I
represented the MSA at the Millennium
Meetings of the BMS in Liverpool, England
in April (with partial travel support from
MSA, which provided my airline ticket).
The Council also generously provided
financial support to Roy Halling for a
portion of his travel expenses as well as to
the BMS to support participation by MSA
members in the Tropical Mycology
Symposium (Gerald Bills, Roy Halling, D
Jean Lodge, and Laura Guzmhn-Davilos).
In addition to presenting a paper, I met

website would be useful. I will explore this
topic with him further at the meetings in
Hong Kong, and consult with the Committee on the feasability of this at the MSA
Annual Meeting in Vermont. I will chair a
session of the 2ndAsia-Pacific Mycological
Conference on Biodiversity and Biotechnology in Hong Kong in July 2000.
Biodiversity Website: The first posting
of information for the MSA Biodiversity
Website just went to Tom Volk with
welcome additions from Sabine Huhndorf.
This will be posted on the MSA website
when Tom Volk has had time to format it.
The sections with information for this
posting are:
New and Important References for
Biodiversity Research
Funding Opportunities for Biodiversity
Research
Fungal Biodiversity Meetings and
Symposia
Two other sections (to be added later) are:
Volunteers Needed for Surveys and
Inventories
Useful Websites and Links

-

-

Submitted respectfully,
D Jean Lodge, Chair
Biodiversity Committee
5 July 2000

Culture Collections

individually with members of the
Biodiversity International Advisory Panel
who were present. Paul Cannon suggested
that posting species descriptions on a

Issues of continuing concern include
increasing restrictions on culture transport,
especially of organisms of ordinary
potential hazard, greater stringency
concerning classification of organisms by
risk levels, constraints on the availability of
cultures, and possible restrictions on use of
pathogenic and toxic microorganisms
arising from concerns about biological
warfare. Some initiatives have been
undertaken by the Chair, in part through
relationships with other societies and

committees, and in part by attendance at
sessions addressing some of these issues.
However, time constraints have precluded
much direct activity by the MSA Committee. As organisms are classified into higher
levels of risk, they fall into the "Dangerous
Goods" category under IATA, and they
become much more difficult and expensive
to transport across national boundaries.
Indeed, for shipping to some countries (e.g.,
Colombia), it is impossible to find a carrier
that will accept Risk Level 2 organisms
(such as a dermatophyte), even when these
organisms are required for teaching
purposes. Our abilities to transport
organisms are also affected by the different
regulations of countries - the result is
sometimes chaos.
For example, the US allows shipment of
"infectious agents" by mail, whereas
Canada does not. In 1996, the World
Federation of Culture Collections Committee on Postal, Quarantine and Safety (on
which the Chair is a member) issued a
report on "Postal, Quarantine and Safety
Regulations: Status & Concerns," and the
issues addressed in that document are still
facing us. In the fall of 1999, the Chair
established contact with representatives of
the Canadian Society for Microbiology, the
Canadian Bacterial Diseases Network, and
the Canadian College of Microbiologists.
Respondents agreed that restrictions on the
acquisition and distribution of microorganisms are serious issues that have significant
impacts on research, teaching, and diagnosis of infection. However, changing
regulations, even at the national level, is
exceedingly difficult.
Availability of cultures is an issue of
concern to both culture collections and their
users. Pedro Crous (1999) provided some
excellent commentary on this issue in
lnoculum 50(6): 1-2, and the US National
Committee for the International Union of
Microbiological Societies has written to
journal editors encouraging publication of
strain accession numbers to ensure
availability of microbial strains (letter by
Kurzman & Schoen, 1998). Although
publication of a new fungal species requires
that a dried specimen be kept on deposit and
be accessible, problems arise in cases where
cultures are established but not made
available for proprietary reasons. If the type
material is a dried colony that is killed, then
the DNA may be denatured and not
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available for
subsequent
genetic analysis.
Although
information can
be derived from
examination of a
type specimen, the
living culture is
often far more
valuable because it allows investigation of
biological properties.
Respectfully submitted,
Lynne Sigler, Chair
7 July 2000

Ecology
Committee members Kathie Hodge
(Chair), Steve Bentivenga, Ignacio
Chapela, and Barbara (Bitty) Roy are
developing plans to run a symposium at
next year's MSA meeting. The symposium
will focus on issues in fungal ecology.
Kathie Hodge, Chair

Liaison with Amateur Mycological
Clubs and Societies
The state of interactions between
professional and amateur mycologists in
North America is healthy. There is a steady
increase in the ways in which the two
groups collaborate for mutual benefit. Some
of these interactions are quite visible and
are carried out in conspicuous venues;
others are more personal and less evident.
On this continent, there is a lively mutual
dependence between these two groups. To
simplify this greatly, the professionals
constitute the resources for identification of
specimens and for illuminating taxonomic
and other issues; the amateurs represent a
meaningful source of knowledgeable
collectors who can aid in field and taxonomic studies. This situation is not unique

in science, as it is also well established in
other fields, e.g., astronomy, geology,
ornithology, and entomology. We should
note that the encounters between professionals and amateurs tend to be carried out
on a level of mutual respect. Not infrequently, this has led to close personal
relationships.
The benefits of encouraging these
interactions are many -the observations
that amateurs make, if encouraged, may
lead to the next level of professionalism. As
has been true in the past, the distinction
between the two groups becomes blurred
when persons who start out with little
formal training in mycology acquire
advanced standing by virtue of their
intensive work and experience. A number of
persons currently contributing to mushroom
taxonomy come from the ranks of amateurs.
Examples are Kit Scates Barnhart, Rod
Tulloss, Ray Fatto, to name but a handful.
Some of the most useful mushroom field
guides have been written by so-called
amateurs, e.g., Gary Lincoff and David
Arora.
As in the past, many MSA members have
continued to participate individually in and
offer guidance to amateur mycological
societies, including the large North
American Mycological Association
(NAMA) and smaller regionaVloca1
societies and mushroom clubs. MSA
members have been (or will be) especially
active in four major amateur-oriented
forays: the 1999 NAMA foray (Cape
Girardeau, MO, August 12-15; chief
mycologists - Drs W Sundberg and A
Methven), the 2000 NAMA foray (Beaumont, TX, June 8-1 1; chief mycologists Drs C Ovrebo and W Cibula), the 1999
North East Mycological Federation
(NEMF) foray (Sugarloaf in Carrabassett,
Maine; chief mycologist - Dr A Bessett),
and the forthcoming NEMF foray (University of Connecticut, August 10-13,2000).

Examples of participation of professional
mycologists in smaller forays include the
NAMA Collegeville Regional foray (Drs C
Cripps, T Volk), NAMA Wildacres Retreat
Regional foray (Drs O K Miller, D
Desjardin), COMA foray (S Ristich, R
Fatto, P Katsaros, R Tulloss), and Gulf
States Mycological Societies foray (Percy
Quinn State Park, LA; Dr C Ovrebo). The
list - in no way all-inclusive - is indicative
of the high level of participation of MSA
members in amateur activities. In addition,
a number of amateurs attended the MSA
2000 Meeting.
We need also mention that MSA members
have continued to produce publications
useful for education of amateur mycologists. These have included both book and
web pages, some of which have been
enormously popular. An example is the
widely visited web page of one of the
members of this committee, Tom Volk.
This year, the Liaison Committee (Elio
Schaechter, Chair; Judy Roger; Tom Volk)
has undertaken one entirely new venture,
aimed to foster a dialogue concerning the
desirability of establishing an authoritative
list of common name for "selected wellrecognized or noteworthy endemic and
naturalized North American macrofungi."
This action resulted in the MSA establishment of the Exploratory Committee on the
Establishment of a Joint Commission on
Common Names of Fungi [see pages 5-71,
We would like to state that we consider this
a good beginning.
The Chair would like to thank the
Mycological Society of America for
granting the opportunity to serve on an
active committee that continues to foster
goodwill and encourage open discussion
among all mycologists.
Respectfully submitted
on behalf of the Committee,
Elio Schaechter, PhD, Chair

Annual Reports -Representatives
A
t
m
Biological Sciences Section Business
Meeting Reflections:
This group convenes annually at AAAS
meeting, and this year it was in Washington,
DC. At each section meeting, including this

one, Fellows are recommended to be
nominated, subject themes or tracts for
future AAAS meetings are proposed along
with symposia. In addition, nominations are
made for topical lectures. This information
is
for
and
decisions! Much time is interestingly spent
brainstorming over "hot" topics for future

sessions. (MSA members are, always,
strongly encouraged to suggest their ideas
to our President or to me.) This is a slow
but consistent process that seems to work
and annually results in excellent national
programs.
On September 20,1999, John W Taylor
was elected an AAAS Fellow among 49
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elected from this Section. Every year the
procedures are reviewed for this process in
this meeting. They are also described in
Science. Suggestions for recommendations
for nominations should be directed to the
current President of MSA, who then
forwards them to me for submission.
AAAS Affiliates 2000 Meeting (for all
AAAS Society Presidents with MSA
substitute this year): Stephen Jay Gould,
AAAS President, opened this meeting.
There were then updates on (i) the CourtAppointed Experts Project, (ii) actions
relating to the OMB Circular A-110, (iii)
the AAAS Dialogue on Science, Ethics, and
Religion, and (iv) the Report on Recent
Science and Human Rights Activities.
Respectfully submitted,
Diane Te Strake
MSA Representative to AAAS

AIBS
Two major meetings have occurred this
year in addition to the annual American
Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS)
Council Meeting. An all-member societies'
presidents' summit was held in November
that was attended by MSA President Linda
Kohn, and a midyear annual meeting was
held in March in Washington, DC. Each of
these meetings has involved a move by
AIBS to become a truly multidisciplinary
voice for the biological science community
and to encourage interactions between the
nearly 70 member societies and 6,000
individual members (a collective membership of nearly 150,000 biologists).
The President's Summit resulted in 11
initiatives (available at www.aibs.org),
which, in part, included a move toward a
societal and public awareness of the
multidisciplinary nature of biological
sciences and needs for a public issues and
public policy forum, additional funding for
large scale research projects, an evolution
awareness initiative, additional K-12
teacher resources, and input into undergraduate biology curricula. One exciting
aspect of the summit was that it was one of
the first attempts to get all biological
science societies together to begin communication and, as stated by President Kohn at
the summit, find a way to be "better able to
create the linkages we need to work for
positive change." The new midyear March
meeting provided an opportunity to look at
the future of organismal biology. The new

timing of this meeting prevents conflicts
with society summer meetings.
AIBS continues to publish the award
winning Bioscience, in which MSA can
place a one-half-page ad each year. In
addition, public policy news is now
available by Email on a biweekly basis. A
new initiative, in part sponsored by AIBS, is
BioOne (www.BioOne.org), a service that
will provide two to three years of online,
full-text journal issues. Many member
societies are participating in BioOne, and
MSA should consider making Mycologia
available through this service.
Respectfully submitted
Bob R Pohlad
MSA representaive to AIBS

ATCC
The first annual meeting of the ATCC
Scientific Advisory Council (SAC),
formerly known as the Scientific Board of
Directors, was convened at the ATCC
Manassas facility on November 1, 1999.
The focus of this year's meeting was twofold - (1) to determine mutually beneficial
methods for increasing communications and
interaction between ATCC and its representative societies, and (2) to outline the new
corporate organizational structure and
provide recommendations to the ATCC staff
on positioning for the future.

The meeting began with several ATCC
research scientists speaking on newly
established initiatives developed in 1999.
Dr David Emerson of the Bacteriology
department presented current plans for
developing an ATCC Authentication
Resource Center (ARC). Dr Shung Chang
Jong, Director of Mycology and Botany,
surveyed the current status of the Yeast
Genetic Stock Center and the related
development of ATCC's special collection
of these materials. Dr Robert Hay, Director
of Cell Biology, outlined the development
plan for the recently acquired Wistar and
Endangered Soecies Collections. Dr Yimin
Wu, Research Scientist in Microbiology,

presented an overview of the MR4hIalaria
contract and the development of the related
ATCC special collection.
There are currently four committees of
the SAC. The Committees are Nominating
and Membership, Product Development and
Service, Collections, and Research
Committees. Each committee presented
their recommendations to the entire SAC
for adoption.
In support of the goal of increasing
productive communication and interaction
between ATCC and its affiliated societies,
the following Nominating and Membershio
Committee recommendations were adopted:
ATCC and SAC members will work to
ensure that the ATCC and Society websites
are linked appropriately.
ATCC, through their SAC members,
will issue a statement to the societies on the
corporate reorganization and how it relates
to the SAC and their respective societies.
ATCC will begin producing an annual
report to the societies within three weeks of
each Annual Meeting.
SAC members will become increasing
involved in the nomination/selection
process of new SAC members.
ATCC and SAC members will work
together to identify opportunities for ATCC
representation (booths, focus groups,
facility tours) at society annual meetings
and conferences.
In support of the newly developed
acquisition and product development
strategy for application-based collections,
SAC Product Development Committee
members will be called upon by the ATCC
Marketing team over the next 12 months.

--

---

----

In response to the recommendations of
the Research Committee, SAC members
were asked to assist in expanding the
scientific community perception of ATCC
as primarily an archive museum to one of a
"Biological Resource Center" including
active programs in research tool authentication and development. The committee also
recommended that ATCC consider
including SAC members as an integral part
of the recruitment teams for new research
scientists.
In support of the ATCC goals related to
collection development, strategic
accessioning and authentication, the SAC
adopted the following recommendations
made by the Collections Committee:
1) Members of the SAC will be called to
serve on the appropriate Collection
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Advisory Review Committees and will be
asked to recommend other experts, outside
of the SAC, who will be of value.
2) SAC members will recommend and
assist in the pursuit of materials or
collections that they feel will enhance the
value of the ATCC acquisition/accession
efforts.
3) SAC Collections Committee members
will review the existing Acquisition/
Accession policies and consider revisions to
include the prioritization of materials for
authentication. This recommendation is
made in response to the issue raised by the
ATCC Collection Scientists regarding the
inability to thoroughly authenticate all
materials received by the ATCC due to the
volume received.
It was agreed that the measurement of
success in the ATCC accessioning efforts
should be shifted from an emphasis on
quantity of accessions to an emphasis on the
quality and research community need for
those accessions.
ATCC Operations Staff members
presented on internal initiatives underway
for 1999. Dr Ashok Kolaskar, Acting
Director of Bioinformatics, presented the
current goals and objectives for ATCC's
Data Management efforts. Wesley Russ,
Director of Marketing, presented the current
projects and accomplishments of the
Marketing Team, which include the
webpage; future plans for e-commerce, and
targeted packaging for groups of current
ATCC products. Al Luckett, Controller,
presented on the current status of the Cost
Accounting System Implementation Project
and Phil Baird, Vice-President of Operations outlined the approach that is being
applied to the establishment of the Quality
Assurance Program.
Tom Kenyon, ATCC Fund Development
Consultant, announced the establishment of
the new BioNexus Foundation, ATCC's
fund development arm, providing the
mission and case statement. Mr Kenyon
highlighted the newly formed Fund
Development Office, the target areas for the
Fund Development Campaign (Endangered
Species, Tropical Diseases, Aging), and the
successes achieved in laying the groundwork for the 2000 Campaign. SAC
members were asked to assist the fund
development efforts by providing points of
contact for/introductions to possible donors
or foundation board members.
Dr Raymond Cypess reported to the SAC

REPORTS (Repesentatives, continued)

members on the new comorate organizational structure. The reorganization will
effect the following kev changes:
The Collection Scientists will not be
directly responsible for management of
production work, allowing these scientists
to focus primarily on acquisition, authentication, training, quality assurance, and
product service development and not
management and operations.
The newly formed foundation,
"BioNexus," and Biotrust, the "for-profit"
arm, will be established as subsidiaries,
external to ATCC.
The Biotrust business planlobjectives
are still in development and will be
presented at a future time.
The name of the Board of Scientific
Directors was changed to the Scientific
Advisory Council to better describe the
critical role the SAC members will play in
guiding the repository and research sides of
the organization.
The number of the Board of Trustees
was reduced from 14 to 12.
Up to five individuals who are not
represented from the affiliated societies can
be added to the SAC by the Board of
Trustees.
The SAC can nominate potential
members to the Board of Trustees and the
Board of Trustees can elect members of the
SAC to the Board, but it is not required
beyond the Chairman of the SAC.
Respectfully submitted,
Albert P Torzilli

--

----

----

IMA
The report on the activities of the
International Mycological Association as
they relate to the Mycological Society of
America is short this time, because there
have been few new developments.

members have suggestions for symposia,
they should contact Dr Trond Schumacher
(trond.schumacher@bio.uio.no). It is worth
noting here that the competing international
mycological organization, the International
Union of Microbiological Societies, is
holding its Xth International Congress of
Mycology in Paris, July 29-August 2,2002.
IMA-supported meetings - Recent
meetings that have received IMA support
include: the 3d Latin American Congress of
Mycology (held at Simon Bolivar University (USB) in Caracas, Venezuela, August
30 - September 3, 1999), the 13IhCongress
of European Mycologists (held 21-25
September 1999 at the Universidad de
AlcalA, AlcalA de Henares, Madrid,
Espaiia), and the upcoming Mycological
Conference on Biodiversity and Biotechnology (to meet 9- 14 July, 2000, at the
University of Hong Kong).
New IMA-amliated society - A new
society, the Mycological Sociew to the
Philippines, was welcomed by the mycological world in April 1999, and their first
newsletter has been received recently. The
first President is Dr Tricita H Quimio, Dept.
of Plant Pathology, University of the
Philippines at Los Baiios, Laguna, Philippines, FAX 063.49.536.3534.
MSA-Latin American ties. In 1999, La
Asociacihn Latinoamericana de Micologia
(ALM, Latin American Association for
Mycology), an outgrowth of the Committee
for Latin America, strengthened its
hemisphere ties by signing a General
Agreement with the Mycological Society of
America. The agreement is for joint
research initiatives, exchange of scientific
personnel, and scientific and teaching
materials, participation in meetings, and
other scientific exchanges with the
Mycological Society of America.

(w

IMA website. The IMA website
lsb380.plbio.lsu.edu/ima/index.html),
maintained by Dr Meredith Blackwell,
contains a page reporting on recent events
(http:/Asb380.plbio.Isu.edulima/
ima.reports). The following notes are taken
from that website.

IMC7 - Planning for the program is
underway for the Seventh International
Mycological Congress to be held on the
campus of the University of Oslo, Oslo,
Norway, 12-18 August 2002. Progress can
be followed at the IMC7 website
www.uio.no/conferences/imc7/). If MSA

(m

John W Taylor
S~lbmittedJune 16, 2000

MSA BUSINESS rntinued
US National Committee for
DIVERSITAS
In March 1999, I was asked to serve on a
committee to consider the role of the
National Academy of Sciences in responding to Diversitas, an international program
of biodiversity science

(m

discussion were participation in Diversitas
and promotion of the International
Biodiversity Observation Year 200 1-2002
(IBOY). Of particular immediate importance to MSA is participation in IBOY
(http:www.nreI.colostate.edu/IBOY/
index2.html). IBOY presents an excellent
opportunity for MSA to highlight fungal
diversity and studies underway in fungal

www.icsu.org/DIVERSITAS/About/
index.html). The committee members
agreed that the NAS should play a role in
the US response to and coordination of
Diversitas activities. The committee then
developed a statement of task and an
organization plan for approval by the NAS.
Subsequent to NSA approval of the plan,
a meeting of the US National Committee
for Diversitas was held on June 22,2000.
Members of the committee are all members
of extant NAS committees. Major items of

diversity. The preparation time for such
activities is short, however, since IBOY will
be launched on December 29,2000. The
committee is making efforts to reach
museums, herbaria, zoos, botanical gardens,
etc., to encourage open-house presentations
free to the public on this date. I encourage
the Executive Committee to discuss ways in
which MSA and its members could
participate on this special day and throughout the IBOY year. I would be pleased to
forward any special plans to the coordinators of IBOY so that the efforts can be
publicized on the IBOY webpages or
special announcements. Many exciting
plans are underway worldwide and MSA
should play a part in this celebration of
biodiversity.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol Shearer

Annual Reports -Assignments
Historian
Materials were
received from
several of the MSA
officers for deposit
in the archives,
which are held at
the New York
Botanical Garden.
I was not able to
2.
visit the archives
S -'
durlng the year but
a trip is planned for the fall. I had some
correspondence regarding memorial
minutes. Although not strictly a function of
the historian office, I do bring to the
attention of the council that the Brief
History of Mycology in North America by
DP Rogers is out of print. The augmented
version was prepared in conjunction with
the 50"' anniversary of the Society and had
been given to new members of the Society.
The original version was written for the
Mycological Congress in 1977. The Council
might wish to consider whether they want
to reprint or create some similar updated
pamphlet.
I encourage all officers and members of
the MSA to submit materials for the
archives. It is particularly important for us
to be able to document our Society's
activities.
Donald H Pfister, Historian

Foray Chairman
I . The annual MSA foray was held on
Sunday, July 30, 2000, at the Indian Brook
Conservation Area near the University of
Vermont. Details of the trip and the itinerary
were published in lnocrrlrrrn 5 l(4).
2. I recommend that the Society extend its
appreciation to Robert Resnik, our local
representative, for his efforts in making
many of the arrangements for the foray.
Sincerely,
Donald G Ruch
Forav Coordinator

MSA BUSINESS concluded
Foray Lists Requested!!

property manager at IBCA. I can be
reached by any of the following- means:
Email (druch@bsu.edu)
Phone 765.285.8829
FAX 765.285.8804
Thanks for your assistance and quick
response.
Don Ruch, MSA 2000 Foray
Coordinator

Grand Opening! MSA Teaching
Slide Collection
FIRST CALL for Fungi collected
during the 2000 MSA Foray in Vermont!!
In order to compile the list of fungi
collected during the annual foray,
please send me the list of fungi that you
collected at Indian Brook Conservation
Area, Vermont. The completed list will
be printed in Inoculum and given to the

MSA Council Email Express
Email Co~incilPoll 2000-la
In its first order of business, the new
2000-2001 MSA General Council
approved an expenditure of up to
$1,500 for travel and salary expenses
for Jessica Thomas, former Editorial
Assistant to retiring Editor-in-Chief
David Griffin. Jessica will travel to
New Orleans, where she will help train
Mary Langlois, Editorial Assistant to
the new Editor-in-Chief, Joan Bennett,
in technical editing procedures.
Lorelei Norvell, Secretary

New Editorial Ofices for
Mycologia
In July, the Editorial Offices of
Mycologia moved from Syracuse, New
York, to New Orleans, Louisiana. After
a five-year term as Editor-in-Chief,
David Griffin has retired, and the
position has passed on to Joan W

MSA Homepage <htt~~J
www.erin.utoronto.ca/-w3msa/>. If
you have any suggestions, recommendations for change, or other comments,
please contact me. (My email connection is on the Slide Collection page.)
In the near future, I will request
additional slides to be added to the
collection. Start thinking of materials
that would be useful in your class.
Enjoy!
Don Ruch <druch@bsu.edu>

The MSA Teaching Slide Collection
is now available online. The collection
contains over 400 slides, including
photos of mushrooms, ascomycetes,
chytrids, oomycetes, trichomycetes,
etc., as well as various SEM and TEM
micrographs, portraits of famous
mycologists, chestnut blight and rumen
fungi photographs, and more. The
collection can be accessed from the

Bennett. Mycologia thrived during Dr
Griffin's tenure and all the membership
of MSA is indebted to him for his
leadership, scholarship, dedication, and
service. He will be a hard act to follow.
New manuscript submissions and
other inquiries should be directed to:
Prof JW Bennett
Editor-in-Chief, Mycologia
Department of Cell and Molecular
Biology
Tulane University
New Orleans, LA 701 18
504.862.3 154; FAX 504.865.6758
(mvcology @ tulane.edu)
Mary Langlois will serve as the new
Editorial Assistant for Mycologia. A
graduate of Louisiana Statue University, Baton Rouge, LA, with a BS in
Microbiology, Ms Langlois has over 20
years of experience as a Research
Technician in clinical and environmental microbiology, molecular biology,
and medical mycology. She comes to
the job with a strong interest in both the
English language and the study of
fungi.

/

New Editorial Assistant Mnry Langlois
(sitting) with new Editor-in-Chief Joan W
Bennett (standing) in the new Mycologia
Ofice in Stern Hall at Tulane University.

THE MYCOLOGISTS BOOKSHELF
In this issue we review A Monograph of the Genus Pezicula and its Anamorphs (Studies in Mycology 44) by GJM
Verkley, First Contribution to a Monograph of Septoria Species in India by J Murhumary, The Fungal Colony (edited
by NAR Cow, GD Robson and GM Gadd),feature books received from June through August 2000, and list
previoiisly fearitred books received since November 1999. Reviews are needed for several excellent books. If you
have the rime over the next month, check the list, send me an Email at YUOZ@TLACS.7TU.EDUand I will try to
accommodate your request. John Zak, BOOK REVIEW EDITOR
z
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the Genus Pe~iculnand its Anamor~hs
(Studies in Mycology 44). 1999. GJM Verkley.
Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures, BaardDelft, The
Netherlands. 180 pp. Price: Hfl. 85. Paperback.
Of

The discomycete genus Pezicula and closely related genera
have long offered taxonomists great difficulty in species
identification. Apothecia are typically light colored, thus
differing from the dark colored species of Dermatea,
erumpent from the bark or epidermis of often recently fallen
trunks, stems, and branches, and borne singly or in groups on
stromata. Apothecia frequently occur in great numbers,
covering large areas of the host surface. Apothecia rarely
form on bare wood or leaves. The literature has been
scattered, and perhaps the most recent comprehensive
treatment was that by HW Wollenweber 60 years earlier.
More recent serious attempts to shed light on this genus, in
particular by JW Groves (whose meticulous work Verkley
obviously appreciates) and by RWG Dennis, were helpful
but scarcely definitive. That these discomycetes are mostly
endophytic parasites of woody plants has not been emphasized previously. What makes this elegant and well-illustrated monograph most appealing is the author's worldwide
approach, and his systematic sampling of populations by
personal fieldwork and by careful pure culture studies. In
addition to Pezicula, including the genus Ocellaria, which
has been recognized as distinct in many books and papers,
Verkley also treats the genus Neofabraea and two new
genera, Scleropezicula, and the apparently distantly related
genus Mycosphaerangium, so that the scope of this monograph is far wider than its title suggests. Skilled microscopic
work characterizes this research, using fresh and dried
specimens and much culture material. Verkley also reports
on his molecular techniques involving RFLP analysis of
ribosomal DNA of the 90 strains of 21 taxa he has cultured
to help arrive at his conclusions. Some additional data from
these results will be published separately. His keys based on
the morphology of teleomorphs and of anamorphs are
carefully constructed and appear to work easily, as is true of
the key based on features of those taxa that he has been able
to study in culture. As delimited here, Pezicula includes as
synonyms four other generic names: Derrnatella, Ocellaria,
Dermatina, and (questionably) the invalidly published

generic name Sphaerangiurn. His detailed treatment consists
of 26 accepted species (two new) worldwide, with a European and a new American subspecies recognized for
Pezicula frangulae. Anamorphs (when known) all belong to
the genus Cryptosporiopsis. The conidiomata of that genus
are exceptionally difficult to characterize, sometimes
stromatic and acervular, at other times eustromatic and
pycnidial to columnar, or opening to a discoid structure.
Closely related to Pezicula is Neofabraea, with four species
in his treatment, three of which also have a Cryptosporiopsis
anamorph, though the type species has its anamorph ranged
in Phlyctema. Scleropezicula is monotypic, with its
anamorph assigned to Cryptosyrnpodula, another new genus
erected here. In addition to these 31 teleomorphic fungi,
Verkley also treats another six species of Cryptosporiopsis
that have no known teleomorph. A total of 68 excluded or
insufficiently known teleomorph taxa are also given careful
consideration, and he proposes one new combination in each
of the genera Ploettnera, Calycina, and Sageria. Another
nine excluded or doubtful anamorph names are also treated.
His new genus Mycosphaerangiurn is erected for three of the
four species Seaver had included in his invalid genus
Sphaerangium and is placed by Verkley in the Helotiales
incertae cedis. It is clear that not all problems are now
solved in the generic complex with Pezicula at its core. As
Verkley states, "some taxa still need to be further characterized morphologically and genetically, in particular the
species of Neofabraea, and several species of
Cryptosporiopsis." In addition to the fine line drawings of
each accepted taxon, six plates of black-and-white micrographs of apothecia, asci, ascospores, macroconidia, and
microconidia, and two color plates showing distinctive
features of colonies grown in petri dishes, are provided. A
host index and an index of the fungal names treated completes this impressive monograph. This book belongs in
every serious mycological library, and should be available to
and called to the attention of phytopathologists as well. The
book is published in the new larger format of the justly
famous Studies in Mycology series.
-Richard P Korf
Department of Plant Pathology
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
mkl @cornell.edu

THE MYCOLOGIST'S BOOKSHELF continued
F i n t Contribution to a Monograph of Septoria Species
in India. 1999. J Muthumary. Centre for Advanced Studies
in Botany, University of Madras, Guindy Campus, Chennair
600 025, India, 117 pp. Price: $40 US.

T h e Fungal Colony. 1999. NAR Gow, GD Robson and
GM Gadd (eds). Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh
Building, Cambridge, UK, CB2 2RU. 332 pp. Price: Hardback - $105 US.

Very few comprehensive accounts exist of the large and
complex genus Septoria, or any coelomycete, for that matter,
yet this group of fungi includes many important plant
pathogens. About 2,000 species have been described in
Septoria based primarily on vascular plant hosts. Unlike a
similar coelomycete genus that is also a wasteland of names
- the genus Phomopsis - preliminary molecular and morphological evidence suggest that species of Septoria are hostspecific to a limited extent. Thus, the existing scientific
names may be biologically meaningful. This evidence also
suggests that the generic concept of Septoria is polyphyletic,
with anamorphs placed in Septoria relating to a diverse range
of loculoascomycetes sprinkled from Mycosphaerella to
Phaeosphaeria.

This book derives from the British Mycological Society
Symposium held in London in September 1997. It contains
13 chapters, which cover diverse aspects of the fungal
colony. Overall, the emphasis is on the cellular, molecular,
and genetic aspects of what it means to be, and produce, a
fungal colony. However, all chapters very well relate their
specific sections back to the entire colony. They are informative for anybody interested in the primary mode of fungal
proliferation, whether their interests are ecological, taxonomic, physiological, or cellular, basic or applied.

This book starts with a description, drawings, and photographs of the type species, Septoria cytisi Desm., based on
an examination of the type specimen, in itself a valuable
contribution to understanding the genus Septoria. This
description provides a sound basis for circumscribing the
genus, including documentation of the sympodial
conidiogenous cells. The following descriptions of the 83
species of Septoria known in India are each thoroughly
documented with descriptions, drawings, and photographs as
well as accurate citations, literature, specimens examined,
and limited discussion. A clear distinction is made between
those species descriptions that are based on the study of type
material, versus those for which only non-type specimens
from India were examined. Unfortunately, few species were
grown in culture and characterized as living material and the
three descriptions of species in culture is in a separate
section at the back of the book. In addition, the quality of
photographs is poor, often too dark to discern the structures,
but this defect is countered to some extent by the excellent
line drawings. No attempt is made to correlate species of
Septoria with their sexual states.

The selection of authors is very good; all have made
substantial contributions to their respective areas of research,
and collectively they cover most current information on and
approaches to, understanding this basic component of
mycology. In general terms, the authors have produced very
readable overviews of the topics, so that the reader can
expect to rapidly gain an understanding of those topics and
how they fit into the bigger picture. However, an exception
to this clarity is the opening chapter by Rayner et al., that
while erudite, is unclear as to the nature of the questions
being addressed and the answers being presented. The
chapter also seems rather short on basic cell biology. As
always, communication requires both the provider and the
recipient to be attuned; perhaps the difficulty encountered by
this reviewer with this chapter lies on his side of the relationship.
The following chapter by Olsson addresses both nutrient
translocation and the concept of intra-colony communication
via action potentials. The latter is a very interesting idea, but
the review makes clear the need for its more extensive
analysis before definitive conclusions can be drawn, a good
result in a good review. Ritz and Crawford try to explain
colony development in nutritionally heterogeneous environments by means of mathematical modeling. Their account
highlights the difficulties of the approach, which this
reviewer found informative, but unenlightening, perhaps
again due to a deficit of cellular and physiological inputs into
the analysis.

In summary, this book is useful to those attempting to
identify species of Septoria, even if not in India, and is an
important contribution to understanding this complex genus.
-Amy Y Rossman
The fourth chapter by Ramsdale on circadian rhythms not
Systematic Botany and Mycology Laboratory
only
provides a good overview of the described topic, but
USDA-ARS
also
illustrates
rather well the difficulties encountered
Beltsville, MD 20705
integrating
cellular,
biochemical, and molecular studies into
amv@nt.ars-erin.gov
a comprehensive understanding of fungal growth. Subsequent chapters provide well reviewed accounts of their
respective topics (Trinci et al. - growth and productivity in
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culture; Watkinson - nitrogen metabolism and differentiation; Robson - branching regulation by phosphoinositides;
Ramsay et al. - toxic metals interactions; Gooday - sex
hormones; Smith - genetic stability in mycelia, and Wessels
et al. - interactions between nuclei and gene expression).
Both Hamer et al. and Turner and Harris discuss the
genetic approach to understanding cellularization, tip
growth, and branch formation, and again provide very good
overviews. The only drawback in both of these chapters is a
reflection of the state of the art wherein there are many genes
that are known to influence the respective processes, but
currently, rather little in a comprehensive understanding of
how those genes function and interact. However, the merit
of the approach is the potential, which cannot be too far off,
of identifying completely novel facets of the systems.
Overall, the selection of contributors, their writing skills,
and their mandates have produced an excellent overview of
the many facets of fungal mycelium biology. It is hard to
envisage any mycologist, from undergraduate to experienced
researcher, failing to obtain very useful understanding from

reading this book. Specific questions can be answered to the
best of current information, entry to the literature is good,
and an overview of what it is to be a fungus can be obtained.
It should be valuable for all levels of mycologist, aside from
amateur collectors, and even that group may be able to gain
an understanding from this book, although its focus does
anticipate an understanding of basic cell biology and
physiology.
The technical quality of the book is good. Some of the
continuous tone illustrations could be better, but all show
what they are supposed to, and the line diagrams are more
than adequate. Overall, the book looks like it should last well
and be a worthy addition to any mycologist's personal or
institutional library.
-Brent Heath
Biology Department
York University
4700 Keele Street
Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada.
brent@vorku.ca

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED JUNE THROUGH AUGUST

The Deuteromycetes: Mitosporic
Fungi Classification and Generic
Key. 2000. E Kiffer and M Morlet.
Science Publishers Inc. PO Box 699,
Enfield, NH 03748. The book is a
translation of: Les Deuteromycetes
Classification et Cles d'Identification
Generique. 1997. Text updated by the
authors for the English edition in 1999.
273 pp. Price: $85 US. Review
needed.
Science and Cultivation of Edible
Fungi Vol. 1.2000. LJLD Van
Griensven (ed). AA Balkema, PO Box
1675, 3000 BR Rptterdam, Netherlands, <balkema@belkema.nl>, 464 pp.
Price: EUR 160. Hardback. Review
needed.
Science and Cultivation of Edible
Fungi Vol. 2.2000. WLD Van
Griensven (ed). AA Balkema, PO Box
1675,3000 BR Rptterdam, Netherlands, cbalkema@belkema.nl>, 497 pp.
Price: EUR 160. Hardback. Review
needed.

Yeasts: Characteristics and
Identification. 3rdedition. 2000. JA
Barnett, RW Payne, D Yarrow. Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh
Building, Cambridge CB22RU, UK.
1139 pp. Price: $320 US Hardback.
Review needed.
OF RELATED INTEREST....
The Fifth Kingdom on CD-ROM
with accompanying descriptions of
1,700 Pacific Northwest Mushrooms.
1999. Bryce Kendrick. Mycologue
Publications, 8727 LochSide Drive,
Sidney, BC. V8L 1M8 Canada.
(Mvcoloeue@pacificcoast.net).
Pricing: Personal use - $75 CAN, Site
license for teaching - $375 CAN, Use
in scientific lab - $200 CAN. The CD
provides detailed pictures and illustrations of key material presented in each
of the 24 chapters of the text. While
each chapter on the CD includes
material from the text, there is a wealth
of new information in each CD-ROM
chapter that should keep students
reading and exploring the CD for new
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insights and discoveries about the
fungal world. In addition, each chapter
ends with a series of key references and
connections to websites that expand
significantly upon the information
presented in each chapter. The accompanying package of pictures and
descriptions of macrofungi of the
Pacific Northwest was an added treat to
explore. While not all entries have an
associated picture, most do, which
allows one to compare descriptions of
related species. Pictures were of high
quality, which is a necessity for helping
students learn important characters of
macrofungi in an introductory mycology class. The Fifth Kingdom on CDROM is a welcome contribution to
mycological education. (BRE)
Transport of Molecules Across
Microbial Membranes. 1999. JK
Broome-Smith, S Baumberg, CJ
Stirling, FB Ward (eds). Cambridge
University Press, The Edinburgh
Building, Cambridge CB22RU, UK.
1139 pp. Price: $320 US Hardback.
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Advances in Verticillium: Research
and Disease Management. 2000. EC
Tjamos, RC Rowe, JB Heale, and DR
Fravel (eds.), APS Press, 3340 Pilot Knob
Road, St. Paul, MN 55121-2097,
aps@scisoc.org , 376 pp. Price: $54 US.
Requested from publishe~
Armillaria Root Rot: Biology and
Control of Honey Fungus. 2000. RT Fox
(ed). Intercept Limited, PO Box 7 16,
Andover Hants, SPlO IYG, UK,
intercept@andover.co.uk, or Lavoisier
Publishing Inc., c/o Springer Verlag
Customer Service, PO Box 2485, Secaucus,
NJ 07096, orders@sprineer-nv.com,240 pp.
Price: 47.50GBP and $88US. Book
requested from the publisher.
Colored Illustrations of the
Ganodermataceae and Other Fungi.
1997. W Xingliang and Z Mu (eds). 350 pp.
Price: $67 US (surface). Mail order to:
Huayu Center for Environmental Information Services, PO Box 4088, Beijing
100001, P.R. China. Fax order: +86-1068575909; Email order: Please send order
to the following two addresses, respectively: hceis@public3.bta.net.cn or
hceis@mx.cei.eov.cn. Payment: check,
bank transfer, or international money order
on receipt of book. Book requested from
publisher.
Colored Illustrations of Macrofungi
(Mushrooms) of China. (Chinese edition
with Latin names). 1998. H Nian Lai (ed).
336 pp. Price: $1IOUS (surface), $130 US
(airmail). Mail order to: Huayu Center for
Environmental Information Services, PO
Box 4088, Beijing 100001, P.R. China. Fax
order: +86-10-68575909; Email order:
Please send order to the following two
addresses, respectively:
hceis@public3.bta.net.cn or
hceis@mx.cei.eov.cn. Payment: check,
bank transfer or international money order
on receipt of book. Book requested from
publisher.
Current Advances in Mycorrhizae
Research. 2000. GK Podilla and DD
Douds, Jr (eds). APS Press, 3340 Pilot
Knob Road, St. Paul, MN 55121.214 pp.
aps@sisoc.orq. Price: $38. Book requested
from publisher.
Ectomycorrhizal Fungi: Key Genera in
Profile. 1999. JWG Cairney and SM
Chambers (eds.), Springer Verlag Customer
i

Services, PO Box 2485, Secaucus, NJ
07096. 370 pp. Review in progress.
Flora Agaricina Neerlandica: Volume 4.
Strophariaceae, Tricholomataceae. 2000.
C Bas, THW Kuyper, NE Noordeloos, and
EC Vellinga (eds.). AA Balkema Uitgevers
B.V., Postbus 1867, NL-3000 BR
Rotterdam, Nederlands, sales@balkema.nl,
191 pp. Price: Hf12.2. Review needed.
Forest Mushrooms of China (Chinese
edition with Latin names). 1997. LP Shao
and CT Xiang (eds). 652 pp. Price: $127 US
(surface), $145 US (airmail).Mail order to:
Huayu Center for Environmental Information Services, PO Box 4088, Beijing
100001,P.R. China. Fax order: +86-1068575909; Email order: Please send order
to the following two addresses, respectively: hceis@public3.bta.net.cn or
hceis@mx.cei.eov.cn.Payment: check,
bank transfer, or international money order
on receipt of book Book requested from
publisher.
From Ethnomycology to Fungal
Biotechnology: Exploiting Fungi from
Natural Resources for Novel Products.
1999. J Singh and KR Aneja (eds). Kluwer
AcademiclPlenum Publishers, 233 Spring
Street, New York NY. 292 pp. Review
needed.

order: +86-10-68575909;Email order:
Please send order to the following two
addresses, respectively:
hceis@public3.bta.net.cn or
hceis@mx.cei.gov.cn. Payment: check,
bank transfer, or international money order
on receipt of book Book requested from
publisher.

Gasteromycetes, I. Lycoperdales,
Nidulariales, Phallales, Sclerodermatales,
lblostomatales. 1998. FD Calonge. Vol3.
Flora Mycologica Iberica, J Cramer.
Distributor: E Schweizertbartusche
Verlagsbuchhandlung (Nagele u.
Obermiller), Johannesstr. 3A, D-70176,
Stuttgart, Germany, OR Balogh Scientific
Books, 1911 North Duncan Road,
Champaign, IL 61821 USA. 272 pp. Price:
140 DM. Book requested from publisher.
Genera of Bionnectriaceae,
Hypocreaceae and Nectriaceae
(Hypocreales, Ascomycetes) (Studies in
Mycology No 42). 1999. AY Rossman, GJ
Samuels, CT Rogerson, R Lowen.
Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures,
BaarnDelft, The Netherlands. 248 pp.
Price: Hfl95. Review in Inoculum 51(3):75.
Icones of Medicinal Fungi from China.
1987, English Edition, Y Jianzhe (ed.), 611
pp. Price: $122 US (surface) $148 US
(airmail). Mail order to: Huayu Center for
Environmental Information Services, PO
Box 4088, Beijing 100001, P.R. China. Fax

Les Champignons Forestiers, Recolte,
Commercialisation et Conservation de la
Resource (Conference proceedings, articles
in French and English). 2000. JA Fortin and
Y Piche (eds.), CRBF, Universite Laval,
Quebec, Canada, GlK 7P4. 119 pp. Review
needed.

Illustrated Dictionary of Mycology.
2000. M Ulloa and RT Hanlin, APS Press,
3340 Pilot Knob Road, St. Paul, MN
55 121-2097,aps@scisoc.org,448 pp.
Price: $99 US. Book requested from
publisher:
Illustrated Genera of Trichomyces:
Fungal Symbionts of Insects and Other
Arthropods. 2000. JK Misra and RW
Lichtwardt. Science Publishers, Inc., PO
Box 699, Enfield, NH 03748,
info@scipub.net. 155 pp. Price: $30 US.
Review in progress.
Laboulbeniales, I. Laboulbenia. 1998. S
Santamaria. Vol. 4. Flora Mycologica
Iberica, J Cramer. Distributor: E.
SchweizertbartuscheVerlagsbuchhandlung
(Nagele u. Obermiller), Johannesstr.3A. D70176, Stuttgart, Germany, or Balogh
Scientific Books, 1911 North Duncan Road,
Champaign, IL 6 1821. 187 pp. Price: 120
DM. Book requested from publisher.

Microbial Endophytes. 2000. CW Bacon
and JF White, Jr (eds). Marcel Dekker, Inc,
New York. 487 pp. Review needed.
Molecular Fungal Biology. 1999. RP
Oliver and M Schweizer (eds). Cambridge
University Press, The Edinburgh Building,
Cambridge CB2 2RU, UK. 377 pp. Review
needed.
A Monograph of the Genus Pezicula and
its Anamorphs. 1999. GJ Verkley. (Studies
in Mycology 44.) Centraalbureau voor
Schimmelcultures,BaarnlDelft, The
Netherlands. 180 pp. Price: Hfl.85. Review
this issue.
Myxomycetes: A Handbook of Slime
Molds, paperback edition, 2000. SS
Stephenson, H Stempen. Timber Press, Inc,
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133 SW Second Avenue, Suite 450,
Portland OR 97204,
mail@timberpress.com, 183 pp. Price:
$19.95 US. Review in progress.

North American Boletes: A Color Guide
to the Fleshy Pored Mushrooms. 2000.
AE Bessette, WC Roody, AR Bessette.
Syracuse University Press, 621 Skytop
Road, Suite 110, Syracuse, NY 132445290, twalshOl @svr.edu. 356 pp. Price: $95
US. Review needed.
Septoria on Cereals: A Study of
Pathosystems. 1999. JA Lucus, P Bowyer,
MH Anderson (eds). CAB1 Publishing, 10 E
40IhSt, Suite 3203, New York, NY. &
noa@cabi.org. 353 pp. Price: $100 US.
Review needed.

From the Editor ...

Welcome to our annual Post-meeting1
Awards/Minutes/AnnuaI Report "workhorse" issue! We trust that by now you've
noticed quite a few more photos than usual
(close to 100) sprinkled throughout these
pages. The Society really "owes" MSA
Webmaster Tom Volk, who used his new
Nikon digital camera to take hundreds of
Vermont photos. (At right, we've sneaked in
a photo of a happy couple who had the
foresight to become engaged on the Ethan
Allen cruise in the presence of our "unofficial official" MSA photographer.. .) The
photos (including many shared by other
generous folks) are placed liberally
throughout, giving a face to our Society
hard at work and play. (Reports really do
become a whole lot more interesting when
you see who's written them!) We also have
an Inoculum first: pictures of ALL
awardees. Nonetheless, even with so many
photos, many hard-working folks remain
unseen - either because they skulked
around the camera's lens or were captured
in less than flattering poses. All who have
participated during the last year should give
yourselves a collective pat on the back.

-

by the National Environmental Protection
Agency of China 140 pp. Price: $39 US
(surface), $45 US (airmail). Order to:
Huayu Center for Environmental Information Services, PO Box 4088, Beijing
100001, P.R. China. Fax Order: +86-1068575909; Email order: Please send order
to the following two addresses, respectively: hceis@public3.bta.net.cn or
hceis@mx.cei.gov.cn. Payment: check,
bank transfer, or international money on
receipt of book. Book requested from
publisher.

OF RELATED INTERES T....

China Biodiversity: A Country Study,
English Edition. 1998. Organized by State
Environmental Protection Administration,
476 pp. Price: $78 US (surface), $93 US
(airmail). Mail order to: Huayu Center for
Environmental Information Services, PO
Box 4088, Beijing 100001, P.R. China. Fax
order: +86-10-68575909; Email order:
Please send order to the following two
addresses, respectively:
hceis@public3.bta.net.cn or
hceisQmx.cei.gov.cn. Payment: check,
bank transfer or international money order
on receipt of book. Book requestedfrom
publisher.

Microbes and Man, 41hEdition. 2000. J
Postgate, Cambridge University Press, The
Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU,
UK. 373 pp. Price: $19.95 US.

China's National Report on Implementation of the Convention on Biological
Diversity, English Edition. 1998. Published

DEADLINE: The ABSOLUTE deadline
for the last issue of 2000 is October 15! As
usual, written and graphic contributions are
welcomed. Some caveats: (i) Please send
graphics files separately (do not embed in
the body of a text document); (ii) PLEASE 3
do NOT forward information without
.rf :,.;
"&
removing all the ">>" marks; (iii) and the
was citation of TerraCen Ltd as a sponsor
current Editor (and indubitably Future
of the prestigious meeting. We apologize
Editor Don Ruth) will consider Editorial
for the
and
Life a success if she never again sees a sea
of forwarded unstructured print accompafor agreeing
such an important
event.
nied by the thoughtful message, "maybe
you'd like to write a short version of this to
Steve Carpenter discovered too late an
include in Inoculum.. ."
uncompleted sentence in his review of "The
Hypocrea schweinitzii complex ... "
Important Corrections!!
(Inoculum 51(4): 10- 11). The last sentence
in the second paragraph on page 11 should
Inadvertently omitted from Dr Roy
read, "Species concepts are based on
Watling's excellent overview of the
microscopic, cultural and genetic characLiverpool BMS Millennium Tropical
ters."
Mycology Symposium (Inoculum 5 l(4): 17)
-Lorelei Norvell
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MYCOLOGICAL NEWS
Fungal Genomic SymposZum
by Joan W Bennett
The 3rdInternational Symposium on Fungal Genomics was
held at the University of Georgia in Athens on July 27-28,
2000. Organized by Jonathan Arnold (U Georgia), who has
taken a major leadership role in organizing genomics
projects for filamentous fungi, the symposium began by
emphasizing the importance of fungal models in understanding phenomena like biological clocks, differentiation,
development, mating, pathogenicity, transvection, gene
silencing by mutation (RIP), and gene silencing by DNA
methylation. In a session entitled "Panning Genomes for
Function", Jennifer Lodge spoke about the identification of
genes important for pathogenesis of Cryptococcus
neofomzans, Susan Davidson (U Pennsylvania) provided a
cogent outline of the process of building new databases with
biological relevance, and Rodolfo Aramayo (Texas A&M)
spoke on "The Transvective Control Region and its Role in
the Pairing of Homologous Chromosomes during Meiosis."
Pete McGhee (U Minnesota) talked about the Candida
albicans map, demonstrating how genomics-based approaches have disproved the generally held idea that this
fungus is asexual.
Another fungal pathogen that is under study is Aspergillus
fumigatus. David Denning (U Manchester, UK) gave an
overview of the international effort to sequence the A.
fumigatus genome using a BAC library-based approach.
Histoplasma capsulatum, a third medically important
species, is being studied by a cost-effective strategy using
DNA rnicroarrays. Lena Hwang (U California, Berkeley)
presented an outstanding lecture on the use of these random
genomic fragment arrays.
Genetically well-characterized species were also given
attention. Rolf Prade spoke on "Development of an
Aspergillus nidulans Micro-array Project for the Fungal
Community," Donald Natvig (U New Mexico) brought
people up-to-date on Neurospora crassa, and Roy Williams
(Stanford) brought home to everyone why Saccharomyces
cerevisiae remains the gold standard for fungal genomics.
New genome projects are underway for the white rot
species Phanerochaete chrysosporium (Dan Cullen, Forest
Products Lab) and Phytophthora infestans (Francine
Glovers, Wageningen U, The Netherlands). Taxonomic
purists will be happy to learn that Dr Glovers acknowledged
that oomycetes like the potato blight fungus are now "honorary" rather than full members of the fungal club.
Gathering meaningful biological information from genomic sequences remains the big challenge. The amount of
sequence data has been increasing at an exponential rate for
over a decade and is projected to continue at this rate for

another five or ten years. The terms used to describe the
accumulation of data include "flood," "deluge," "explosion,"
"tidal wave," "glut," and "wealth." It is perhaps noteworthy
that biologists rely on so many disaster metaphors to
describe the genomics revolution. Most biologists, including
mycologists, are still uncomfortable with, and unprepared
for, dealing with large data sets. Moreover, according to
Ross Overbeek (Integrated Genomics, Chicago, IL), even
experts disagree about how one exploits these collections of
sequence data. Comparative analysis has become the central
theme, and new bioinformatics tools are under development.
Nevertheless, until larger numbers of fungal genomes are
available, it will be difficult to formulate even an approximate understanding of the genetic nature of "what makes a
fungus."
During the Symposium, participants were able to tour the
high-throughput genomics facility and automated workflow
stations in the Department of Genetics at the University of
Georgia. In addition to the lectures and the tour, there was
also a Roundtable discussion entitled "Funding Fungal
Genomics Initiatives." Finding the money to sequence
filamentous fungal genomes remains a challenge. Organized
by Joan W Bennett, the Roundtable featured Dennis Dixon
(Chief of the Bacteriology and Mycology Branch, National
Institutes of Health), Philip Hamman (Program Director in
Genetics, National Science Foundation), Victoria
McGovern (Program Officer, Burroughs-Wellcome Fund),
and Nigel Dunn-Coleman (Lead Scientist, Genencor Corp.).
Currently, medically important fungi and genetic models are
the focus of whole-genome approaches. Plant pathogenic
and industrial species will join the list of soon-to-besequenced organisms. With the nearing completion of
human, mouse, and other eukaryotic genome projects,
sequencing centers will have the capacity to tackle new
genomes.
In conclusion, fungal genomics is an important new
development in mycology. Participants at the Symposium
came away with the recognition that all biologists in the 21''
century are witnessing a paradigm shift in genetics. The
emphasis is shifting from single genes to whole genomes and
from single metabolic pathways to whole interactive networks.
Finally, no meeting is successful without appropriate
attention to social amenities, such as coffee breaks, meals,
and well-functioning overhead, slide, and power point
projectors. The Genomics Symposium benefited from the
excellent oversight of Linda Lee, Dept. of Genetics,
University of Georgia, Athens, GA, and Rina Breitfelder,
Event Coordinator, International Business Communications,
Westborough, MA.
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News of Members
An MSA member has won one of the
highest awards given to a research
scientist in the USDA Agricultural
Research Service. Dr Charles Wilson
Bacon has been selected as the
Distinguished Senior Research Scientist of the Year for conceiving and
implementing a biological control
research strategy with endophytic
microorganisms for controlling toxic
endophytic fungi and pathogens of
plants.

Paul Stamets has recently been
interviewed by National Public Radio
for his innovative work with
mycoremediation. Paul is investigating
the use of higher fungi to destroy toxic
wastes through mycofiltration in an
effort to ameliorate the impact of
upland pollution upon sensitive
watersheds. The interview is currently
being aired worldwide, on more than
300 radio stations. Paul also recently
received the Bioneers Award and the
Sustainable Northwest Award for
encouraging environmentally friendly
technologies. His book, Growing
Gourmet & Medicinal Mushrooms
(now in its 3rd edition), has been
substantially expanded to include more
than 3 1 mushroom species. Paul is a
Sustaining Member of MSA and
founder of Fungi Perfecti
(www.fungi.com).

Passages
Jim Trappe has decided to return to
the Northern Hemisphere after spending a year digging up the outback. His
new Email address is
(trappej @ucs.orst.edu).
Carol Stiles has moved from
Valdosta State University to the
Department of Plant Pathology at the
University of Florida, where she is in a
teaching and research position as an
assistant professor. Her current address
is Dept. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of
Florida, P.O. Box 110680, Gainesville,

FL 3261 1-0680, Phone 352-392-7241
Ernail (cstlles@ufl.She also is
now serving as interim director of the
Florida Extension Plant Disease Clinic
in Gainesville. Carol is the American
Phytopathological Society representative to MSA, and a member of the
MSA Phytopathology and Education
Committees.
This summer, Kathie Hodge married
Tony Simons, a nonmycologist and
associate professor of Organizational
Behavior at Cornell. The happy couple
were wed by two officiants: one Sufi
guide and the multitalented Dick Korf,
MSA Distinguished Mycologist, former
chair of Cornell's Theatre Arts Department, and ordained minister. The sun
parted the clouds for just long enough
to shine on their glorious reception,
where grilled portobellos filled
stomachs after the chicken ran out (that
is, we ran out of chicken). Hodge and
Simons spent their honeymoon on the
Micronesian island of Yap, exploring
the coral reef and diving with the manta
rays.

Doug Savile (Douglas Barton
Osborne Savile) died peacefully
August 1,2000, at the age of 9 1 (dob:
July 19, 1909). Dr Savile was a longterm MSA member, who counted the
1988 MSA Distinguished Mycologist
Award among his many awards. He
was a leader in many aspects of
mycology, who published prolifically.
Doug specialized in plant parasitic
fungi, especially rusts and smuts, but he
also was a naturalist and theorist with
broad interests, including arctic
ecology, bird flight, and evolution. He
will be missed by many MSA members
and especially his colleagues in Ottawa.
(Scott Redhead)

San Francisco State Professor
Emeritus, Harry D Thiers, passed
away peacefully in his sleep on August
8,2000. Dr Thiers was visiting family
and collecting mushrooms in southwestern Ohio, two of the things that he
enjoyed most in his long life. (As
Emory Simmons put it, "Way to go.")
A native Texan, the "bolete man"
received his doctorate from Alexander
Smith at Michigan. In the sixties he
moved to San Francisco State College
(later University), where he became
beloved by generations of students,
many of whom became interested in
mycology because of Harry's dynamic
teaching style. Thirty-four students
who received their master's degrees
from Harry are now listed on the
mycological family tree. MSA members who went on for their doctorates
elsewhere include Joe Ammirati,
Harriet Burge, Dennis Desjardin,
Roy Halling, Rick Kerrigan, Dave
Largent, Dave Malloch, Andy
Methven, Jay Motta, Gregg Mueller,
Michelle Seidl, Walt Sundberg,
Marcia Wicklow-Howard, Don
Wicklow, and George Wong. A PastPresident of MSA and recipient of
MSA's Weston Teaching and Distinguished Mycologist awards, Harry was
also active in NAMA, which gave him
its prestigious Contributions to Amateur Mycology Award. We extend
heartfelt condolences and sympathy to
his widow Ellen, daughter Barbara,
granddaughter Mary, and son-in-law,
Roy Halling.

Peripatetic Mycology
In June and July, a slew of mycologists successfully foraged Costa Rica
for likely finds. As part of his continuing research on fungi of the tall oak
forests of the Talamancas, Roy Halling
sponsored Phaeocollybia wrangler
Lorelei Norvell's three-week survey of
San JosC, Cartago, and PuntareAas
provinces. The phaeocollybias obliged,

MYCOLOGICAL NEWS continued
with an unusually large number of
collections extricated from montane
forests from Palo Verde south to the
Panama Border by Roy, Lorelei, and
husband Todd. Pre-Distinguished Ron
Petersen and student Juan Luis Mata,
who had successfully captured

Di.sri~lgrri,shetlh~~ttr-rr~.~o~io~ni.vr
Petersrn w~irlialpha
taxonomist.^ Norvell and Hcllling, hixh above Kio
Savegre in Costa Rica

collybioids, other culturable
saprophytes, and chiggers near San
Vito, joined the crew for a few successful days near Albergue de la Montaiia
Savtgrt. Outstanding aid and comfort
were shown by Costa Rican collaborators Professora Julietta Carranza
(University of Costa Rica) and Milagro
Mata (INBio). InBio parataxonomist
Enia Navarro deserves special
accolades for virtually single-handedly
extricating the crew's UCR field rig
from an overly tenacious quick-clay
road in the Zona Protectora Las Tablas
tropical rainforest. A short, but
enjoyable, San JosC dinner was joined
by Gregg Mueller and Betty Strack,
slightly discouraged by the lack of
fungi in a too-rainy Guanacoste
province, but eagerly anticipating a 15
km pack trip into what they hoped
would be a more productive forest
further south.

Mycological Research News
The GSMNP-ATBI Diaries
Welcome to our new Fungal TWIG
Coordinator! Success! I am VERY
pleased to announce that University of
Georgia zoosporologist David Porter
(porter@dogwood.botany.u~a.edu)has
agreed to serve as our new Fungal
TWIG (Taxonomic Working Group)
Coordinator for the Great Smoky
Mountain National Park All-Taxa
Biological Inventory. He has several
innovative ideas for revitalizing our
TWIG that should prove most effective.
David assumed the helm during a wellattended (-25 eager warm bodies)
Fungal TWIG session on August 1
during the Vermont MSA meeting.
During the meeting Duke's Rytas
Vilgalys's observation that a megaproposal (in the $1 million range)
submitted by a LARGE number of
researchers might have a good chance
of being funded prompted a fair amount

of enthusiastic discussion. Rytas noted
that a winning proposal not only should
tap a large number of trained mycologists but must also involve a large body
of volunteer parataxonomists. To that
end, he suggested that the North
American Mycological Association
(NAMA) be approached once more to
sign on as a group to participate in the
ATBI. Anyone interested in helping
assemble this mega-proposal further
,....>

.

should contact Rytas Vilgalys
(fungi@duke.edu) and David Porter
(porter@do~wood.botanv.u~a.edu)
ASAP. The MSA session and our
correspondence suggest that most
researchers are more than eager to
participate in the GSMNP-ATBI. Over
the coming years, our new coordinator
should be able to guide a vital and
productive research team. Those
wishing to participate in the fungal arm
of the ATBI should contact David
Porter as soon as possible.

Other news

New Coordit~trtorDavid Porter; rvearirlfi the slightly
dazed expression of one who has agreed to take
over the helm of TWIG Fungi.

Sampling sites: This year the
macrofungal crew has expanded its
inventory endeavors beyond the
confines of the original Cataloochee
transect to the 20 different Park sites
selected by the ATBI Inventory and
Monitoring Coordinator, Ranger Keith
Langdon, for closer scrutiny by all
TWIGS.Fungal diversity is expected to

MYCOLOGICAL NEWS continued
rise accordingly. Scientific researchers
are not restricted to sampling only the
20 designated plots. Be advised,
however, that anyone wishing to collect
or remove vouchers mustfirst contact
Keith (Keith Langdon@nps.gov) to
obtain a current and valid collecting
permit.

- G~.onr
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Tree Canopy Biodiversity Project
-An NSF-funded international team
of scientists, headed by co-PIS Harold
Keller (Missouri) and Uno Eliasson
(Sweden), is surveying the treetops of
the Smokies for bryophytes, lichens,
and myxomycetes. While most scientists are aware of the abundant life
found in tropical forest canopies, the
treetop communities that exist in
temperate deciduous forests are poorly
known. The focus this year has been to
target the Park's old-growth forests,
where some tree canopies (in uncut
cove forests) are 150+ feet high, with
some individual trees slightly higher.
There are at least 100,000 acres of oldgrowth forests of all types in the
Smokies.
Over two 3-week periods in June and
July, climbers reached up to 115 feet
using the double-rope technique to
sample over 80 trees and 20 tree
species. Thus far, the team has found a
plantlanimal type of organism that is a
possible new species, growing 48 feet
up in the canopy of a living white oak
tree. Harold notes, "We plan to continue this [study] for an additional three
years if we can find the funding. We
have made some exciting discoveries,
and our student climbers have been
finding plasmodia tracks and myxomycete sporangia at heights of 100-115
feet in pine and hemlock. Something
that I thought would not be the case."
During the two sampling sessions,
Harold estimates that the team has
devoted over 2,200 hours to the study
thus far (not including travel time).
The estimated $25,000 spent has been
covered by the NSF grant. You can
read more about the project on its
webpage: (http://www.cmsu.edu/
biologv/bio/index.htm).

Sondra and Gerald Sheine have sent
27 of their annotated GSMNP-ATBI
Ascomycete collections to Clark
Rogerson for determination.
Hypomyces rosellus, Wynnea
americana, a species of Mycocalicium,
and a Hypocrea on Chlorociboria
aeruginascens were among approximately 18 species collected in July
from Twin Creeks, Snakeden Ridge,
Indian Gap, Oconaluftee, and the
Cataloochee 1999 transect site. (No
fungi were found during the July 6
survey of Cades Cove.) The Sheines
write that they will send any additional
Ascomycete collections to Dr
Rogerson, after which identified
collections will be deposited in the
New York Botanical Garden Herbarium
and the determinations reported to
Lorelei Norvell and David Porter. We
owe a debt of profound gratitude to the
Sheines who, in the first seven months
of 2000, have devoted 540 hours and
expended $5,600 to ATBI inventorying
activities. They plan to return again
next summer, when Jerry hopes also to
help plan and build overhead walkways
to explore treetop diversity.
Brief Notes: Jon Dey visited and
searched six of the ATBI reference
plots for macrolichens this May/June,
assisted by Illinois Wesleyan University students Jana Rose and Adrianne
Gagnon. Identification work is in
progress.. . Larry Grand and
Caroline Vernia, who have been
steadily chipping away at identifying
1999 AVFD collections, have also
made -70 (and identified -50) collections from the Park this year so far.
Determinations include Dendrophora

albobadia, Lachnellula resinaria, and
(identified by Kathie Hodge)
Gonatorrhodiella highlei. These
collections are deposited in the North
Carolina State University fungal
herbarium (NCSC). .. Joey Spatafora
found Cordyceps collecting far less
productive this summer. He was
successful, however, in retrieving my
favorite collecting knife (purchased in
1985 in Boston's Fanueil Hall Marketplace) from the North Carolina mound
that produced a prodigious number of
C. ophioglossoides in 1999. The knife
appeared to survive torrential downpours and winter snows just fine.. .
Greg Thorn notes, with a certain
amount of resignation, that the 1999
pleurotoids collected by the Asheville
Volunteer Fungal Department are
common ones: Pleurotus c$
pulmonarius, R c$ ostreatus s. stc,
Panellus stypticus, Sarcomyxa
(Panellus)serotina. These collections
have been sent to the New York
Botanical Garden herbarium (NY). ..

Rod lhlloss reports that further
collections of Amanita sp. 50 (section
Amidella) have been made from the
Park. (He is currently hard at work
finishing the formal description of this
new species.) Rod, Susan Mitchell,
Anathea Brooks, and the macromycete
"sprig" are featured in a full-color, sixpage article in the July issue of Wildlife
in North Carolina. Author Phillip
Manning, who accompanied the group
during one of their sampling visits to
the Park, does an outstanding job of
presenting the history of and rationale
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for conducting such a massive inventory of a particular region.
-Lore'ei Nontez'~
Retiring
Coordinator

M~xom~cete

Project

their myxomycete collections, the
major collecting areas represented
among the collections, the major
collectors contributing material, and
whether or not information on the
collection exists as a computer database. For more information, please
contact Stephenson
(ssteDhenson~mail~fscwv~edu)~

Steve Stephenson and Martin
Schnittler are coordinating an effort by
a group of myxomycetologists to
understand more completely
Madawaska ATBI
biodiversity patterns and myxomycete
distribution on a global scale. As a first
George White has
step, the group is attempting to compile
initiated a small-scale
as many records as possible for a
ATBI in the
number of taxonomically distinct
Madawaska Highspecies, with the goal of developing
$ - .
lands of eastern
8
Ontario, Canada. This
world distribution maps. Selected
species include: Arc~riaversicoloc
8000 km2 region of rugged, forested
Badhamia graciLis>Badhamia lilacinaj
hills, and pristine lakes is remote and
Ceratiomyxa morchella, Colloderma
sparsely developed, but readily
oculatum, Comatricha typhoides,
accessible. His focus is on the fungi
Cribraria rufa, Diachea leucopodia,
that occur in the region. ~h~ first
Diderma niveum, Enerthenema
annotated list, produced in May 2000,
~a~illatump
b m ~ r o d e r m aatrosPorum1
includes 15 named Ascomycetes, 42
kmprodenna scintillans*hocarpus
Basidiomycetes, 49 Hyphomycetes, 2
fragilis, kpidoderma carestianum,
Mucorales, 10 Myxomycetes, and 1
LRpidodenna tigrinum, Licea
Chytridiomycete based on actual
kleistobolus, Macbrideola scintillans,
collections.~b~~~300 additional
Macbrideola synsporos, Mucilago
fungal collections are awaiting identificrustaceal Paradiacheo~sisfimbriatap cation or inclusion. Isolations are being
Physarella oblonga, Physarum
made where possible of rare or unusual
albescens, Physarum bogoriense,
Hyphomycetes not often found in
Prototrichia metallica, and Trichia
culture collections. From published
verrucosa. The idea of world distribuliterature,57 insects, 161 birds, 54
tion maps for myxomycetes is not
mammals, 3 1 reptiles, 69 fish, 2
completely new, inasmuch as GW
molluscs, and over 600 plants have also
Martin
attempted the same
been included in the frst list. About a
thing in the context of putting together
dozen of the fungi found to date are
the classic monograph, The Myxolikely undescribed or significant new
mycetes (coauthored with CJ
records. The work is ongoing, and in
A1exO~Oulos).
The current project is
addition to listing what is present, a
viewed as a collaborative effort among
effort is being made to underactive myxomycologists throughout the stand and appreciate the role,
world, and locality data from even
behaviour, and interrelationshipsof
modest institutional or personal
microorganisms in the environment. A
collections myxOmycetes
be
number of collaborative projects are
One
aspect the being established, and custom collectproject
a directory ing for collaborators in exchange for
of myxOmycetecollections throughout
identification of material is possible.
As such, Stephenson and
the
For a copy of the list, to establish
Schnittler would like to receive data
collaborative ties, or to
about this
from herbarium curators and other
initiative, contact George at
myxomycetologists about the size of

gj
a.
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(gwhite@cyberus.ca)or
(whiteg~@em.aer.ca).

Herbaria
Fellowships for study a t the Farlow
Herbarium of Harvard University
Funds are available from the Friends of
the Farlow (FOF) to support short-term
research visits to the Farlow Herbarium
of Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Visits by graduate
students are supported by FOF Fellowships, and visits by established researchers are supported by the Harvey
Pofcher Visiting Scholars Fund. While
at the Farlow, researchers may study
collections in the Farlow Herbarium
and consult the extensive holdings of
the Farlow Reference Library of
Cryptogamic Botany. Additional
resources, including molecular laboratories, in the adjoining Gray Herbarium
may be available (contact the Director
of the I-hvard University Herbaria).
For more information about the FOF,
instructions on how to apply for the
fellowships, and links to the Harvard
University Herbaria and Botany
Libraries, see: (httD://
www.herbaria.harvard.edu/fofl
friends.htm1).

-

-

Join the FOF The FOF is an
organization of professional and
amateur cryptogamic botanists who
support the Farlow Herbarium and
Reference Library of Cryptogamic
Botany of Harvard University. In
addition to providing funds for visiting
students and senior researchers (see
above), the FOF supports curation of
the herbarium collections and growth
of the library holdings, and sponsors
outreach activities, including an annual
lecture, exhibits, and a guided field trip.
FOF members receive a newsletter and
have access to an annual book sale of
titles in cryptogamic botany. Membership in the FOF costs as little as $10
per year and is tax deductible. For
information on how to join the FOF,
see the website listed above.

MYCOLOGICAL NEWS conc~uded
Mycological Hard Copy
Mushroom News, the monthly
publication of the American Mushroom
Institute, publishes peer-reviewed
research papers of interest to the
commercial mushroom industry. While
the scientific caliber of the work is
expected to be high, the presentation

need not be overly technical, as most
readers will not be professional
scientists. Any MSA member conducting research of potential interest to the
mushroom industry is encouraged to
contact the Editor, Sara Manning, at
(MushroomNews@kennett.net), for
more details.

The August 2000 issue of National
Geographic contains a general article
and numerous photographs of an array
of fungi. The article "Fungi - Nature's
recyclers, these ubiquitous organisms
both nourish and destroy life by living
on plants, animals, and even us" (pp.
58-71) is written by the photographer,
Darlyne A Murawski.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Event dates and descriptions precede event locc~tiorts(ilalic boldface), contacts (plain font), crrlcl Erncril/W~h.vite.s
(hold face, rzo bruckets).
Those wishing to list upcoming mycolo~icalcourses, workshop.^, conventions, symposia, and forays in the Caler~darshould slrhmit material formatted as
shown below and include complete postal/electronic addresses.

2000 (October 2-4). VII National Mycological Congress
First announcernent

Querktaro, MEXICO
Centro Universitario de la UAQ, Cerro de
las Campanas
Felipe San Martin, President
Sociedad Mexicana de Micologia AC
biota@correo.tamnet.com.mx
M en C Carlos Isaac Silva Barr6n
Presidente del ComitC Local
(0 1-42) 15-47-77; 15-53-93 x 66-67
isaac@sunserver.uaq.mx

2000 (November 30-December 1). 7Ih
International Symposium of the Mycological Society of Japan (MSJ-IS7) Fungus-Plant Interactions: From
Parasitism to Symbiosis
DETAILS First announcement. lnoculum
5 l(4)
Tsukuba, JAPAN
Dr Hiroaki Okabe
okabe@ffpri.affrc.go.jp
2000 (November 30-December 3). IOBCI
WPRS PhytopathogensWorking Group
6IhWorkshop - Biocontrol agents, modes
of action, and their interaction with
other means of control
DETAILS Inoculum 5 l(4)
Seville, SPAIN
Prof Enrique Monte
monte208@www-micro.usal.es
FAX 34.923.22.4876

Dr. Yigal Elad
elady @netvision.net.il
http://www.agri.gov.iVDepts/IOBCPP/
1OBCPP.html
www.trichoderma.org

2001 (March 31- April 01). Mid-Atlantic
2001 (July 8-13). 3rd International
States Mycology Conference (MASMC)
Congress on Mycorrhizae (ICOM 3)
Athens, GEORGIA
Adelaide, AUSTRALIA
Celeste Leander
Prof. Sally Smith, Dept. Soil & Water
University of Georgia
Waite Campus, University of Adelaide
celeste@dogwood.botany.uga.edu
PMB 1, Glen Osmond, South Australia
http://www.botany.uga.edu/-celeste/
5064
masmc2001.htm
+61.(08).8303.7351 FAX
+61.(08).8383.6511
sally.smith@adelaide.edu.au
2001 (April 22-27). BMS Intrntl Symp
http://www.waite.adelaide.edu.anl
"Bioactive Fungal Metabolites: Impact
Soil-Science/3icom.html
and Exploitation"
DETAILS Inoculum 5 l(3).
Swansea, WALES 2002 (February 20-23). IV Conference of
the World Society for Mushroom
Dr Tariq M Butt
Biology and Mushroom Products
School of Biological Sciences, University
Cuernavaca, MEXICO
of Wales Swansea
Contact: WSMBMP, Apdo. Postal 36
Singleton Park, Swansea, SA2 8PP. UK
Tapachula, Chiapas, 30700 Mexico
+44.0.1792.295374FAX
wsmbmp@tap-ecosur.edu.mx
+44.0.1792.295447
www.tap-ecosur.edu.mx/wsmbmp
T.Butt@swansea.ac.uk
2002 (August). 7IhInternational Mycologi2001 (May 15-June 30). Online Sympocal Congress (IMC VII)
sium in Instructional Technology
Oslo, NOR WAY
DETAILS Inoculum 5 l(4)
Leif Rvvarden. Botanv Devt
Dr Teny Stewart (Massey University),
Webmaster
http://www.ispp-itsymposium.org.nz/
2001 (July 7-12). 8th International
Marine & Freshwater Mycology
Symposium
First announcement

Hurghada, EGYPT
Youssuf Gherbawy, University of Agricultural Sciences
Institute of Applied Microbiology
Muthgasse 181hause B
A-1 190 Vienna, Austria
yhassan@mailcity.com

Biological Institute
Box 1045
Blindern, N-03 16 Norway
47.22854623 FAX 47.22856717
leif.ryvarden@bio.uio.no
http://www.uio.no/conferences/imc7/

MYCOLOGICAL CLASSIFIEDS
Read the Mycologiccrl Ckrs,sified.sfor announcements of courses, employment oppo~rtunities,positions wanted,
and mycological goods and services oflered or needed.

Positions Available
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Humboldt State University
TENURE TRACK POSITION
(Beginning August 2001 -Job # 011
02-07:) Area of lnstruction: Mycology.
Rank and Salary: Rank and salary are
dependent upon the appointee's
qualifications and experience.
Professional Qualifications: PhD in
the biological sciences required at time
of appointment. The candidate must be
a biologist with professional training
and experience in mycology and a
commitment to an active field-oriented
program. Recent teaching experiences
are essential, at least as a graduate
teaching assistant. Candidates with
broad training in mycology and who
have experiences or expertise in
macrofungi, microfungi, and plant or
forest pathology are preferred. Dedication to superior instruction of undergraduates is a long-standing tradition at
Humboldt. The Department of Biological Sciences is known for providing
students with balanced degrees in
biology, botany, and zoology. The
candidate must have a demonstrated
interest and ability to teach a broad
range of courses to diverse students.
Candidates whose characteristics and
qualifications also suit them to prepare
individuals to function in a culturally
and ethnically diverse society are
especially encouraged to apply.
Professional Duties: The successful
candidate will teach upper-division
courses in mycology and a section of
the General Botany course. New
undergraduate and graduate courses
may be developed dependent on area of
expertise and needs of the department.
The colleague will advise undergraduate and graduate students, especially in
botany and mycology, serve on faculty
committees, and otherwise assist the
functioning of the department. Involvement in research is expected.
General Information: Additional
information about Humboldt State

University can be found at (httD://
sorrel.humboldt.edu/-d112/). Humboldt
State University is committed to
achieving the goals of equal opportunity and affirmative action and endeavors to employ faculty and staff of the
highest quality, reflecting the ethnic
and cultural diversity of the state.
Application: Qualified candidates
should apply to: Mycology Search
Committee Chair, Department of
Biological Sciences, Humboldt State
University, One Harpst Street, Arcata,
CA 95521-8299; Phone 707.826.4166,
FAX 707.826.3201. Application
materials must include a detailed
cumculum vita or resumC, undergraduate and graduate transcripts of academic work (unofficial copies sufficient for initial review), and three
recent letters of recommendation from
persons familiar with the candidate's
professional preparation and experience. In letter of application, please
refer to Job #01102-07.
Application Deadline: All application materials, including letters of
recommendation, must be postmarked
no later than November 1,2000.
Candidates are welcome to utilize FAX
(7071826-3201) or Email
(turner@humboldt.edu)for comrnunications, but applications via FAX or
Email are not acceptable. Applications
from, and nominations of, qualified
disabled, minority, and women candidates are particularly encouraged. The
University is an Equal Opportunity1
Affirmative ActiontTitle IX Employer.

Head (Departmentof Plant Pathology) and Professor of Plant Pathology (Pennsylvania State University)
The faculty of the Department of Plant
Pathology at the Pennsylvania State
University are seeking a dynamic
individual as Department Head to
provide leadership and vision for
guiding future development of the
Department. The Department is
internationally recognized and provides
an intellectually stimulating environ-

-

ment with broad academic appeal.
Newly developing programs include
mycotoxicology, fungal systematics,
fungal molecular genetics,
phytobacteriology, and turfgrass
pathology. The Faculty are recognized
nationally and internationally for
research and extension programs in
host-pathogen interactions and pathogenicity, environmental sciences, plant
physiology, mushroom science, and
virus-vector interactions. The Faculty
support strong cooperative extension
programs in fruit, vegetable, field,
greenhouse, mushroom, and turfgrass.
In addition, Faculty are highly involved
in interdepartmental collaborative
studies across the university as well as
statewide, nationally, and internationally.
Responsibilities:The person filling
this position will be the departmental
program leader and administrative
officer and will report directly to the
Dean of the College of Agricultural
Sciences. Duties will include: (1)
academic program leadership in
research, undergraduate, and graduate
programs, and cooperative extension
education and outreach; (2) administrative responsibility for academic affairs,
departmental personnel, financial
matters, and physical facilities; (3)
leadership and coordination of departmental relations with the public,
including agricultural producers,
agricultural industry, government, and
other citizens of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.
Oualifications:All candidates should
possess a PhD in Plant Pathology or a
closely related field, plus the following
attributes: (1) a significant period of
professional and/or academic experience in plant pathology, with a strong
record of scholarly activities; (2)
understanding of the Land-Grant
university system; (3) experience or
knowledge of university research,
teaching, and cooperative extension
functions; (4) program and administrative leadership experience or strong
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evidence of the potential for program
and administrative leadership; (5)
ability to communicate effectively.
Availability: July 1, 2001. Salary:
commensurate with qualifications and
experience. An excellent benefits
package is provided. Closing Date:
November 15,2000, or until a suitable
candidate is identified. Application:
Letter of application and supporting
information should include complete
resume with documentation of academic training and professional
leadership, a statement of leadership
philosophy and vision and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of
five individuals who can be contacted
for recommendations. Send to Dr James
W Travis, Professor of Plant Pathology,
Search Committee Chairman Pos #: -8565,210 Buckhout Laboratory,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802-4507. Contact Dr
Travis for more information at the
above address or by Email
(jwt28psu.edu). To learn more
about the Department of Plant
Pathology at Penn State, please
visit our website at

(www.ppath.cas.psu.edu). Penn
State is committed to affirmative
action, equal opportunity, and the
diversity of its workforce.

Assistantships, Fellowships,
Student Support
A Masters Research Assistantship
is available starting January 1,2001, to
study fungal-insect interactions in
freshwater ecosystems. Using a
Trichomycetes (fungus)-larval
Simuliidae (aquatic dipteran) model,
the intent of this project is to determine
if symbiotic relationships frequently
shift from state to state. Thus, parasitism, commensalism, and mutualism
would be merely temporary descriptions of species interactions under
particular sets of intrinsic (fungal
density, host species) and extrinsic
(abiotic) conditions. Interested students
should please contact Dr John
McCreadie, Department of Biological
Sciences, University of South Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688-0002. Phone
334.460.6332; Email
(jmccread @jaguar1.usouthal.edu).

Mycological Goods and Services
Mold Testing and Identification
Services. Identification and contamination control for Indoor Air Quality
including Home and Building Mold
Test Kits, Food Technology, Spawn
Technology, Plant Diseases. ASTM &
Mil-Spec Testing for Aerospace,
Controlled Environments and Environmental Engineering. 10% discount for
Regular and Sustaining MSA members.
Webpage (www.pioneer.net/-microbe/
abbeylab.htm1). Write to Abbey Lane
Laboratory, PO Box 1665, Philomath,
OR 97370 USA, VoiceMail
541.929.5984, Email
(microbe@pioneer.net).[Steven
Carpenter]

MYCOLOGY ONLINE
To help make lengthy electror7ic r1~1drr.s.se.s
tnore eosily rernetnbered, we rise tltr ten17 "slrfjjs"
to refer to anythi~zgfollowing tl~efinal"slash" [ / 1 of the website listed in the tide.

WEB MSA
http://msafungi.org
http://msafungi.org/bulletinboard/
The MSA has a new Web-based bulletin board and a
permanent Internet domain name. Use http://rnsafungi.org to
access the MSA home page.
Use http://msafungi.or_g/bulletinboard/ to visit the new
bulletin board. Take a minute to read the introduction, which
explains the operation of the bulletin board and the procedure for submitting new items. Dick Korf has agreed to serve
as Bulletin Board Editor for the first year. We all hope you
will enjoy using this new means of keeping up with the
Society and news from, about, and for its members, and
would be pleased to have your reactions (positive or negative).

MYCOSEARCH: WEB DIRECTORY / SEARCH
ENGINE
http://www.mycosearch.com
The new website listed above will enable mycologists to
consult a Web directory and use an Internet search engine
exclusively devoted to mycology. It also includes free
resources such as Email, webpages, classified ads, and
message boards.

ASOCIACION LATINOAMERICANA DE
MICOLOGIA
http://www.ecologia.edu.mx/alm/
The ALM website has been moved. The new address
above connects to the new server, now housed at the Instituto
de Ecologia in Xalapa, Veracruz, Mexico.

MYCOLOGY ON-LINE concluded
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ASCOMYCOTA PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION
A DRAFT of the proposed new classification of the
Acomycota for incorporation into the next edition of
Ainsworth & Bisby's Dictionary of the Fungi (scheduled for
publication in 2001) is available for consultation and
comment on the Web at the above URL.

-

FRIENDS OF THE FARLOW
This website provides information on the FOF (Friends of
the Farlow), instructions on how to apply for the graduate
fellowships and visiting scholars programs, and offers links
to the Harvard University Herbaria and Botany Libaries.

MYCOLOGY ON-LINE DIRECTORY
Below is (217 rrl~)l~ohc~tic(rl
list of ~veh.site.sfecrtured
irr Irroc.rrIuni d~lrirzgthe past twelve months. Those wishing to add sites to this directory or to edit addresses
shorrld Email Io,alei@relenort.com. Unless otlrerwise notified, listings will be automatically deleted ajier one year:
* = New or Updated info (most recent lnoculum Volume-Numbercitation)
~ T ~NTERNAT~ONAL
H
SYMPOSIUM
ON MICROBI-

(50-6)
http://nature.berkeley.eduJP2OOO
*ASCOMYCOTA
- NEW CLASSIRCATION
(5 1-5)
OLOGY

http:/1194.131.255.3/cabipages/Names/

FundicNew.asp
*ASOCIACION
LATINOAMERICANA
DE
MICOLOGIA
(51-5)
http://www.ecologia.edu.mx/alm/
CAB1 NOMENCLATURE
DATABASE
(5 1-2)
http:N194.131.255.3/cabipages/
CARVER
FUNGAL
COLLECTIONS
(51-2)
http://www.nybg.orglbsci/hcoVfung/
Carver.html
CORTRASE
(51-3)
http://www.systbot.gu.se/database/
cortbase/cortbase.html
DISCOVER
LIFEIN AMERICA
(SMOKIES
ATBI)
(50-5)
http://www.discoverlife.org
ERIE(50-5)
http://www.cnie.org
Exsrcc~nAT THE NYBG (50-6)
http:/lwww.nybg.orglbscilhcoVfung/

exsiccati.html
*FRIENDS
OF THE FARLOW
http:/lwww.herbaria.harvard.edu/fof/

friends.html

FUNGI
OF THE LINDSAY-PARSONS
BIODIVERSITY
NAMA POISON
CASEREGISTRY
(51-4)
PRESERVE
(50-6)
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